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ABSTRACT
This thesis is a qualitative study case study to describe the meaning of Zambian indigenous
songs for early childhood music education learners and teachers in the six schools in the
Mongu district of the Western Province in Zambia. In early childhood education mothertongue communication is very important for meaningful teaching and learning, developing
kinaesthetic motoric growth and helping to preserve cultural heritage. English is the official
language used in Zambian schools. Research showed that the standard of education is
declining. There is deep concern that in the Mongu district children from 3 to 6 years old who
do not understand English also do not have the opportunity to perform indigenous songs in
their classrooms.
Six pre-schools were visited for the field work: three in central Mongu and three on the
outskirts. Personal observation and open-ended interviews with eighteen teachers (three per
school), the head teacher of each school, and the district education board secretary, who is
responsible for the pre-schools in Mongu district, as well as informal group and individual
discussions with learners, were part of the data-collection process.
This research explained the meaning of indigenous songs and included remarks of the
participants, who mentioned that indigenous songs link one generation to another and that
they conveyed the cultural norms and values of the society. Singing indigenous songs helps
the learners with language development, improves their body movements and muscle
growth. Furthermore, it creates a feeling of connectedness and friendship, makes people
happy and uplifts their spirit. There were also participants who experienced indigenous songs
as old-fashioned and felt that in the 21st century the focus should be on global languages such
as English and on modern living styles.
The technique of crystallization was used to analyse the most important themes and
categories that emerged from the data. Through this coding process four themes emerged: 1)
Traditions and values, 2) Teaching and learning, 3) Flourishing, and 4) A lack of appreciation.
Florence Miya’s model (2007:175) of the ecosystem of the musical arts in Africa was used as
a guideline for the theoretical discussion. A new model was created to implement an
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approach to African philosophy of education, and by extension, challenge the dominance of
a colonial, Western-style education that still persists in Zambia.
The stakeholders that will benefit from this research are pre-school educators, head teachers
of pre-schools, educational standards officers at district and provincial levels, as well as the
district education board secretaries, the provincial education officers, colleges, public and
private universities, and the Ministry of Education in Zambia. It will give them direction to
facilitate meaningful teaching and learning.
Keywords:
Meaning of indigenous songs; Early childhood music education (ECME), Indigenous songs;
movement; Indigenous languages; Early childhood educators, Mongu district; Western
Province of Zambia.
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SAMEVATTING
Hierdie tesis is ŉ kwalitatiewe gevalle studie om die betekenis van Zambiese inheemse liedere
vir die gebruik van leerders en opvoeders van Vroeë Kinderontwikkeling (VKO) in ses skole in
die Mongu distrik van die Westelike Provinsie in Zambië, te beskryf. In VKO is moedertaal
kommunikasie baie belangrik vir betekenisvolle onderrig en leer, die ontwikkeling van
motoriese spierontwikkeling en om die kulturele erfenis te bewaar. Engels is die amptelike
taal wat in Zambiese skole gebruik word. Navorsing toon aan dat die standaard van onderwys
agteruit gaan. Daar is ŉ ernstige bekommernis in die Mongu distrik oor kinders in die 3-6 jaar
ouderdomsgroep, wat nie Engels verstaan nie, en ook nie die geleentheid het om inheemse
liedere in hul klaskamers uit te voer nie.
Ses voorskoolse instellings was in die veldwerk gebruik: drie in sentraal Mongu en drie aan
die buitewyke. Persoonlike waarneming en ongestruktureerde onderhoude is met 18
onderwysers (drie per skool) gevoer asook met die skoolhoof van elke skool en die sekretaris
van die distriksonderwysraad wat vir VKO in Mongu distrik verantwoordelik is sowel as met
informele groepe en individuele gesprekke met leerders wat deel van die datainsamelingsproses was.
Hierdie navorsing omskryf die betekenis van inheemse liedere en opmerkings van
deelnemers was dat inheemse liedere een generasie met die ander verbind en dat dit die
oordrag van kulturele norme en waardes van die gemeenskap oordra. Die sing van inheemse
liedere help leerders met taalontwikkeling, verbeter hul liggaamsbewegings en
spierontwikkeling. Verder skep dit ŉ gevoel van samebinding en vriendskap, maak mense
gelukkig en verhoog hul geesdrif. Daar was ook deelnemers wat inheemse liedere as oud
modies ervaar het en dat in die 21 ste eeu die fokus op wêreldtale, soos Engels, en op
moderne leefstyle moet wees.
Die tegniek van kristalisasie is gebruik in die analise van die belangrikste temas en kategorieë
wat uit die data te voorskyn kom. Deur hierdie koderingsproses het vier temas na vore
gekom: 1) Tradisies en waardes, 2) Onderrig en leer, 3) Florering, en 4) ŉ Gebrek aan
waardering.
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Florence Miya se model (2007:175) oor die ekostelsel van musikale kunste in Afrika is as riglyn
vir die teoretiese bespreking gebruik. ŉ Nuwe model is ontwikkel om ŉ benadering tot ŉ
Afrika filosofie van onderwys te implementeer en deur uitbreiding die voorrang van die
koloniale, Westerse onderwysmodel, wat steeds in Zambië voortbestaan het, uit te daag.
Die verskillende belanghebbendes wat deur die navorsing bevoordeel sal word, is
voorskoolse opvoeders, hoofde van voorskoolse onderriginstellings, onderrig standaarde
beamptes op distrik-en provinsiale vlakke, asook die sekretaris van die distriksonderwysraad,
die provinsiale onderwysbeamptes, kolleges, openbare en privaat universiteite, en die
Minister van Onderwys in Zambië. Dit sal hulle rigting gee om betekenisvolle onderrig en leer
te fasiliteer.
Kernwoorde
Betekenis van inheemse liedere; Vroeë kind musiekonderwys (ECME); Inheemse liedere;
Beweging; Inheemse tale; Vroeë kind opvoeders; Mongu distrik; Westelike Provinsie van
Zambië.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND OF STUDY

Vignette

Long, long ago ...

The sun is rising slowly and the day is bright with cool air. It is a fresh morning and
birds are singing beautifully, all sounding harmoniously like a well-trained choir.
“What a lovely sound!” I feel incredibly touched. The sandy school playground was
nicely swept by pupils the previous day. Kando’s teacher enters the class carrying
a tortoise’s shell in her right hand. She wants to teach the class a science lesson
about reptiles. Kando moves close to the teacher and the teacher asks her: Bo
muluti mwa ziba se mulwezi mwa lizoho lamina? Mwaziba koina? Mwaziba zei
zwalanga? Mwaziba koi zwalelanga? (Teacher, do you know what you are carrying
in your hand? Do you know where it stays? Do you know what it lays? Do you know
where it lays its eggs?). The teacher thinks and laughs: “Hmm ... No!” Kando
shouts: “Ki sikapani sa Kulu” (It is a tortoise’s shell!). Kando says that she wants to
sing a song her grandmother taught her at home about a tortoise. Kando moves
to the front of the classroom and starts singing and moving beautifully and
rhythmically to the beat of the song: “Kulu, Kulu uya kai? Niya kwa matongo
kuyozwala”. (Tortoise, tortoise, where are you going? I’m going to the ant hills to
lay eggs). The class joins her in singing the song and they walk outside imitating
how a tortoise moves from the river to the hills to lay eggs. The Mbunda-speaking
people of Western Province in Zambia have a saying: “Kutumbula chiyobo keti
bukulunu holoni kukalaho”. (Experience is the best teacher). This also means that
traditional knowledge can come from both the young and the old; interaction with
all people in society opens a world of knowledge.
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
The intention of this research is to describe the meaning of indigenous Zambian songs1 for
teachers and learners2 in early childhood education. Local people rely on indigenous
knowledge as a body of information in their communities, enhancing their awareness and
understanding (Masoga, 2006:45). It is my experience that indigenous music informs
Zambians about their cultural origins as well as about current practices. Indigenous songs are
of the utmost importance to children3 as they develop the basic skills that are needed for
formal learning (Akuno, 2009:iv) as well as for informal and non-formal education (Miya,
2007:177). Learners experience music with all the benefits attached to it (Brewer, 2007:428).
Indigenous songs act as a way for children to express themselves and share what they know
with their peers. These songs have proved to have great formative and educational value in
many African societies, because through them children learn the norms, values and lifestyle
of their people (Akuno, 2009; Miya, 2007; Pinnock, 2009).

The geographic area of this case study will be the Mongu district in Zambia’s Western
Province. The Western Province has thirteen tribes, namely Lozi, Luvale, Mbunda, Chokwe,
Luchazi, Subiya, Nkoya, Totela, Nyengo, Makoma, Mwenyi, Mashi, and Mbukushu. Lozi is the
major official language used for teaching and reading in the schools of the Western Province.
The fact that there are thirteen tribes indicates that the Western Province has thirteen
linguistic communities, each having its characteristic forms of musical expression. Each
community has unique songs for different age groups. Despite having many tribes, learning
each other’s songs is not an issue because of the inter-marriages that take place within the
region. In my research I will focus only on indigenous songs from six tribes of the Mongu
district − Lozi, Luvale, Mbunda, Chokwe, Luchazi and Nkoya.

The cultural diversity in this region, which is officially underpinned by the national curriculum
for music, is not reflected in music education practice. The Zambian music syllabus states that
Indigenous songs and movements are inseparable. Akuno (2009:4) also mentions that
dramatised songs and drama go hand in hand.
2 Pre-school children 3 to 6 years old will be observed in this study.
3 Children, learners and pupils will be used as synonyms in this research, and will refer to
children in the early childhood and the pre-school stage.
1

2

“the child … [should] learn more about his musical heritage and that of other cultures”
(Zambia, 1982:iv-v). Learners in pre-school are supposed to sing about what they know and
understand, yet indigenous songs are not heard. In a pilot study I conducted in 2009 in preschools in the Mongu district, I found that educators4 do not understand the meaning and
value of indigenous Zambian songs (Kakoma, 2009). Educators have instead concentrated on
the music of other cultures, which led children to parrot foreign music which they did not
understand. During interviews (in 2009) the children indicated that they do not understand
the language or the context of the songs they were singing during the school day. The
language the child understands and uses for processing knowledge is of the utmost
importance for developing concepts that are crucial for cognitive, motoric and affective
development (Nketia, 1999:56-58).

Dalvit et al. (2009:33, 41) emphasise that the language of learning and teaching (LoLT) in early
childhood education should be the child’s mother tongue. They argue that people’s thoughts
and ideas can be expressed best in their mother tongue, which in this case is an African
language. They further contend that African languages have simple grammar and spelling
compared to European or languages with Latin roots, such as the English language, where the
syntaxes are more complicated. This is, of cause, a debatable point.

The issue of English versus Lozi, for the purpose of this thesis, as the language of instruction
is of great concern to the Zambian government. Research has been conducted on the low
literacy levels among primary school pupils (Zambia, 2001. This led the country to develop a
new national language policy whereby initial literacy teaching should begin in a mothertongue language before the introduction of English in Grade 2. The policy document, Zambia
New Breakthrough to Literacy, (Zambia, 2001:1) states:

Right from the start, the learners see in printed form those words that they use
every day in their local language. They realize that what they read is something
that they already know a lot about. It is just another form of their own language.

4

In Zambia pre-school learners are taught by general teachers. “Educator” and “teacher”
will be used as synonyms in this study.
3

It starts from what learners know, i.e. their spoken language, and uses this to help
them learn something new, i.e. how to read and write. The most effective way of
learning something is by adding new information bit by bit to what is already
known.

The learning process of children is meaningful when there is a link between the already
known concept and the new body of knowledge. Where social interaction takes place in this
context, singing and dancing are a natural way of communication. Musical meaning is
revealed to people through interaction one another

What is this meaning? Mans (2006:6) describes meaning as the experiences people have
during social interaction and music performance. Elliott and Silverman (2015:67) also
mention meaning as “each work’s tonally moving forms”… “intrinsic or inherent; musical …
structured sound properties of the music itself”. For the purpose of this research, “meaning”
implies the value or importance that indigenous songs have for young learners in terms of
their socialisation, language learning, development of mental and moral values, and
promotion of interpersonal interaction.

According to the Centre for British Teachers (CfBT) Education Trust (Pinnock, 2009), there is
no doubt that children learn best in the language they grow up with at home. In 2011 a
research project of the Hedmark University College, Norway, investigated the language of
education and practice and learning of Zambia, Namibia and Norway (Banda et al. 2012). In
Norway the Sami people are taught in their indigenous language. In Namibia English is the
language of instruction from Grade 4, but in Zambia English is the language of instruction
from Grade 1. In Zambia “the main problems are that learners cannot read, talk or
comprehend the official language on an acceptable level and many learners are functionally
illiterate” (Banda et al., 2012:Summary). Thus, it is clearly evident that in the case of Zambia
specifically, despite using English as a medium of instruction for more than 49 years now,
Zambian education has yielded inadequate results. The key factor affecting the development
of education in the country is that teaching is done in a foreign language like English which is
unfamiliar to children and difficult for them to understand, hence the backlog in their
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learning. In a mother tongue they learn skills that can subsequently be transferred to other
languages (Zambia, 2001:39).

The Zambian government has therefore put in place a policy that gives pupils an opportunity
to learn the initial basic reading and writing skills in their native languages. These are Kaonde
and Luvale for North-Western Province, Lozi for Western Province, Tonga for Southern
Province, Nyanja for Lusaka and Eastern Provinces, and Bemba for the Central, Copperbelt,
Northern and Luapula Provinces. Despite these regional language groupings, two factors have
developed bilingualism among Zambians, namely the movement of people from rural to
urban areas looking for employment, and inter-marriages. Kashoki (1990:121) states:

It is tempting to conclude from the evidence so far that bilingualism or
multilingualism in the individual is an attribute of urbanization, because it is in
towns rather than in rural settings that one usually encounters linguistic
heterogeneity, which then leads the individual to acquire and manipulate a
repertoire of linguistic codes in order to cope with a complex linguistic situation.

In most schools in the Mongu district English and Zambian ethnic languages are the languages
of communication – this happens spontaneously. But in pre-schools children do not
understand other languages than their mother tongue language, the language they are
familiar with. Children’s education becomes meaningful when linked to their day-to-day life
and experiences, of which play is an important activity. In Listen to their voices Smithrim et
al. (2007:xi) highlight the importance of play: it promotes the physical, social, emotional and
intellectual opportunities for whole-child development. During play children will make music
without any inhibitions: they will clap their hands and stamp their feet rhythmically, sing
songs, move their bodies, dance in circles, just to mention a few activities. The songs keep
children active when they are introduced to formal learning. Lipina za banana in Lozi means
‘children’s songs’ and they sing them as musical games. Music can be a medium for holistic
development. In the Mongu district indigenous Zambian songs are still part of the daily
experiences of children. It is therefore important to focus on children’s musical experiences
and use these songs as a point of departure (Griffin, 2010). Miya (2007:177) focuses on “play
songs and singing games” in the early childhood stage and on how children learn to play by
5

“observing, imitating and participating as they evaluate each other” (Miya, 2007:163). In the
classroom play can be part of the musical arts programme (Mans et al., 2003:195).

Nompula (2011) focuses on indigenous South African Xhosa children’s walking songs, herding
songs, cradle songs, storytelling songs and hunting songs, which are rarely taught among the
Xhosa of the Eastern Cape in South Africa today. She further explores the value and role of
indigenous songs in education by revealing that Xhosa children can sing indigenous Xhosa
songs significantly better than songs of Western origin. She explains further that children get
confused when singing in a foreign language, and the musical learning process automatically
becomes slower as a result of the uncertainty. In Zambia indigenous songs are a part of a
tradition that provides an avenue of self-expression, communication and preservation of
culture, while body movements provide children with physical exercise.

Nyota and Mapara (2008) explain why traditional Shona children’s games are important for
children’s development. Games and play songs promote learning in pre-school classrooms,
because they influence socialisation among children. They point out that indigenous Shona
knowledge promotes cognitive development, which is acquired through activities such as
indigenous songs, games and riddles. Shona children’s games and songs instil self-confidence
and social understanding. They also help in the learning process through maintaining
enthusiasm, managing frustration and providing motivation in the classroom (Nyota &
Mapara, 2008:189). According to Nketia (1999:17):

Songs are like little books in a culture that is based upon oral traditions. They are
a means of transmitting culture and knowledge, each has a story. Songs are a
means of teaching children about performing artists in their regions, countries and
the continent.

In general, songs and movements have three major benefits in the holistic development of a
child: they nourish the mind, the body and the soul. Campbell and Scott-Kassner (2006:37)
emphasise the importance of early childhood educators knowing their learners, where they
are coming from and their music experiences in order to develop interest and be able to
develop a child-centred curriculum which will be of benefit to them. Indigenous songs
6

support the development of a child’s mind through repeating simple indigenous melodies
and game songs that involve a child learning by moving from the concrete to the abstract.
Children learn new skills and acquire new insight through repetition (Le Roux, 2005:44).
Indigenous songs are never performed individually, but always in pairs or groups in Africa
(Zambia, 1982:iv-v). During a performance each individual has a part to play towards the
successful making of music. When songs are performed, participants follow instructions of
the team leader until the music ends. This approach facilitates spiritual development in young
children as part and parcel of their ethnic groups and community, which includes the school.
Nye et al. (1992:21) mention that it is important to develop children’s personalities using
music, since personalities are the product of everyday experiences. Le Roux (2005:45)
explains the dimension of spiritual development by noting that music activities provide an
opportunity for individualisation and an awareness of one’s own identity. Children also
develop leadership skills and acceptable behaviour through group participation, as well as
extending communication skills through rhythmical speech patterns.

Music and language go side by side in the child’s development. Children learn their indigenous
music and language through interaction with family members. According to Chen-Hafteck
(1997), there is a relationship between music and language development among children as
a means of human expression and communication. The music is usually sung in the
indigenous mother tongue. The integration of the two aspects enhances learning processes
in formal learning. It is therefore important for educators to identify elements that would
yield successful results if used with pre-school children, in this case specifically in the Western
Province of Zambia. Pre-school lessons should be learner-centred. Learner-centeredness
means that children participate fully in the lesson and the educator becomes only the
facilitator. Children can only fully participate in the lesson if it is presented in their mother
tongue and the music is indigenous. This issue needs to be researched as there is no clarity
about the place of indigenous songs in the classroom.

Extensive research has been conducted on early childhood education in different parts of the
world. Research projects such as Bresler’s International Handbook of Research in Arts
Education (2007) (especially section 8), the chapter “Child Culture” (Thompson, 2007:859923) and the commentary of Dzansi-McPalm (2006:825-826) are just a few examples of such
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research. From a South African perspective the dissertation by Malan (2004) about story
telling in Arts and Culture, and the thesis by Harrop-Allin (2010) about musical games as
resources will enrich this investigation. The integration of music in teaching and learning in
grade R was investigated by Van Vreden (2014) in the Potchefstroom area. Although this
thesis is in Afrikaans, it is clear from the abstract that the model developed is “about music,
from music, on music, with music, in music and through music” in teaching and learning. A
master’s dissertation by Simako (2009) entitled “The development of learning activities for
teaching music using indigenous Tswana children’s songs in Botswana primary school:
principles and practice” will also be consulted. Njoora (2000) developed guidelines to
incorporate traditional folk music in the Kenya curriculum. He observed that only a few
schools offered music in Kenya schools in 1985. The documentation of Kenya folk songs as
teaching material could promote the rich cultural heritage of the children of Kenya. The
conference proceedings of the Pan-African Society of Musical Arts Education (PASMAE)
(Herbst, 2003; Mans, 2006) also focus on the meanings and messages of indigenous songs.

Although research has been done on game songs, musical games, musical arts and the
cultural context of the child, no research has been conducted on the meaning that teachers
and learners ascribe to indigenous Zambian songs. Investigating that was the aim of this
study, which will therefore contribute to the discourse on the educational value of indigenous
songs in the classroom.

1.2 PURPOSE STATEMENT
The purpose of this case study is to describe the meaning of Zambian indigenous songs for
early childhood music education learners and teachers in six schools in the Mongu district. At
this stage I define indigenous songs as songs that foster mother-tongue learning, help to
preserve cultural heritage, support meaningful teaching and learning for a Zambian child,
develop kinaesthetic motoric growth and cultivate culture-specific convictions. Consideration
of the differences between Zambian and Western songs in terms of musical content and
construction falls outside the scope of this study.
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1.3 MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION
What is the meaning of indigenous Zambian songs for teachers and learners (from an emic
perspective) in early childhood education in six pre-schools of Mongu in the Western Province
of Zambia?

1.4 SUB-QUESTIONS


What, according to the literature, is the meaning of indigenous songs? (Chapter 2)



How, according to the literature, can whole child development be stimulated through
indigenous knowledge systems and indigenous knowledge songs? (Chapter 2)



What meanings do early childhood educators and pre-schools learners ascribe to
indigenous Zambian songs? (Chapter 5)



How can the emergent themes on the meaning of indigenous songs be understood in
the context of the literature on this topic? (Chapter 6)

1.5 DELIMITATIONS
This study is limited to an investigation of indigenous songs for pre-school learners of Mongu
in the Western Province of Zambia. It does not cover all nine provinces of Zambia (see 3.2).
The stakeholders that will benefit from this research are pre-school educators, head teachers
of pre-schools, educational standards officers at district and provincial levels, as well as the
district education board secretaries, the provincial education officers, colleges, public and
private universities, and the Ministry of Education in Zambia. It will give them direction to
facilitate meaningful learning. Effective teaching is of special importance in the case of preschool educators, because of their involvement in early childhood development; they are the
group that will benefit mostly from this research. In-service training workshops might be
necessary. During the in-service training workshops I will focus on the meaning of indigenous
songs; cognitive, affective and kinaesthetic motoric growth; communication skills; and
musical group performance (Miya, 2007:177).
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1.6 RESEARCH METHODS
This is a qualitative study. The following principles, based on Creswell (2013:47), will apply to
this study:


I shall keep a focus on the meaning that the teachers and learners ascribe to
indigenous songs;



Research cannot be rigidly prescribed and all phases of the process may change or
shift once I enter the field and begin to collect data;



I shall develop a sense of the meaning of indigenous songs for pre-school teachers
and learners.

From the 1970s to the 1980s qualitative research has taken on a more interpretive role. From
then qualitative research have become more descriptive and the research process communal,
with participating practitioners acting as scholars.

The type of knowledge frameworks that drive society, also known as its
discourses, become key role players … These ‘knowledge systems’ are
interrogated by the interpretive researcher who analyses texts to look for the
way in which people make meaning in their lives, not just that they make
meaning, and what meaning they make. Thus the interpretive researcher looks
at frames that shape meaning (Henning et al., 2005:19-20).

This approach requires a description of rich insights in a specific case (Rule & John, 2011:1).
Rule and John (2011:29) and Merriam (2009:45) explain that descriptive study is the
methodology that focuses on thick description and rich development of a phenomenon
within a given research project. Descriptive study answers what and how questions. The case
study in this project entails the description of the meaning of indigenous songs for pre-school
children of the Western Province of Zambia. Furthermore, Merriam’s (1998:20) exposition of
the nature of qualitative studies applies in this case as well:
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In a qualitative study the investigator is the primary instrument for gathering and
analyzing data and, as such, can respond to the situation by maximizing
opportunities for collecting and producing meaningful information.

The data will be mainly described as it is experienced in the natural setting (McMillan &
Schumacher, 2010:344). The narrative style is an important method for reporting on the data
in this study. Therefore, various forms of vignette, story writing and visual material will be
used to give the atmosphere of the setting and the voices of the participants to give evidence
to the argument.

1.7 DATA COLLECTION
Six pre-schools will be studied in this investigation: three in central Mongu and three on the
outskirts. Research tools such as open-ended interviews with 18 teachers (3 per school), the
head teacher of each school, and the district education board secretary, who is responsible
for the pre-schools in Mongu district. Audio and visual equipment will be used to collect data
in the schools (Rule & John, 2011:34; Maree, 2007:294). The video recordings will capture the
classroom song activities. Creswell (2013:171-175) states that when collecting data, the
researcher should develop a means of recording information both on paper and digitally, and
store all the data gathered during the research. In this qualitative study I will gather
information from respondents and analyse the data; this data will be kept at NWU for future
reference.

1.8 DATA ANALYSIS
Yin (2014:132) and Creswell (2014:178) define data analysis as a procedure that involves
pattern matching and synthesis of cross-cases, building up of an explanation, interpretation
of the findings and presentation of the evidence. Rule and John’s (2011:75) summary of the
data-analysis process is relevant to this study:

Data analysis and interpretation constitute a critical state in the research process
which allows you to construct thick descriptions, to identify themes, to generate
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explanations of thought and action and evidence in the case, and to theorize the
case.

Creswell (2013:187) explains that data analysis is undertaken when the researcher is making
sense of the data, that the process involves grouping of information according to themes, and
that the purpose of data analysis is to construct an outcome and to reflect on the findings.
The method that could be used to select the themes and categorise them could be done by
computer programs (Merriam, 2009:182). In my circumstances I have decided to do it by hand
and used the technique of crystallization to select the most important themes and categories.

After the thesis has been completed, the interviewees will be requested to confirm that the
quotations used are accurate.

1.9 ETHICS
The participants in this study will participate voluntarily; this means that an individual will not
be persuaded or forced to take part in this study. Rule and John (2011:112) state that
researchers should not use deception to secure participation, and should ensure
confidentiality at every stage of the research process. They should also make sure that their
Organization, communities and participants are not maligned or harmed in any way. Merriam
(1998:42-43, 215-261) adds that the participants should be informed that they are able to
withdraw from the research project in the event that they find the questionnaire offensive,
misleading or irritating. All these principles have been followed. (See Addendum A).

As recommended by Creswell (2013:58), I will disclose the purpose of the study to the
participants, and respect the norms and values of the people on the site of the study. There
will be no pressure to sign consent forms, and people with special needs will be respected.
The present author will respect the site and will aim to cause as little disruption as possible
in order to carry out the research. The Education Department of Zambia will be asked for
permission to conduct this research project and for the teachers to participate, and the
parents will be asked to give consent for participation of the pupils.
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1.10 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A theoretical framework is vital when planning research about the teaching and learning of
indigenous songs in the early childhood education. The basic principles of a well-thoughtthrough theoretical framework can be summarised as follows:


Simple – it can be explained in an understandable way;



Fertile – it should generate an openness to more ideas;



Coherent – it should be logical and clear;



Explain – the phenomena should be clear;



Evidence – there should be evidence that supports the data;



Falsifiable – if necessary, it could be proved false or there could be other ways to
interpret the theory (Rule & John, 2011: 92, 93).

Miya’s model (2007:175) attracts me because the focus of the model is the teaching of
Indigenous Knowledge Systems (IKS) and I will use it as a guideline for both the literature
review and data-analysis process of this study. Miya’s conceptual model is built on a specific
case study. The discussion of the model may be found at 6.4.2.
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IKS

Individual group member
(Pupil/leaner)

Musical, moral, intrapersonal,

cognitively, affectively,
evaluation process, and
oralkinesthetic motoric
growth

Musical arts (group/class)

Music educator

Interpersonal, social, and
kinesthetic motoric growth,
interpretation of musical
arts, evaluative skills,
communication skills,
musical group performance,
kinesthetic growth

Musical arts,
interpersonal, African
cultures, urbanization,
educational purpose of
musical arts, and
evaluative skills and
growth

Formal, informal and non-formal education

Implicit, associative, observational and oral-kinaesthetic learning through effective
communication and culture models

Figure 1: Model ̶ Ecosystem of the Musical Arts in Africa (Miya, 2007:177)

1.11 LAYOUT OF THESIS
Chapter 1 will provide an orientation to this thesis for the reader. I will discuss background
information of the study, the research questions, the research design, data collection and
analysis as well as ethical consideration. Chapter 2 concerns indigenous knowledge systems
and developing the whole child. This will be dealt with in two sections; firstly, the meaning of
indigenous knowledge systems will be scrutinized from different angles, and secondly, early
childhood education (ECE) will be discussed along with all the topics attached to it. In Chapter
3 the context of the study will be discussed and photos, PowerPoint slides as well as
indigenous songs will be used to give the reader a clear picture of the Zambia and the Mongu
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district. I will present the research design, methodology and strategy of inquiry (the strategy
of inquiry is a multi-sited case study) in Chapter 4. The paramount design for this study is
qualitative. In Chapter 5 I will analyse the data and discuss my research findings according to
the emerging themes. In Chapter 6 new literature that adds to the content of the research
will be discussed, as well as, the scholarly contribution and possible topics for further
research. A theoretical perspective that could be used for new research will be compiled.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this literature review chapter is to establish the relevance of the research in
relation to other researchers’ articles, books and documents on topics addressed in this
investigation. This chapter therefore presents an overarching account of the body of research
that opens a gateway into the topic: “The meaning of indigenous songs for Zambian early
childhood teachers and learners”.
This chapter has four main sections (Figure 2), although the topics do overlap:
1.” Meaning” – concentrating on musical meaning;
2. “Beginnings” – focusing of those aspects that can be linked to indigenous knowledge;
3. “Developing” – aspects of early childhood development and role-models in music
education;
4. “Teaching and learning” – discussing methods associated with indigenous songs.
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Figure 2: Lay-out of Chapter 2
2.2. MEANING
2.2.1 Defining the term “meaning”
Meaning has been defined by different scholars according to their field of study and their
intellectual context. The concept of “meaning” has potentially profound philosophical
implications and narrower definitions depend on the focus (and topic) being addressed.
Waterman (2013:10) defines the notion of “meaning” as the value, positive or satisfactory
feelings that correlate with intrinsic experiences. Steger (2012:165) adds to this that meaning
makes sense of our lives in that it provides a purpose or value to lives being lived. Meaning is
thus also a physical, emotional and psychological benefit or reward that brings happiness to a
group or an individual (Campbell, 2010:222). Wayman (2005:17-20) states that meaning is
connected to the experiences, activities and values that humans attach to events, ceremonies
or situations where some type of personal need is satisfied. In this regard, people encounter
various life experiences that are sad and happy, and both kinds are meaningful because they
are seen as an integral part of life.
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Tiberius (2013:19-22) describes and limits meaning to wellbeing, pleasure and life satisfaction,
while for King and Hicks (2012:126) it is enjoyment during happy, fun and joyful moments.
Vitterso (2013:49-50), by contrast, argues that pleasure is unsupportive in creating meaning
because it changes with the environment, and instead refers to meaning as the exploration of
and striving towards basic needs. Therefore, “meaning” could be the value embodied in the
messages humans receive, activities they do and feelings that are of great benefit to them in
times of need. “Meaning” may be conceptualized from what we “hear, see and understand”.5

2.2.2 Musical meaning in general
According to Kaemmer (1993:108-112), people have wide-ranging and differentiated
perspectives on meaning when it comes to music. Some perspectives on meaning concern
musical characteristics, such as the provision of good melodic structures, but other
perspectives do not pertain to such musical elements, and are rather concerned with the
aspects of how people engage with, perform and listen to music.
The following are examples of how various writers formulate and understand “meaning” in
the context of music:


Music has meaning if it enhances someone’s personality (Clarke et al., 2010:85, 89, 98,
101, 181);



Kramer (2002:11) is of the opinion that musical meaning is the value people find in
music as a means of emotional expression and development of socialisation;



According to Greenberg (1979:104), musical meaning lies in the curiosity it arouses in
children’s discovery of the world around them, and their enthusiasm for learning. He
further emphasises that meaningful learning is developed through the child’s musical
experiences. In the children’s musical world, meaning can be derived from the value
that music adds to their lives (Greenberg, 1979:45). De Nora (2013:5-7, 88) states that
children benefit from musical meaning experiences in many spheres of life such as

This is an allusion to a Chinese proverb: “I hear and I forget, I see and I remember, I do and I
understand”.
5
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sharing of life experiences, construction of cultural value, memory and language
development, and common wellbeing;


Positive relationships are shaped through emotions when people are singing together during
happy and sad moments. Children’s health is enhanced through singing activities and they
become culturally enriched (Miya, 2007:170).

2.2.3 Musical arts
The term “musical arts”, as formulated by Meki Nzewi (2003:13) in an explicitly African
context, refers to music, dance, drama, poetry and costume as integrated facets of the musicmaking activities of African people. Similarly, Miya (2007:161-162) is of the opinion that
[e]ach individual African society has its own way of enculturating children into its
society so that they can become part of their community in all aspects of life. The
enculturation is usually done through educating the young members of the
society. Musical arts are the major tools and media through which such education
is transmitted to the children.
Performances are presented by children at village yards in the afternoon after they have
helped their mothers with house work and after meals in the evening. Nzewi (2006a:50)
comes to the conclusion that knowledge “implies progressive induction into the philosophical
and theoretical principles as well as human values and virtues informing a person’s indigenous
musical arts practices”.
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Music
Costumes
and scenery

Drama

Dance

Poetry and
lyrics

Figure 3: The African musical arts matrix (adapted from Nzewi, 2003:13)
Each of the musical art forms is connected to the others: “music reflects”, “dance translates”
“poetry and lyric narrates”, “drama enacts”, “material objects highlight it” (Nzewi, 2003:13).
The arrangement of this matrix is approximately the same in many African cultures, although
variations might arise through preparation and organization of activities (Wiggins 2015:209).
According to Nzewi (2003:15-19), there are archetypal moulds that reflect the societal matrix.
This include “health management”, “physical fitness”, “stress management”, “other support
and self-discovery”, “social bonding”, “virtues and ethics”, “enforcement of societal mores
and prescripts”, “social and conscience of the masses”, “spiritual disposition”, “humane
living”, “recreation”, “sex education”, “life and/or subsistence skills”, “history”, “communal
ethos and solidarity”, “mass communication”, “honour and reward”, “creativity and
spontaneity”, “validation of public cause and events” and “peace ambassador”.
Although these features are present in many indigenous songs, I have decided to focus on
“language development”, “context and culture”, “education” and “virtues and ethics” under
the umbrella topic of “indigenous songs and lyrics”.
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2.3 BEGINNINGS
2.3.1 Indigenous knowledge systems
In the following paragraphs I discuss indigenous knowledge systems as well as indigenous
songs. The argument that I focus on is that an indigenous knowledge system is the body of
knowledge that gives an African a sense of belonging and helps in preserving that person’s
sense of culture. Indigenous songs are songs that have probably not been impacted on or
negatively influenced by Western ideas, and have presumably been carriers of African
thoughts, ideas and knowledge systems through many generations.

The issue of the relationship between the global and the local has been widely investigated,
especially over the past fifty years, and there is a great interest amongst researchers in
bringing African music back to Africa.6 African music has been taken to the global world, but
researchers realise that its local merit should have a priority (Primos, 2003:303). So, where do
we begin with this locally-centred research? What is indigenous knowledge?
Sefadei (2002:339-344) describes indigenous knowledge as a body of local knowledge that has
preserved communities’ histories and cultures. This knowledge plays a vital role in giving
direction to a child’s life and acts as a foundation for making sense of the environment in
which a person lives. Sefadei (2002:339-344) further explains that an educator’s task is to help
the child see knowledge of indigenous songs in a classroom as something not newly created,
but rather as something that has already existed before.
Nzewi (2006b) defines indigenous knowledge as knowledge that has helped African people to
survive. Indigenous knowledge assists African societies to live according to the required
African ethics. This knowledge has been in existence in African societies for a long period of
time and has helped to bind people together (Nketia, 2005:88). It is also a reservoir of do’s
and don’ts in African communities and incorporates survival skills. Through indigenous
knowledge Africans know how to protect their families from danger and keep their villages,
homes and bodies clean. It empowers Africans with handcrafting skills, such as making baskets

6

See bing.com/videos on the theme “African music comes back to Africa”.
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and building houses, and other occupational skills such as pottery, blacksmithing, carving,
hunting, rearing of animals, skills in battle, and goldsmithing (Ogunjimi & Na’Allah, 2005:200).
Indigenous music is like a carrier of indigenous knowledge (Masoga, 2006:45). Masoga
(2006:46) emphasises that “[i]t is therefore culturally and educationally appropriate to sustain
and promote African indigenous knowledge in local communities through integrating it into
the school curriculum.” The reason for this is that children are more often with their teachers
and less with their parents, making it difficult for them to be taught indigenous knowledge
through indigenous songs at home. This knowledge is transferred to local people and provides
them with survival skills, a means of cooperation and harmony, respect for culture, healthy
living and the enhancement of food security in their communities. It is also through the
indigenous knowledge derived from indigenous music that community problems are solved.
Akuno (2005:60-62) further mentions that indigenous music is a body of indigenous
knowledge systems that brings about a sense of greater awareness and wellbeing, discourages
greed and acts as a guide for children to learn about body parts.
2.3.2 Indigenous songs
In the section below a series of questions will highlight the nature of indigenous songs and
their educational implications.


Ontological question: What is the nature of pre-school indigenous songs?

Pre-school indigenous songs from the Mongu district can be categorised as follows:
Table 1: Categories and functions of indigenous children’s songs (adapted from Akuno,
2009:iii)
Categories of indigenous Function of the song

Lozi (English translation)

songs
Lullabies

Sung to calm the crying baby.

Mbumbu walila ulilela
kunyanya bomahe habayo
(the baby is crying, it wants
to breast feed, the mother is
not around).
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Story songs

Sung to tell children a story and

Bondate munife kaiba kaka

develop listening skills.

nde, kaiba kaka, kazwa mwa
mushitu nde, mwa mushitu
wona wowa Liwalike nde
(father give me my dove
which I brought from
Liwalike forest).

Praise songs

Sung for praising children with

Kanana kakande ki kakande

good behaviour and who have

kamutu kakande ki kamutu

done well. They are meant to

kakande

teach children good manners.

(a good child will ever be
good and a good person will
ever be good).

Mocking songs

Game songs

Sung to mock their friends who

Timboke, timboke ukabapala

demonstrate undesirable

nisitoho sahao (leave him,

behaviour such as greed,

leave him he will play – with

rudeness or isolation from

his own head – meaning

friends.

alone).

Sung to reinforce the concept in

Nakutambekela sika sonase,

the game which can be a caring

usikewafosa, wezesinana,

attitude, respect, honesty

(I’m passing this item; please

cooperation, eye/hand

take care of it as I have

coordination and

done).

psychomotorics.
Play songs

Sung and performed to depict

amubone bana peba ni

characters of animal families.

kakaze (my friends, see, a
cat is chasing a rat); also in
Akuno (2009:13).

Praise songs to God

Sung and performed to praise

Kokonu ihupuzi kwa Nalolo

God’s creations.

Kokonu, ihupuzi kwa Nalolo,
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Kokonu ihupuzi kwa Nalolo
(A black Lechwe has
remembered Nalolo plains,
where there are good
pastures).

These songs serve to teach language and fluency, and inspire good and acceptable behaviour
in a child. Songs also develop a child’s mobility, listening skills and eye movement in game
songs.
Nannyonga-Tamusuza (2013:114-119) asserts that musical meaning in children’s indigenous
songs can also be found in story songs, lullabies, games songs and folk tales. Akuno (2009:iii,
83, 93 ) adds cradle songs, fable songs, mockery songs and songs for learning things like
“remove your bedding”, “rain”, “look at leaves”, etc. Nannyonga-Tamusuza (2013:114-119)
further explains that the lyrics of indigenous songs promote ethnic cultural values and
heritage, and convey affection for the society and its people. Indigenous songs can only be
meaningful to preschool children if they can mould the learners for their intended purpose in
the village, community or nation.


Cosmological question: How are indigenous songs (as a pedagogical reality)
structured?

Zambian indigenous songs have the same structure of a single melody running through up to
the end of the song. Singers perform the song in unison; harmony occurs only at the cadential
point of the song. There is a repetition of words and songs are sometimes led by a virtuoso
(an African soloist) and other singers respond (Nketia, 1974:154; Nzewi, 2006b: lecture notes).


Anthropological question: Who are the role-players and stakeholders in the indigenous
songs as pedagogical activities?

First, the major role-players in indigenous singing activities are the pre-school children who
will enjoy their heritage songs and so foster their learning. Second, there are the teachers who
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will use the songs to help pre-school learners understand and learn meaningfully through the
songs of their culture. Other stakeholders are pre-school head teachers, education standards
officers at district and provincial level, district board secretaries in districts, the provincial
education officer, ministry of education and parents.
The behaviours exhibited by a person in his old age can be attributed to indigenous songs he
has been singing since he was young. Vallejo (2013:164) is of the opinion that societies use
indigenous songs as their traditional oral vehicle of transmitting their identity, thought and
sentiment to members of their community. Children are supposed to perform mostly songs
learned from parents and peers, before they actively enter into their own world of music.
 Context and culture
Children make music meaningful by performing songs according to their social context. In an
educational setting these meanings will differ: teaching, learning and understanding give
another perspective to indigenous songs (Wiggins, 2015:1, 2). The children cross over the
borders of life, shaping their personality in order to fit into their culture. They weave through
indigenous songs, culture and custom. Mans (2006:32-35) says that educators should
understand the social and textual meaning of a song before teaching it to the learners. Nzewi
(2003:15-18) states that indigenous songs are for recreation and create social bonds through
group performances. Indigenous songs accompanied by movements reduce stress and help in
developing bodily fitness in a child, which promotes good health.
Children’s experiences of what is meaningful might differ from those of adults. Therefore,
children should be given more time to explore their local music (indigenous songs) through
performance in a constructive environment in order to build their self-confidence, and
develop socio-cultural values and individual musicianship (Hebert, 2010:43). Nketia (2005:22)
defines meaning in indigenous songs as the cultural norms and concepts embedded in the
song.
The experiences that children have through interaction with their indigenous songs will
steadily shape their personal character to develop love of their families, community, the
society where they live, and the language of their ethnic group. Every indigenous song an
African sings has meaning and emphasises his or her social or spiritual life (Nzewi, 2003:17).
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The meaning in indigenous songs is demonstrated through the performer’s accurate response
during the dancing and singing the chorus, showing that there is more to it than merely singing
and dancing. The sound of a drum also has potential meaning: it either informs people about
the ceremony, the death of a king, a war, a market meeting, or an invitation to a wedding
(Nzewi, 2003:18).
Therefore, musical meaning also refers to the meaning in the music that embeds
psychological, physiological and cultural social values (Kramer, 2002:1-9). In indigenous songs
musical meaning emerges through the use of appropriate words, the response of the audience
at which it is directed, its purpose and use at the correct event. The composition should be in
a language in which the composer is comfortable in creating and interpreting his dreams.
Performers and the audience can only consider music meaningful when performed in a
familiar language (Robinson, 1997:1-25). Herbst (2005:236) says that children learn effectively
when their mother-tongue language is used. This child first learns while he7 is held on his
mother’s back. Later he imitates the song and sings it as a way of giving her pleasure, or for
cultural and social satisfaction.
Children strive to achieve what is meaningful for their culture and society (Whiteman,
2013:466-467). Tagg (2013:182) re-affirms that meaning in music should be born from a
common cultural vocabulary, a basic sign store that both the receiver and transmitter need to
access in order for communication to work effectively on both parties. Music that carries
history and culture (i.e. indigenous songs) helps children to develop a powerful way of
connecting their daily experiences to their lives in a meaningful way (Raiber & Teachout,
2014:215).
 Virtues and ethics

Masoga (2006:47) states that the future of Africa depends on the ethical and virtuous
upbringing of African children through the use of indigenous music. Vallejo (2013: 164-178)
also emphasizes that children find it fascinating to perform their indigenous songs, because

7

The masculine reference includes the feminine.
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they are linked to certain symbols of the circumstances of their social lives, and there is no
language barrier in the singing.
Enhancing traditions is done through the strengthening of established traditional modes of
conduct and through the mechanism that traditional songs contain to advise and empower
people on how to preserve their heritage. The promotion of cooperation is enhanced through
the singing and performing of songs that preserve African norms and the ethical values of the
society. Therefore, it is the preservation of indigenous songs that gives someone a sense of
belonging to a particular ethnic group.
2.4 DEVELOPING
This section reflects on the literature about children’s developmental phases in an African
context, as well as on early childhood development (ECD) and the value of psychologists,
ethnomusicologists and music educators who act as role models for the teachers.
2.4.1 Child developmental stages in an African context
An African child’s developmental stages are not different from those indicated in Piaget’s
theory for “Western” children, and despite their colour, race and origin, they follow the same
process. The feature of Piaget’s theory that does not apply is that children do not rigidly follow
the year-by-year development strictly as set out (Nye et al., 1992:23). Some children follow
the sequence, but others perform advanced activities before the time stipulated. It simply
means that childrens’ mental and physical develop differently making it unique for each child
during their developmental stages.
Mwamwenda (2004:131) explains that African children’s cognitive developmental stages are
similar to those of a “Western” child. The difference in mastery and performance in the
classroom is an effect of the environment in which the child lives. This implies that when the
environment is conducive to growth, the cognitive faculties develop much better than when
it is not. In an African context the stages a child follows are birth (kupepwa), childhood
(bwanana), the teenage years (liokandepu), which includes the initiation period for boys and
girls: mwalanjo (initiated girl) for the Lozi tribe and kandanda (initiated boy) for the Mbunda,
Luvale or Chokwe tribes, youth (buncha) and adulthood (buhulu). But it should be noted here
that marriage (manyalo) comes between youth and adulthood (bunchanibuhulu). After
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adulthood comes old age (busupali), then lastly death (lifu) – and transition into the spirit
world. All in all there are seven stages (comparable to Shakespeare’s seven stages of man’s
life – see Shakespeare’s As you like it). Goduka (1974:68) explains that both living and nonliving humans live interconnected and interrelated.
2.4.2 Mother-tongue development
Another perspective on meaning in the music of African culture is that the use of indigenous
songs can help in the development of young children’s language and vocabulary with the
necessary rules attached (Addo et al., 2003:238). Sturman (2013:179-195) affirms that the
lyrics of a song should be taught for correct pronunciation of words and their rhythmic
patterns through repetitions so that mastery can be enhanced. Rhythmic patterns and
melodies are important for language development (Le Roux, 2005:56, 57). Emberly (2013:9093) agrees that songs are learned through their rhythmic and melodic practices.8
Language is a means through which children communicate their thoughts, feelings and needs.
Children develop their mother-tongue language naturally through parent and peer
interactions, without formal learning. Mother-tongue education should be emphasized in
early childhood learning processes, because children find it easy to understand in the language
they use to communicate every day. Additionally, children’s thinking processes still take place
in their mother tongue. The educators should therefore plan lessons involving activities in the
language children use and know (Genish, 1980:57).
Music helps in language development (Sturman, 2013:193). Russell-Bowie (2009:11-16)
explains how children found it difficult to express their feelings, emotions and socialize using
the English language. Young et al. (2001:225) mention that children develop their language
8

In Bresler’s International handbook of research in arts education (2007) she refers at the end of
sections to “International commentaries” written by scholars from the specific countries. Some of
these commentaries are also relevant for this study like for example African-American culture. Moore
(2013:350-360), and Berrios-Mirinda (2013:301-313) assert that indigenous song is an essential
transmission vehicle. Indigenous songs for children were characterized by powerful rhythmic patterns,
hand clapping and line dance as a routine. African-American children in Tennessee and Puerto Rico
sang indigenous songs for social interaction, to express their pleasure, enjoyment and release energy
– a scenario experienced when children were on the playground. Songs were performed at noon after
children had finished helping their mothers with house work. The songs were rich in culture and
history, and carried powerful traditional sentiments on their heritage from generation to generation.
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through word and sound imitation from parents and care-takers. Language is the avenue
through which people express their desires, interests and values. It is a function of the identity
of an ethnic group of people or community. It is the mother-tongue language which brings
meaning into children’s learning processes (Sefadei, 2002:348). The message in the music
performed becomes meaningful when performed in the children’s indigenous language
(Mans, 2006:33).
Miya (2007:174, 175, 177) states that “the theory of education sees learning and teaching as
a process of active interaction between the learner and the teacher”. She further emphasizes
that “teaching and learning are dependent on proper communication, using well-known
common signs or language.” It is important that during communication the teacher should use
appropriate language, either verbal or non-verbal, which the recipient (a child) should be able
to understand and receive instruction in successfully. If the altered communication between
the learner and the educator is poor because of wrong or confusing signals, no learning will
take place. She asserts that "[n]oise is the alteration of the signal”. It occurs when the message
encoded by the source is decoded wrongly by the recipient. She further says that it will hinder
understanding that should take place during the child’s learning. The educator should
therefore strive to learn the language, culture and songs of his learners, and the context in
which they are performed. Miya explains that “when the sender of a message and the receiver
share the same language, the communication is contextualized, and understanding is bound
to take place” (2007:174, 175, 177).
2.4.3 Early childhood education
Early childhood education (ECE) is interpreted in the Western Province of Zambia as the stage
in a child’s life from birth to age eight. In ECE the learning process is very important and
especially the incorporation of IKS into the daily classroom programme of the child (Miya,
2007:161; Thompson, 2007:860; Van Vreden, 2016). In the past, literary scholars of song texts
were specifically interested in the children’s verbal lore (Campbell, 2007:884). Campbell says
that “folklorists have sought out verbal text and games of children as manifestations of the
survival and changes to folk culture at large”. According to Wiggins (2015:8-9), “[w]e learn
new ideas best when we can set them into a context with which we are already familiar and
which we already understand” using the from-known-to-unknown teaching approach. She
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states that when learners already know a song, it is more constructive to add a new concept,
as this method will enhance in-depth meaning.
2.5 ROLE MODELS
Each of the model model used in this research has significance in the child`s development and
therefore I found it necessary to be included in this study. There are philosophers who act as
role models for students doing ECE research. For the purpose of this research, I want to give
a short overview of the approaches of the Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky (1896-1934);
Ghanaian ethnomusicologist and composer, Joseph Hanson Kwabena Nketia (born 22 June
1921); Emeka Meki Nzewi (born 1938), who is a Nigerian music composer, ethnomusicologist
and cultural scientist; the German-born composer and musicologist Carl Orff, (1895-1982);
and

the

Hungarian-born

Zoltán

Kodály

(1882-1967),

a

composer,

pioneering

ethnomusicologist, ground-breaking educator and music critic; Emile Jaques-Dalcroze (18651950), a Swiss music educator and composer; and the American ethnomusicologist and music
educator, Patricia Shehan Campbell.
2.5.1 Lev Vygotsky

In the twenty-first century the educational approaches Vygotsky received renewed attention
in the sphere of education. Campbell and Scott-Kassner (2006:17, 21-22) explain that
Vygotsky, like other theorist-researchers, had a unique focus in the field of research. Although
Vygotsky agreed with other researchers on theories of child development, his research is
unique in the sense that he focuses on how fixed biology, history and culture can influence
learning. These authors say Vygotsky’s research revealed that socialization skills are
developed through the continuous interaction that the child has with parents and peers.
During musical play with their peers and parents, children’s cognitive domains are developed.
Children learn their culture through music along with body movements and facial expressions.
Culture is also learned through musical play with parents at home or with teachers at school.
Through singing and playing music, children develop a passion for their cultural heritage.
Campbell and Scott-Kassner (2006:16) further explain that Vygotsky’s ideas will help parents
and teachers to involve children in musical activities in order to develop their listening skills
and assist them to build better social relationships with their peers as they interact in group
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singing activities. Jordan-Decarbo and Nelson (2002:210-212) describe Vygotsky perspective
that culture and music play a major role in a child’s early development. Jordan-Decarbo and
Nelson further highlight that Vygotsky also focuses on nature and nurture as being
contributing factors in a child’s personal and cultural development.
2.5.2 Kwabena Nketia
The Ghanaian ethnomusicologist, composer, author and intellectual, Joseph Hanson Kwabena
Nketia, was born in Mampong Asante in 1921. He is a role model to many African music
educators and has written around 200 publications and more than 80 musical compositions
(Nketia, n.d.). He focuses on and encourages the creation of songs by using hexatonic,
heptatonic and pentatonic scales.
According to Nketia (1999:1), African children’s learning should include traditional musicmaking and dance experiences. Learning should prepare children to acquire indigenous
knowledge of their environment and of others in order for them to fully participate in
community events and festivals such as funerals and weddings. He furthers says that African
children learn through facial expressions, gestures people make during performances,
imitations, observations and listening. Sometimes children are encouraged to take part in
singing and dancing along with elders, and extra lessons are provided to children who need
special indigenous knowledge and skills in instrumental playing and music traditions to help
them carry on with the traditions as future parents.
Petersen (2016, interview) describes Nketia’s indigenous music approach as participatory,
where children were encouraged to freely take part in the music and dance to express their
feelings and enjoy themselves, in opposition to a presentational approach, where learners
perform to please the audience rather than themselves. Nketia (1999:2) mentions that
because of the interruption of traditional music learning by colonial rulers, educators should
now again transmit cultural values by providing learners with traditional music experiences in
the classroom. This should be done in order to strengthen their human consciousness that will
increase their indigenous knowledge and identity.
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2.5.3 Meki Nzewi
Meki Nzewi (2005:2, 7, 48, 92), born in 1938, is a Nigerian cultural scientist, ethnomusicologist
and music composer. Like Nketia, he has played a musical leadership role in Africa. Nzewi
(2006a:50) mentions that the musical arts are connected to systematic education that will also
provide a cognitive foundation for intellectually secure encounters with other musical arts
cultures. Nzewi has published a two-volume teacher’s manual (2006a, 2006b) in which he
gives educators a step-by-step methodology for teaching African music. He begins by
introducing children to rhythmic movements and then motivates them to create their own
movements. This is done through hand clapping, stamping and movements in response to
percussion instruments. Nzewi teaches pitch by filling different bottles or glasses with water
to create pitches from the lowest to the highest. Later he strikes the bottle or glass at the
bottom producing different sounds. Children then repeat the sounds heard from the bottles
or glasses with different water levels. The same approach is used to teach tone and melody.
It is a game-like learning approach. During the singing of indigenous songs, Nzewi uses
learner’s local languages so that they can participate freely.
2.5.4 Carl Orff
Carl Orff (1895-1982) was a German educator and composer. Orff’s approach to children’s
music learning incorporated improvisation, creativity and speech rhythm. Nye et al.
(1992:346) explain that Carl Orff supported the use of indigenous songs in teaching pre-school
learners. He used traditional songs to teach children music concepts, and influenced them
through engaging themselves in song composition, instrumental playing, dancing and
movements.
According to Kertz-Welzel (2013:374-375), Orff’s music classes were games, which allowed
children to create their own songs, because he believed that children are full-fledged humans
and could do what grown-up people can do. Wheeler and Reabeck (1977:xix-xx) explain that
Orff’s approach to music education is unique in the sense that he focused on rhythms that
were developed from children’s sensory feelings through crawling, walking, touching and
throwing that give them inner movement. It is through this basic concept of rhythm that
children’s musicianship is developed. Rhythm encourages children’s movement, play, singing
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and speech, and this can develop into meaningful experiences and enjoyment that guide them
to learn music notation.
Orff believed in training children in music movements, intervals, rhythmic playing through
stamping, clapping, percussion instrument playing and finger snapping, before introducing
them to pitched instruments. He promoted creativity among children as an indirect way of
engaging them to come up with their own songs, movements and development of their
speech. The teaching of children to create their own pitched sounds from different musical
instruments led them to move further from pentatonic sounds to a minor and major tonalities
framework (Orff, 2016).
Most importantly in his work, Orff used the known-to-unknown approach in teaching children
music. His approach involved children’s traditional songs, melodies, rhymes and folk songs.
He also used names of local animals, plants, some geographical places and peer’s names
during singing to try and make music lessons more interesting. This approach made learner’s
learning much easier and motivated them (see comments about Japanese indigenous songs).9
2.5.5 Zoltán Kodály
Campbell (2010:51, 261, 268), McPherson (2006:123), Miller and Miller (2013:489) and Nye
et al. (1992:346-349), to mention only a few authors, describe the work of the Hungarian-born
educator and composer, Zoltán Kodály (1882-1967). Kodály based his music teaching on the
local language (the mother tongue) in order for children to understand the concepts in his
teaching. This approach of using the local language has now been adopted in many countries.
His musical approach was mainly focused on children learning good singing and music reading
skills. Children’s learning consisted of games in which pre-notation symbols were introduced,
such as stems without heads and pictures of objects to indicate sound levels. The use of hand

9

The purpose in music education is to activate the inert universal indigenous song-making
ability in a child, from the aurally received to the creatively produced. From the research done
by Adachi (2013:449-490) on Japanese music education, there is no doubt that music stands
on firm ground in the preschool school curriculum. Matsunobu (2007:89-90) describes
Japanese traditional music education as home practice for social and cultural functions, and it
is normally a lifelong process. Despite the influence of Western music on its traditional songs,
the Japanese have kept their identity through establishing traditional music in their schools.
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sign to denote sound levels was one of the most interesting approaches of Kodály’s music
teaching methods. He promoted body movement with an emphasis on regular beats. This was
developed through clapping and stamping. The music learning was facilitated through song
singing and game playing, as well as listening skills training through responding to the
recorded music. He stressed learners need to develop an inner hearing of sound. Songs were
selected on different pitch levels in sol, mi, la, and do pentatonic scales. Kodály’s approaches
to music teaching to early childhood classes proved successful through the use of children’s
indigenous songs in the classroom. Kodaly`s method is mostly related to my study in the sense
that he too focused on the teaching of music to children using their mother language in order
to promote meaningful learning.
2.5.6 Emile Jaques-Dalcroze
Jaques-Dalcroze (1865-1950), a Swiss music educator and composer, had an approach to
music teaching that was based on listening, child language learning through singing and
instrumental playing through improvisation, singing and movements integrated with rhythmic
patterns. His practical music techniques dealt with the holistic development of a child’s body
through body-mind coordination. In every musical activity performed, Dalcroze focused on
the development and enhancement of a child’s personality. His eurhythmic approach to music
education was unique in the sense that it developed body balance, intelligence, physical
awareness and manipulation skills, as well as kinaesthetic intelligence (Jaques-Dalcroze, 2016;
Nye et al., 1992:344).
2.5.7 Patricia Shehan Campbell
Campbell is a professor in music education and ethnomusicology at Washington University.
She has researched different children’s musical cultures for more than twenty-five years. Her
research culminated in publications from 1989 until 2015. Her mammoth contribution was in
2012 as one of the editors of The Oxford Handbook of Children’s Musical Cultures. The focus
of her research is traditional music and how it should be part of the school curriculum. In 1989
she published a book about multicultural perspectives in music education, and since then she
has written lesson plans, given workshops to teachers in various countries, and presented
conference papers about the value of world music and its benefits for the holistic
development of children. Her passion for traditional music flows like a thread through all her
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38 publications, with the title of her 2015 publication, “I Can Play It: Play-and-Learn Activities
to Help your Child Discover the World through Music,” a summary of her life-long involvement
in music education.

Campbell et al. (2008:18-19, 35, 36-38) also reflect on the work of different scholars who have
done important research that relates to this thesis, for example studies by Blacking, Elliott and
Jorgenson. John Blacking, an ethnomusicologist, studied children’s indigenous songs of the
Venda in South Africa and found them meaningful for children’s learning process (Blacking,
1973). David Elliott, a Canadian music teacher and scholar, advocates for teaching music to
children because of its life-long benefits, and describes a pedagogy of music making to better
music teaching for young learners (Elliott & Silverman, 2015). Furthermore, Estelle Jorgensen,
an Australian music educator, also emphasises the need for teachers to plan effective music
education lessons through the music of the local culture (Jorgensen, 2003). These researchers
are role-models to music educators who are passionate about traditional or indigenous
approaches to develop children’s full potential.
2.6 TEACHING AND LEARNING
With these virtues of indigenous music noted, it is worthwhile including indigenous songs in
the school curriculum for ECE. Meaning in indigenous songs has key psychological elements
for African societies. The meaning in indigenous songs is embedded in its cultural musical
sounds that are interactive and provide mutually satisfying performances (Mans, 2006:31-35;
Nzewi, 2006a:49-55). Indigenous songs help to create self-fulfilment, mental healing, inherent
motivation and self-esteem (Waterman, 2013:3, Addo et al., 2003:237). It also sustains
spirituality, helps in the management of stress, promotes social bonding, encourages physical
fitness through movement, improves memory through singing, emotional control and selfexpression, and creates self-confidence in individuals. Children express through indigenous
songs feelings and ideas that are difficult to express verbally to society (Nannyonga-Tamusuza,
2013:118-120). The recognition of children’s needs helps them enjoy a better classroom
environment, similar to that of home. Participation is high during class music lessons and
learners become resourceful by bringing indigenous songs from home or the community to
the classroom. This also promotes a child-centred lesson (Campbell & Scott-Kassner, 2006:3542). The authors explain that motivation becomes high where a classroom becomes an
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enabling environment for learning, and children learn by moving from the known to the
unknown.10
2.6.1 The teacher
But who should teach the children? Akuno et al. (2005:55) define a teacher as a person who
instills knowledge, good morals and life skills into the mind of his learners. I define a teacher
as a person who guides learners during the learning processes. It is important that teachers
know the needs of children under their care. Meaning in the teaching profession should be
understood by people who take up teaching as a career. Teachers should be aware that they
are dealing with meaning in the lives of their learners. Hendy (2008:176) explains that
preschool educators’ planning should be fluid in nature, and should direct a child in problem
solving and decision making, and should promote group work. Teachers need to prepare in
terms of teaching and learning resources for effective and meaningful learning to take place.
As has been suggested, the teacher should focus his teaching on human needs.
The teacher should not leave out essential traditional elements or exaggerate them (Ogunjimi
& Na’Allah, 2005: ix-xi). Children should have confidence in their teacher as a second parent
who cares for their needs. This will be realized through teachers’ articulation, delivery of the
lesson and their involvement. Mubita et al. (2005:171-176) agree that learners appreciate the
beauty of music through a thorough preparation of a music lesson by the teacher. BodkinAllen (2013: 391) explains that a teacher (for preschool) should have written indigenous songs
10

Marsh (2013:491-493) says that in Australia, children of immigrants and new arrivals drew
musical meaning from Australia’s children’s indigenous songs, through repetition of songs and
movement –auditory and visual – which let them easily join in with singing, playing and
learning the language of their local peers. Therefore, musical meaning in indigenous songs
provides a transitional process of vocabulary learning and positive behaviour management in
the early years of childhood. Another example is from Japan. Manabe (2013:96-111) states
that the teaching of indigenous songs to Japanese children in the classroom facilitated the
teaching of loyalty to the emperor to them, and building good morals. Local songs were taught
to the Japanese children to develop sensibility, enhance mental accuracy by recalling sounds,
and inspiring nationalism. He also mentions the teaching of a well explained song to children
so that it has meaning in their lives as they internalize it in relation to their culture, and pass
it over to their children. It is worthwhile mentioning here that while children are free to
participate in songs for adults when performing, elderly people find it difficult participate in
children’s songs because they are play oriented. The parent’s position is that of guiding them
on how to perform it.
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book from which he can take songs to teach during music lessons, and should be actively
involved in the singing process in order to motivate his learners. Despite a direct influence on
children’s learning through the school curriculum on indigenous songs, the teacher should be
aware that children also learn songs from their parents and peers during playtime.
Preschool educators need to carefully plan the context in which learning takes place in order
to allow children to achieve their learning goals. In preschool teaching, it is not often the
teacher’s talking that helps children to learn, but activities in which they are involved in.
Learning should be in an enjoyable form of play.11 The teacher should instil an attitude of selfmanagement in children, as well as cultivating independence learning through interaction
with learning resources to produce meaningful learning during their learning process.
Educators should also encourage learners to socialize with their peers through songs, because
this is another way of promoting learning among them (Edwards & Knight. 2000:1-3, 104).
The teacher should be aware that preschool children learn both through experiences and
through what is acquired from their teacher. This implies that learning will take place not only
through the teacher, but also through learner interaction and through a motivational
environment in which children’s lessons take place. Whitebread et al. (2008:25-50) discuss the
importance of a well-prepared and dedicated educator and add that an unprepared teacher
cannot teach effectively.
The teacher should have time to evaluate the objectives set to see whether they have been
achieved in line with the cognitive development, social transformation and physical
development of the children being taught (Raiber & Teachout, 2014:97-99, 247-250).
In the literature the concepts of “customary”, “informal” and “non-formal”, and “pluralistic
approaches” overlap but there are also some differences. I have decided to discuss these
concepts separately.

Elliott and Silvermann (2015) state that musicianship involves both listening to and making
music. Through this philosophy Elliott (1995) has inspired the Western world to put greater
emphasis on doing and not just talking about music.
11
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2.6.2 Customary education
Traditionally, in Zambia in particular, children’s music is learned through observing adults and
their peers perform. Customary education does not take place in a classroom, but in the
environment the children find themselves in. Music in all its facets is part of this type of
education. For example, babies learn lullabies while lying on the backs of their mothers, sisters
or brothers. When children start interacting with their peers, they learn game songs, play
songs and folk songs, and later learn story songs, riddles, and praise songs from elderly people
when they sit with them after meals (Lumbwe, 2014:interview).
According to Kisanji (1995), customary education is the local education based on long-standing
indigenous principles. It is education that involved everyone in the community throughout the
pre-colonial era. It provides education to all and regards members of the society as equal
despite their physical or economic conditions. Customary education promotes strong bonds
among the extended African clan and families. It takes place any time and everywhere, and
deals with traditional norms. The upbringing of children as responsible members of society is
the task of every member of the extended family. Adeyemi and Adeyinka (2002) reaffirm that
through African indigenous education (customary education), each individual member of the
society is prepared for a particular occupation or profession of his choice. It is education that
is based on African methods and philosophies. They define education in this context as ‘the
process of cultural transmission and renewal’. This is why children should not be denied their
cultural heritage, and it can be preserved through the teaching of African indigenous songs in
the classroom.
2.6.3 Informal education
Stankiewicz (2007:8) defines informal education as learning that takes place anywhere, not
necessarily in a selected venue. He further says that what should be learned, how long it
should take (the period), and whether it is successful or not is determined by the community.
Most informal education is based on hereditary transmission of skills based on what arts the
families are involved in as part of their identity.
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Mans (2007:779) describes informal education as learning that takes the curriculum from its
environment. Infrastructure is not necessary; instead, social groups (friends) and families are
the instrumental factors in the learning process.
Olsson (2012:676) defines informal education as the roots of concepts from the community,
based on culture. Musicians use traditional music instruments and songs to pass on knowledge
to the next generation. He says that during informal education, a traditional guide can bring
in a peer to continue with the coaching, and the need anyone has to fit into society determines
how much effort should put into learning the arts demonstrated by the coach.
Barz (2004:24) describes informal education as being dependent on imitation. He says children
sometimes perform their own intricate rhythmic patterns. He shows how music is used to
educate children in Tanzania during entertainment as well as spiritual and harvest functions.
The music activities mentioned are performed in the presence of children in order to educate
them and pass on the same to their children.
Constatine (2010:57-59) discusses informal education as an amateur way of learning through
which children and most singers learn. Informal education involves listening, the imitation of
ideas, performing and composing. In informal music education improvisation is encouraged in
order to promote creativity. This allows learners to express their feelings – they are
encouraged to compose music that contributes to their daily social life. Children learn music
through oral or aural methods.
Strand and Summer (2010: 285) define informal education as a type of education which is not
systematically schemed or planned. The syllabus is determined according to the needs of
people. The lessons are engaged with throughout a person’s whole life when there is a need
for it. Learning is not implemented by teachers, as in formal education by trained musicians.
Informal music education occurs across the life span of a human being and develops children
into musicians. The education starts in infancy and continues into adulthood. The music is
intended to develop, direct and construct someone’s social life.
Nketia (1974:56-58) says children’s informal music learning is based on an individual’s ability
and desire to acquire a particular skill. A music educator is just a guide who encourages
children to develop their skills. Song learning is achieved by listening to the rhythmic patterns
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as they are sung by either a caretaker or mother. Sometimes young children learn traditional
songs while lying on their mother’s back during traditional social events, rituals or public
ceremonies. Their exposure to adult performances serves as a means of learning, which in
turns lets them do the same for children when grown up.
Allsup and Olson (2012:15) describe informal learning as a democratic operation that serves
to achieve the learner’s intended goal. They say the following:
This is the realm that we are most interested in working in. A purposeful
democratic spaces where teachers and students come together, not through the
casualties of formalist or informalist ideologies, but through methods of living and
learning where plausible human interests and diverse expertise intersect with
shared desires.
They see informal education as a process of idea sharing. In informal education children learn
from adults and adults learn from young people too. Green (2008:157-160) emphasises that
informal learning in music education is that which depends on inter-sonic meaning in song. If
indigenous songs carry messages that are educative or remind them of their cultural norms,
children will be interested in learning them.
Oehrle and Emeka (2003:38-39) explain their findings on the east coast of South Africa, where
they observed two lessons in English and music notation on a chalk board by two Zulu student
teachers on their teaching practice placements. Their findings were that children participated
more effectively in a music lesson when they were allowed to perform their own traditional
songs outside the classroom. They spontaneously divided themselves into groups, without the
teachers’ instruction, and enjoyed performing their playground indigenous songs. Oehrle and
Emeka say that in South Africa children are musicians by the age of 6, but lose their
musicianship when they enter into formal education because teachers are glued to the
prescribed syllabus and leave out what makes learning meaningful (indigenous songs) to an
African child.
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2.6.4 Pluralistic approach
The Mongu district is multicultural as a result of inter-marriages between tribes within and
outside the province. A plural approach to indigenous song teaching should therefore be used.
It is thus the teacher’s obligation to foster objectives that create identity, relevance and
musicianship among the young learners. A pre-school educator should be an innovative and
great thinker on how the music lesson would be meaningful to his learners. This can be
achieved by observing the music historical and cultural contexts (Lemmer et al., 2006:6).
2.6.5 Observational learning
African children learn indigenous songs effectively through observing and imitating older
people. This approach can similarly be used in African formal education because models are
important to children’s learning. During observation, children develop attitudes and ideas.
Therefore, the music educator should be familiar with the songs and their language, and the
context in which it is performed. It is through his correct demonstration of the song that
learners can learn their mother-tongue language, expressions, cultural beliefs and ideas (Miya,
2007:171).
2.6.6 Implicit learning
Pre-school educators have a task today to train preschool children formally and non-formally
in indigenous music. This helps members to live in accordance with the needs of the society.
Music learning should take place in children’s contexts, in a language that children can
understand (their mother tongue), and through folksongs that are performed through drama
and dance. According to Miya (2007:171), implicit learning takes place casually, incidentally
and unconsciously in children’s learning process. Children are mainly involved in this type of
learning when they observe indigenous music dancers, instrumentalists and singers perform.
In turn, they also imitate one another and learn teamwork (Miya, 2007:172).
2.6.7 Oral-kinaesthetic learning
In African societies children learn instrumental rhythmic patterns orally. Oral-kinaesthetic
learning implies that learners are taught mnemonic sounds by orally imitating instrumental
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rhythms. Children can produce the sounds accurately, if the teacher knows very well how to
produce them (Coursera, 2016).
2.6.8 Formal education
A school is a structured organization with a focus and target objectives. The learning process
is facilitated by a teacher through a well-framed syllabus, scheme of work and lesson plan
(Nketia, 1999:1-6). Nketia further describes a school as an institution that provides education
that enables young learners to acquire knowledge of their society and of their neighbours in
a well-structured way. Sefadei (2002: 336) refers to education as “strategies and ways through
which people come to know themselves and the world and act within that world”. RussellBowie (2009:51) points out that although the syllabus is structured according to the
curriculum for each pre-school level, the teacher still has the mandate to gather indigenous
songs and develop a repertoire of music from the community which a child will appreciate and
enjoy. Although the school may have well qualified pre-school teachers, it will rely upon the
community for indigenous songs. The whole idea is finding ways in which to develop the child
holistically. The fact that African children rely upon this knowledge for their livelihood, food
security and healthcare means that using it in the preschool classes is of great benefit to the
learners (Berrios-Miranda, 2013:301).
A good and successful educator should be knowledgeable and qualified in his profession. In
early education the teacher should have the needs of the children at heart and be willing to
help them. The educator should know the developmental stage of his learners. This knowledge
will help him prepare a lesson appropriate for their level. In preschool education an educator
is not an instructor in the activities which children should do, but rather a guide. Learners
should be allowed to explore their learning experiences through interaction with the learning
resources (Raths, 2002:765-768). Wilkinson (2008:181-183) describes a teacher as an observer
and adviser, a model and facilitator. The educator should be aware that children are very
dynamic in their thinking; in most cases they create their own playground version of the songs
learned by their parents and teachers to fit their environment (Kertz-Welzel, 2013:374;
Moore, 2013:360-363; Bodkin-Allen, 2013; 387-390).
It is the responsibility of the teacher to monitor the children’s spiritual needs and promote
their physical development in his class by creating an enabling and motivating environment,
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and planning activities that are based on songs lessons. As a teacher you should have a reason
(meaning) for your lesson. A preschool lesson should focus on language development, the
development of communication skills through singing, psychomotoric skills through the
learning of song rhythmic patterns, cognitive and listening skills, skills in the affective domain,
and a sense of cooperation and cultural belonging (Nzewi, 2006a; Campbell & Scott-Kassner;
2006:155-157; Berrios-Miranda, 2013:301-304).
Le Roux (2005:5-8) views a child in his totality, as a single unity. Her approach to children’s
learning processes focuses on the development of all body parts and senses. She (2005:7)
argues that a child has got a head (that refers to knowledge and mind), hands (that means
skills and body) and a heart (including values and soul). Le Roux says that children learn
differently and at different paces. This learning should include finger games, jumping,
crawling, tiptoeing, shaping, clapping, skipping, bouncing, leaping and the playing of
instruments to develop psychomotor skills. Cognitive skills can be developed through playing
and responding to some rhythmic patterns. Positive attitudes can be developed in children
through engaging them in social group discussions, and singing and dancing in pairs or groups.
Language can also be developed through the use of simple rhymes and songs. Her research
can be summarised by the following figure:
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Figure 4: Developmental stages of the child (adapted from Le Roux, 2005:8, 16, 31)
Esterhuizen and Grosser (2014:112-113) state that children in South Africa often repeat Grade
1 as a result of a lack of preschool intervention. They further reveal that young children who
are exposed to early childhood programmes (Grade R) excel in other upper grades. The
interventions in ECE programmes support a child’s social, physical and emotional
development. It revealed challenges faced by children if no earlier intervention is taken in
their initial learning process. In this case, the use of indigenous songs on Zambia`s preschool
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children is a better solution to children`s meaningful learning through the meaning in the
songs. Further, the study conducted in South Africa reveled that children who are exposed to
music-indigenous songs at an early age excel in upper grades.
2.6.9 Assessment
Assessment is necessary in whatever form of education, be it formal or informal. It is done in
order to evaluate the degree of achievement of objectives set for a particular topic or
phenomenon. Indigenous songs like another songs should be assessed to measure the degree
of meaningful understanding in young learners. The criteria of assessment would be the
positive behaviour, problem solving, social interaction and language development exhibited
by children during their free play.
Faultley (2010:2-5) defines assessment as an evaluation of a phenomenon in order to come
up with an informed decision about its value. It is a judgement a person makes on another.
He says assessment takes many forms, ranging from data from a class test, a promotion
examination and the achievement of certification from higher institutions. In all categories
assessment gives an outcome of achievement made during the teaching and learning process.
He further says assessment loses its purpose if an educator focuses only on written
examinations and tests. Instead a child should be assessed in everything he does, every time
and every day during indoor and outdoor activities. A music teacher carries out an assessment
during and after his singing lesson to find out whether or not learners can demonstrate what
he has taught. He also says that after assessment the teacher should record and give feedback
to the learner on his performance and keep the records carefully for further reference. Naude
and Meier (2010:212) describe assessment as a technique which gives teachers the
opportunity to measure behaviour as well as emotional, mental and social manifestations. The
assessment can be done through the observation of activities such as singing and movement
related to the song. They further say that learners in the lower classes (preschool classes)
require teachers to continuously assess the progress of the learning. Assessment of learners
at this level does not require written work; instead it requires checking whether they can sing
the song learned correctly, if they are able to narrate a story related to the song, and answer
questions from the story song.
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Campbell and Scott-Kassner (2014:343-344) explain that assessment is the basic element in
the learning process of children, with the purpose of setting standards. Stakeholders in the
education system always want to know what the teacher is doing and whether or not learners
are learning. They say in music the assessments of children “measure performance by having
children perform, not by having them take paper-and-pencil tests. Performing is a real-real
skill in music”. They also affirm that children’s musical behaviour can be assessed in two ways:

overt (observable to others) or covert (internalised and private). Overt behaviour
most commonly developed at the elementary level are singing, movement,
playing, reading, identifying, critiquing and creating ... covert behaviour are such
things as listening, conceptualizing, imagining, feeling, feeling and valuing
(Campbell & Scott-Kassner, 2014:343-344).
Savage (2012:60) describes assessment as looking back to review what has been taught and
learned. It helps to gauge an individual learner to see if he is making progress. Demorest
(2008:253-254) explains that assessment is a means of providing concrete evidence based on
a learner’s performance, with a purpose of grading this learner’s work inside and outside the
classroom. He says it serves as “ongoing feedback to help students learn, it identifies clearly
how much students have in relation to a pre-existing goal, and it help teachers determine
whether an instructional approach is effective.”
2.7 CONCLUSION
This chapter focused on the meaning of indigenous songs in providing indigenous knowledge
in the learning of preschool children, and how indigenous knowledge systems helped our
society survive and bring people together. It also dealt with how music making creates
meaning in children’s lives and how international researchers have defined meaning in their
contexts with regard to preschool music education.
The chapter also focused on ECE, where indigenous songs are shown to be an avenue through
which children develop their mother language. Preschool education is heavily dependent on
the teacher’s approach to teaching, and should be an environment that is conducive to
children’s learning. I have described the role of early childhood educators, and teaching and
learning processes. The chapter also dealt with the meaning of indigenous songs and their
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influence on cognitive, psychomotor functions, affective processes, attitudes and the
creativity of young leaners. Philosophical teaching approaches from various researchers and
teachers have also been cited in this chapter, demonstrating various ways through which a
child undergoes effective and meaningful learning of music for life. Chapter 3 will outline the
context of the study and give a visual image thereof.
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CHAPTER 3
OUTLINING THE CONTEXT

3.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter the context of the research is described. It is important to provide readers with
the necessary background information about Zambia, which includes a concise history of the
people who live there and information about some neighbouring countries with overlapping
challenges. Chapter 3 also provides photographs about the Western Provence of Zambia and
a PowerPoint of ten indigenous songs are utilised to understand the discourse of this research.
3.2 ZAMBIA: BACKGROUND INFORMATION
According to the latest census of Zambia (Zambia, 2016a), whites make up 1% of the
population. These people are mainly descendants from the United Kingdom or South Africa.
Other European groups are from Dutch, Italian, and Greek descent. Asian migrants, according
to the census, are from the Indian subcontinent, and other non-Africans constitute only about
0.2% of the population (Zambia, 2016b). For the purpose of this research I will summarize the
state of indigenous songs from other countries that are close to the Western Province of
Zambia’s boarders and/or representative of the community of Mongu, like those from
Tanzania and South Africa. Some major ethnic tribes from countries like Angola, Botswana,
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Mozambique, Namibia and Zimbabwe share the same
dialect with most of the Zambian tribes, and will therefore not be discussed separately.
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Figure 5: Location of Zambia (Zambia, n.d.)
As has been suggested, Zambia is occupied by many immigrants from within and outside
Africa. They came through tribal wars in search of good fertile land for farming and pastures
for their animals, and some came as colonial rulers and as business investors. This research
will not cover all the Zambian tribal immigrants, but will concentrate on those who are in the
country as investors living in the Mongu district, Zambia’s neighbours, and two tribes from
South Africa. The South African immigrants’ still struggle to find good land (the Zulu and
Basotho descendants are still in Zambia). I will narrow this research to Barotse land that was
occupied by the Basothos under the leadership of Sebetwe, who conquered the Lozi and
whose dialect is spoken among the Lozi of Western Province of Zambia today (Zambia, 2016a).
According to Thompson (1995:268), southern Africa went through drastic changes from 1795
to 1870, due to Coloureds and whites expanding their territories, and the Bantu-speaking
Africans searching for farming land.12 The demand for land led Bantu-speaking communities
into a complex war called mfecane (lifaqane in Sotho-Tswana), meaning “crushing”. During

“In South Africa the ‘Coloured’ peoples represent a wide range of genetic
backgrounds. They commonly have lighter brown or yellow skin with somewhat Negroid
features. But skin colour and features vary considerably, showing the broad gene pool
represented. Some coloureds might not have any white blood; they might be Indian, San and
Xhosa, or any other mix of otherwise identified traditional ethnic groups”
(strategyleader.org/profiles/coloured.html).
12
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mfecane many tribal groups were dislocated to Zambia, Tanzania and Malawi (Falola,
2002:173). The continued war made the Zulu kingdom strong and the Zulus spread as a Nguni
tribe to central Africa and southern Mozambique.


Kololo of Western Province

Vansina (1995:389-390) explains that with the continued mfecane fight in South Africa, some
armies fled northwards in 1820, and arrived in southern central Africa in the 1830s. Among
these groups were the Kololo speaking people under the leadership of Sebetwane, who
conquered the Lozi people of Barotseland after defeating the Ndebele in 1840 in the southern
part of Zambia. The Kololo created new ties with the Barotse king. The most fascinating thing
in this whole matter is how the Kololo, through a well-established cultural background and
indigenous knowledge, and through traditional songs, made the Lozi (indigenous people)
institutions adjust so that they could join the Kololo original homeland and government
institutions. Even after 1864, when the Lozi king came back into power, the Kololo traditions,
dialects, style of living, dressing codes, and housemaking styles continued and still exist today
in the Barotseland in the Mongu district.
However, I do not only focus on the Kololo, but also researched the Venda and Zulu children
of South Africa, and the Tanzanian and Kiganda children of Uganda from the eastern part of
Africa. Crossing borders have led to “intensified cross-fertilization [and] is part of a larger
characteristic of the twentieth century” (Bresler, 2007: xvii). There are also descendants of
Americans, Australians, Indians, Germans and Japanese people in Barotseland (Mongu
district) who uphold their traditions. I refer to the background and indigenous songs of these
people in footnotes and it should be regarded as international commentary that gives more
insight to the discussion.


The Zulus

During the mfecane (1795-1870) the Zulu – a Nguni languages group from South Africa –
moved to the eastern part of Zambia, as well as Malawi and Mozambique (in the 1840s, to be
more precise) in search of land (Thompson, 1995:272). Laurie (2005:41) explains that the Zulu
carried with them their culture and traditions through indigenous songs, which were mainly
rich in terms of harmony. Like any other African music, the Zulu indigenous songs were
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characterized by call and response practices. Children learned indigenous songs through
listening, observing and imitating. The rising in volume of their voices during singing gave
meaning to the songs. Traditional songs are mainly accompanied by dancing and have little
instrumentation. Women have songs (ukuhbina) that they sing when preparing a young lady
for married life. These songs had various roles; for sexual expressions, to deter a girl from
sexual activities before marriage by presenting a picture of sex as a fearsome act (Laurie,
2005:47). Laurie further says that the Zulu believed that the spiritual world, and songs
(Amahubo) were sung to connect themselves to their ancestors. They were also used to instill
dignity and identity in their clan. The Zulu of the eastern part of Zambia still perform these
indigenous songs that carry culture, identity, norms and values that are meaningful to their
society and lives.
3.3 THE MONGU DISTRICT

Photo 1: Mongu district (Zambia, 2016b).
This research is conducted in the Mongu district of Western Province of Zambia – Barotse
Land. The Western Province is between two branches of the Zambezi river, from the North to
the South. The Province shares its borders with countries like Angola and Namibia, and other
Zambian provinces such as the North-Western, Central and Southern provinces (see 2.7). One
third of the region is covered by the Barotse flood plain (a plain where most of the Lozi
speaking people live). The plain stretches alongside the Zambezi river between latitudes 16°
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N and 14° S. At its largest with, it is 40 kilometres wide and 192 kilometres long, and is less
than 900 metres above sea level (Bwalya & Naido, 2004:156).
Western Province Barotse Land (WP-BL) supplies the country with 60% animal products and
25% fish products. Three quarters of the country’s grain crops, like maize and rice, come from
the Western Province. The Western Province supplies two thirds of the country’s timber. The
Mukusi uses heavy, fine timber as railway slippers, roofing blocks, and floor tiles (Bwalya &
Naido, 2004:24-27).
The report by Central Statistics Office (CSO) (Zambia, 2016a) indicates that Western Province
is the largest of the nine provinces of Zambia. It encompasses an area of 126,386 km² out of
the country’s total area of 752,616 km². Despite having a large area, the region is the fifth
lowest population, with a population of 13.1 per km². Two thirds of its population lives in
urban areas, in search of employment and modern facilities (Zambia, 2016a).
The Lozi speaking people are the major ethnic group whose language is officially taught, with
both spoken and written literature studies in schools of WP-BL. The major languages spoken
are Lozi (60%), Luchazi (5%), Luvale (10%), Mbunda (10%), Nkoya (5%), English (20%),
Kwangwa (6%), Subiya (6%), Nyengo (4%), and Mashi (6%). Zambia adopted its colonial master
language, English, as official language.
The Western Province was initially divided into six districts, namely: Kalabo, Kaoma, Lukulu,
Mongu, Sesheke, and Shangombo. In July 2013, the late and former president Sata announced
the creation of new districts from the old six districts. These are Sikongo from Kalabo district,
Luampa and Nkeyema from Kaoma district, Mulobezi and Mwandi from Sesheke district,
Sioma from Shangombo district, Nalolo from Senanga district, Limulunga from Mongu district
and Mitete from Lukulu district – sixteen districts in total. Despite the creation of these new
districts, their boundaries are not yet clear; in some cases it is found that a farm or village may
belong to two districts, creating conflict between land owners.
The economic headquarters of Mongu district in Western Province is an agricultural area in
which rice, millet maize and cassava are produced. Animal keeping, such as the keeping of
cattle, goats, pigs, and birds like chickens for meat and eggs, also takes place in this area. The
geographical position of Mongu, which is two thirds of a plateau, makes it possible to produce
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timber, because the sand provides a good woodlands environment where teak or mukusi are
can grow. Fishing is another important activity that takes place in the ox-bow lakes of the
Barotse plain, and Zambezi river that cuts across the district (Bwalya & Naido, 2004:3-6).

Photo 2: Timbre truck (Zambia, n.d.)
Mongu, like any other districts in Zambia, faces numerous social challenges that impact on the
education system. Poverty is one of the most severe challenges that WP-BL and the Mongu
district in particular have that hinder progress. Unemployment is high, especially among the
youth, promoting high-risk sexual behaviors which leads to HIV infection. According to
UNAIDS, the prevalence rate of HIV/AIDS in Zambia is 19.9% of the adult population, having
the highest recorded rate along major routes and urban centers (Zambia, 2010:2-3). The
quality of education in schools is compromised by irregular teacher attendance (Zambia,
2010:14). In the Western Province poverty has accelerated the drift of people seeking
employment from rural to urban areas. In addressing the poverty level in the country, the
government has engaged other stake holders, such as the Forum for African Women
Educationalists of Zambia (FAWEZA) and the Campaign for Female Education (CAMFEGE) in
funding female children and the Henwood Foundation (HF) from poor families and orphans,
to have access to education. Furthermore, Zambia in partnership with the United Nations
International Children’s Education Fund (UNICEF) and United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS
(UNAID) provide learning and teaching materials, and thereby improve schools infrastructure.
These organizations supply foods such as soya beans, cooking oil and rice to rural schools, to
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feed the learners, while community volunteers help with the preparation of meals, in order to
motivate and help pupils with empty stomachs to have a meal, and in the process reduce
truancy (Zambia, 2008:3-6).
Mongu, the city, has 52 539 inhabitants and is 553 kilometers from Lusaka. Mongu has
different faces that ranges from primitive housing to middle and upper class buildings and an
international modern road that was just completed.

Photo 3: Maunyamo settlement (Zambia, n.d.)
Maunyamo, the settlement in the above picture, stretches from Mongu harbour to Kalabo
district. Maunyamo means ‘temporary settlement’. It is a settlement for traders who come to
sell their merchandise from different districts of Western province. Mongu, being the
provincial headquarters, experiences a frequent flow of people, particularly from districts like
Kalabo, Lukulu and Mitete whose main means of transport is by water. For people from the
mentioned districts, incidences of flooding is the best time for trading, because they no longer
have to follow the Zambezi river, which consumes many hours. Instead, they can take
shortcuts to Mongu. The temporary structures in the picture are where traders sleep, while
selling their commodities. The food stuffs sold here are fish, caught in fishing nets from lakes,
rivers and the flood plains, and cultivated crops, such as cassava, sorghum, millet, maize and
rice.
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Photo 4: Planting rice (Zambia, n.d.)
Rice growing has become an important activity in the Mongu district. It is promoted by the
floods that cover the plains where there are rice fields. Rice grows fast and healthy in fresh,
running water. The growing of rice in Western Province does not need artificial fertilizer but
instead, the floodwaters have all the nutrients that the crops need. The only task rice farmers
have is thinning the crop, so that it has breathing space, and transplanting in gaps without rice
plants. The picture shows rice farmers thinning and transplanting rice in their fields.


Butu

Butu is a Lozi word that describes acceptable virtues expected in both adults and children,
such as helping each other during farming, planting and harvesting, sharing of ideas, loving
every member of the society, giving advice to others, consoling the needy in the community,
teaching others about traditional issues and good morals of the society. It is necessary to
mention here that in the discussion of meaning in indigenous songs, some themes will be
overlapping with the building of butu in both adults and children in the society. In an African
context, there is a thin margin between different uses of the same words, as it depends on
where and how you use them.


Economic development

Another face of the Mongu district is the 34 km Kalabo Road that has just been completed,
namely the Lubosi-bridge. The bridge was named after the current king of Lozi. The 286.9
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million US dollar project of Avic International was handed over to the Government in April,
2016. The Mongu-Kalabo road stretches across the Barotse plains and has 26 bridges, with a
main bridge about 1 thousand metres across the Zambezi River. The construction started in
2011 (Zambia, 2016c).

Photo 5: The Lubosi-bridge (Zambia, 2016c)
The Western Province is slowly developing in terms of trade, especially with the completion
of the Mongu-Kalabo road that cuts across the Barotse plain and links the two districts. Kalabo
district has always been cut off from Zambia during times of flooding, and traders who used
boats during this time of the year did it at their own risk. A lot of canoes capsized due to strong
winds, or were attacked by either hippopotami or crocodiles causing the loss of human lives
and trading goods. Photo 5 shows one of the longest bridges that crosses the Zambezi river,
along Mongu-Kalabo road.


Styles of living

The life styles of the Lozi people vary from traditional festivals and modern entertainment.
Due to the good road network between Mongu and Kalabo, some Angolan Nationals come to
buy goods from Mongu. Photo 6 shows some Angolan traders relaxing and refreshing in one
the lodges in Mongu after their shopping.
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Photo 6: A café in Mongu (Zambia, n.d.)
Traditional festivals still have a high priority in Mongu. The Lozi have a rich traditional culture
that makes the indigenous people proud. What makes them so proud is the indigenous songs
that accompany activities like the famous Kuomboka ceremony, meaning ‘coming out of the
water’.

Photo 7: Kuomboka ceremony (Zambia, n.d.)
The ceremony usually takes place in April every year. This is the process where His Majesty
the Litunga King of the Barotse people moves from his plain kingdom (Lealui) to the upper
land kingdom (Limulunga) because of floods. His Majesty moves in a decorated black and
white big barge called Nalikwanda, which is normally paddled by over 200 men selected from
area chiefs from His kingdom. The men put on animal skins and caps – traditional attire to fit
the traditional ceremony. The 7 kilometers journey takes paddlers 10 hours, from 08:00 hours
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to 17:00 hours to reach the upper land kingdom. It is far but paddlers take their time singing
their royal traditional songs and playing their traditional drums (maoma) to their King.
Paddlers feel privileged to be this close to His Majesty. The Elephant statue on the King’s barge
symbolizes his power and greatness.
3.4 INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION ABOUT RESEARCH IN NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES
As had been said before, people in Africa often move from one country to another. Political
upheaval, job opportunities, drought and famine open borders for people. Zambia’s
neighbouring countries are Angola, Botswana, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Malawi,
Mozambique, Namibia, Tanzania and Zimbabwe.
Gregory Barz (2004) presented various case studies, vignettes, traditional songs, classroom
activities and a CD that opens the music in East Africa. I have selected a few theses from
scholars of the past ten years, which topics cover a wide range of interest and have
connections with situations in Zambia. Some of these theses have religious topics and I also
experience in Mongu that the majority of people are Christians and mainly belongs to New
Apostolic Church or charismatic churches of the Roman Catholic Church.
Zambia being a landlocked country faces influence from it neighbouring countriessocially and
economically. The immigration and migration of people into and out side Zambia has a
negative impact on its indigenous songs.


Angola

Troutman (2015) integrates the subject fields of African studies, religious history and cultural
anthropology in his thesis. He discusses the love of God in the Evangelical religion according
to Rom.5:5. Atkinson (2011) scrutinises a cappella gospel music that he links with the former
slave plantation of the Angola State Penitentiary in Louisiana, a large maximum security
prison. The topic of his research is “Angola in Africa”.
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Botswana

There is overlapping genres of traditional music in Botswana and Zimbabwe. The musics that
are practiced in the Bukalanga communities are discussed by Phibion (2003): rain,
making/praying music; traditional music for happy occasions and entertainment and
traditional music for healing purposes. There is also an awakening interest to investigate
education in Botswana. Bennett (2006) investigates the growth of education in Botswana. She
compiles guideline to train non-specialist teachers in music. Chadwick (2008) writes about
how music teachers understand the governmental curriculum and the way that they
approached indigenous music. Another thesis by Phuthego (2008) focuses on the Creative and
Performing Arts syllabus. This thesis indicates that although the primary school curriculum
provides opportunities to develop musical skills and knowledge, some administrative and
logistical problems make it difficult to implement the syllabus.


Democratic Republic of the Congo

Film, digital media and music can mediate conflicting social and political change. Rivers (2012)
investigates activist African cinema: “increasingly prominent instances of aesthetic and
ideological practices in Congolese film that are emerging as central to larger projects of social
transformation” and the role of present-day humanitarian narratives (Rivers, 2012:Abstract).


Malawi

HIV/AIDS is a major concern in Africa. In his thesis Nthala (2013) discusses the role of the
musical arts in an intervention programme in Malawi. This thesis also confirms research by
Barz (2004) about music in East Africa.


Mozambique

A study by Filipe (2012) deals with national identity in Lourenҫo Marques between 1950 and
1975, when the Portoguese colony gained its independence. Filipe is of the opinion that
national identity can be shaped through music.
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Namibia

The research by Minette Mans offers a view on the music of Namibia from an ethnomusicology
and music education point of view. She holds a PhD in Namibian music, dance and education
(1997) and from this research 27 works in 66 publications in two languages were published
(Mans, 2004; 2006; 2010).


Tanzania

Mapana (2013, 510-512) cites a music competition where each singing group was required to
present two songs, one from a hymn book and another from traditional Tanzanian culture. He
found that the songs performed from hymnbooks received polite applause, while the local
songs elicited great applause, shouts, jumps and dances from the audience. This implies that
more meaning was derived from the indigenous songs, leading to a transcendent experience
for the Tanzanians.


Zimbabwe

Wilford’s (2008) thesis was an ethnographic study about the Ndau communities along the
border of Mozambique. Drumming practices of the spirit possession ceremonies were
observed to understand how these practices contribute to the Ndau identity. The thesis of
Mugandani (2013) focuses on the Jangwe music of the Manyika people.


South Africa

Although South Africa is not a border country of Zambia, the Lozi-speaking people have a close
relationship with the indigenous tribes of South Africa. Selimovic (2002:5) states that
Blacking’s research on the Venda people of South Africa indicates that their indigenous songs
provide the base for their way of living (see international commentary page). The activities
people conducted were encouraged by the words in the songs they sung. The indigenous
knowledge from indigenous songs sung gave them wisdom and power to drive their society
forward in terms of economic development and social life. These indigenous songs that
transmit indigenous knowledge are taught to their children, in order to pass on the same
knowledge to the next generation. Emberly (2013:77-79) carried out research on cultural
music among the Venda people of Limpopo, and discovered that Venda’s indigenous songs
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provided Venda children with insight and understanding of their identity, nationally and
locally. It created understanding and made a unique contribution to their social relationships
and lives. Their music integrated the society and culture. His research revealed that Venda
children created music both communally and at an individual level.13
3.5 LOCAL PERSPECTIVES ABOUT ECE IN ZAMBIA
Zambia’s view on ECE is currently strong - it wants every primary school to have preschool
classes in the near future (Zambia, 1982; 2014). Zambia needs knowledgeable personnel in
ECE in order to understand children’s needs. The country needs qualified human resources in
the development of the early childhood curriculum, and to develop teaching and learning
materials that are meaningful to children’s learning processes. It should have a curriculum that
addresses an African Zambian child, and not through borrowed foreign ideas like the one
present in draft form. The Zambia Curriculum Development Centre has an enormous task to
direct ECE in the country. The current situation in Zambia is as follows: early childhood classes
are two years old in government schools, which started in the year 2014 in a few government
piloting township schools. Initially, preschool education, dating from the time Zambia got
independence in 1964 to 2013, was in the hands of private individuals whose emphasis was

13

Levine (2005:184-201) explains that the Vendas of South Africa is one of the ethnic groups
that has reserved its traditional culture for the following reasons: the area they occupy
provides them with enough food so that they do not need to go and work as labourers
elsewhere; the hills and mountains where they chose to live are inaccessible for Europeans;
and, Vendas were already preoccupied by their internal political affairs. African commentary:
Despite Vendas coming in contact with European culture, their traditions and culture is still
strong because it has been built on a strong foundation. Vendas, like any other African
society, depends on traditional music for social and cultural existence and survival. They use
their traditional songs for education, communication, enjoyment, and expressing feelings. In
African societies, traditional songs are accompanied by instruments; in this case, the Vendas
use their two magic drums for different purposes: first, the sound produced from the ngoma
lungundu drum had the power to weaken and instantly kill the enemy who hears it, while the
sound from the Wada drum helps to retain Vendas’ relationship with each other even today.
In Venda society, children have their own traditional songs that they perform on the
playground; these serve as a means of communication, to establish relationships with their
friends, and to enhance their physical development and concentration. The traditional songs
for Venda children fall into two categories; ngano performed in late winter and autumn, while
nyimbo is sung at any time and on any day throughout the year. Kruger has done extensive
research amongst the Venda people (2014).
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on the English language as a medium of instruction. They wanted to make money out of it,
and it was consequently expensive and for the rich, and not for poor people.
It is important to mention here that there was one preschool class in the government schools
not among my sites of research. Last year this class was still taught by an unqualified teacher
(general teacher). This indicates that there is a need for the country to develop more qualified
personnel in ECE if we are to move forward together with other developing countries. There
is a need for early childhood education in every government school to prepare children’s
intelligence and develop them holistically.
3.5.1 Music in Zambian pre-schools
There are many music activities that can motivate young learners to learn indigenous songs
that are meaningful in the classroom. Campbell (2007:131-132) emphasizes that children learn
music faster under the teacher’s guidance than they do by themselves. Some of the music
activities are:


Singing

Children articulate words within the ranges of their voices, expressing their understanding of
the song. They sing comfortably and meaningfully when the song is in their mother tongue.


Instrumental playing

African instrumental playing is an activity that accompanies the joyful singing of songs
(indigenous songs). The activity can be conducted by an individual child, in pairs, or an
ensemble.
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Photo 8: Music instruments (private collection)


Creativity

Creativity is a routine part of children’s lives. It is rare for a child to correctly copy an
indigenous song exactly as taught or learned from either family members or friends. There is
always a likelihood of adding new melodies to the song or rhythmic patterns – this is welcome
in African cultures.


Moving

Body movements always accompany the singing of indigenous songs. It can take the form of
clapping of hands or the shaking of the body while making fine motor movements. It is a music
activity that motivates learners and leads them into dancing.


Dancing

Dancing is another favourite children’s activity during indigenous singing at both home and
school. The activity involves vigorous body movements from one place to another while
singing. During this process, children are free to dance any pattern they want in order to
express their feelings.


Listening

Listening is an important activity in children’s music learning. Any music activity a child
engages in requires him to listen carefully in order to know when to start and end the music.
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3.5.2 Children’s indigenous play songs
Fieldwork was an important method to collect data for this study (see Chapter 4). I have
compiled a PowerPoint presentation about ten indigenous children songs I have recorded and
in most cases taken photos of. These songs are examples of the different categories and
functions of the children’s songs (see Addendum B for the slide show with the sound tracks).
1. Amubone boana, Peba ni Kakaze (play song)

1.Amubone baana, Peba ni Kakaze (play song)
Lozi
Amubone baana, Peba ni Kakaze
English
Dear friends, see a Cat is chasing a Rat
How it is performed
Children stand in a circle and two other children are chosen to act; one as a
cat and another as rat. A distance of three to four children is created
between a cat and a rat before singing of the song begin. Immediately the
song starts, the cat chases the rat, and when caught, the game is over and
another pair do the same until every child has performed.

Photo 9: Children performing a game song (private collection)
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2. Hanisa kona kuzamaya (a song on safety)

2.Hanisa kona kuzamaya (a song on safety)
Lozi
Hanisakona ku zamaya se ni tabilwe ki muutwa
English
I can no longer walk; I have been pricked by a thorn in my foot
How it is performed

Formation in this song is not necessary, but what is important
is the leaping that demonstrates that someone is hurt by a
thorn in their foot. Children leap in all directions of their
choice while singing the song for safety awareness.

Photo 10: A song on safety (private collection)
3. Bana basikolo kwatae (A song that promotes unity)
3. Bana basikolo kwatae (A song that promotes unite)
Lozi
Bana basikolo kwatae eeee kwatae. Nju, kwatae, nju kwatae. Nju,
kwatae, nju kwatae.
English
School boys and girls, let us be united , yes let us unite
How it is performed
Children stand in a circle while holding hands. During the singing of
the song, children jump three times clockwise and three times
anticlockwise. They continue their singing and jumping until they are
satisfied.

Photo 11: Let us unite (photo private collection)
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4. Kambombo lila (a song appreciating God’s creatures)

4. Kambombo lila (a song appreciating God’s creatures)
Lozi
Kambombo lila, kamwa mushitu, pula inele, luce mbonyi.
English
Forest beetle, cry to call the rain so that we can eat maize.
How it is performed
Children kneel on the ground with their bottoms up, imitating a
beetle. When singing the song, children shake their shoulders and
rest their heads on the ground.

Photo 12: A beetle (www.images for children about beetles)

5. Mbumbu walilila (lullaby song)

5. Mbumbu walilila (lullaby song)
Lozi
Mbumbu wali, ulile kunyanya, bomahe abayo, mbuuuu.
English
The baby is crying. It wants to breast feed, but the mother is not here, sheeee
How it is performed
The song is usually sung to sooth a crying baby in order to make it keep quiet or
sleep.
It is mostly sung by care-givers when the child’s mother is away or busy with
other house work.

Photo 13: Baby crying (www.african baby images)
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6. Mezi, mezi mulenaka (a song on health matters)

6. Mezi, mezi mulenaka (song on health matters)
Lozi
Mezi, mezi mulenaka kamuso nata mulena
English
Water, king of life, I’m coming to fetch you tomorrow
How it is performed
The song is in most cases performed while children are facing the
direction of a water source, like a river or fountain. During singing,
children demonstrate their enjoyment of bathing, and the washing
of their clothes and plates.
Photo 14: Demonstrating the goodness of water (private collection)
7. Mwa Bulozi Ki matabula

7. Mwa Bulozi Ki matabula
(a song of the seasons of the year)
Lozi
Mwa Bulozi ki matabula moya wa
fuka, pula ya nela, mata mwai uta
koloba.
English
It is rain season in Barotse land, wind
is blowing, rains are raining. Run my
friend, you will be soaked
How it is performed
Children sing the song while
demonstrating the rainy season,
which includes weather like wind
blowing, rains failing and running in
Photo 15: (www.black children in the rain images)
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8. Nakutambekela (game song)
8. Nakutambekela (game song)
Lozi
Nakutambekela sikasona se usike wa fosa eze sinana
English
I’m passing to you this precious thing; please take care of it as I
have done.
How it is performed
Children sit in a circle each with either a small stick or stone. When
the song starts, each passes what he has to the next who is on his
right hand side, and the process continues until every child is
satisfied.

Photo 16: Stone game song (private collection)

9. Sope, Yowa … (a song on months of the year)
9. Sope, Yowa … (a song on months of the year)
Lozi:
Sope Yowa Lyataman’i Lungu Kandao Muyana Sikulu Muyana Njimwa
Mwimunene Njimwana N’gulule
English:
This is a song for learning the names of the months: January February March
… December.
How it is performed
The song is usually sung while children demonstrate the weather changes
during the months of the year. (E.g. floods, winter, hot summers, etc.)
Children also count the months of the year on their fingers while singing the
Photo 17: Months of the year (www.images for African months of the year)
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10. Siloke, siloke (mockery song)

10. Siloke, siloke (mockery song)
Lozi
Siloke, siloke ukapala ni sitoho sahao.
English
This is a mockery song that means, ‘let [him] play alone because he is
too troublesome’.
How it is performed
The song is usually performed when one of the playmates is making
trouble. The naughty child is put in the circle and his friends sing the
mockery song while lifting their shoulders; the latter is a sign of not
wanting to play with him again.

Photo 18: Mockery song (www.images African mockery songs)
3.6 SUMMARY
In this chapter I have discussed different topics that may give the reader a birds-eye view of
the context of this thesis. The topic of my study, “The meaning of indigenous songs for
Zambian early childhood teachers and learners”, has been influenced by the circumstances,
life styles, political, social, religious and economic issues of Zambia and adds to my perspective
on “my beloved country”.
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CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH APPROACH, DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

4.1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter addresses the research design, methodology and strategy of inquiry. The
research process should suggest the appropriate design. In this case a qualitative research
design will yield the best results, and the strategy of inquiry is a multi-sited case study. Semistructured open-ended interviews will be used for the data collection, and the interviewees
will be school principals, school administrators, teachers and pupils. Figure 6 below provides
an overall indication of the research process that will be followed.

Philosophical worldviews
Constructivist/Interpretivist

Design
RESEARCH APPROACH

Case study

Qualitative
Research Methods
Data collection: Open-ended
interviews
Data analysis: Building patterns
of meaning
Interpretation: emerging themes
Validation

Figure 6: Framework for the research approach of this thesis (adapted from Creswell,
2014:5)
4.2 RESEARCH APPROACH
A research approach can be described as the researcher’s plan and intervention in the
research process to probe for the data required to address the topic of study (Creswell,
2014:3). Leedy and Ormrod (2005:105) affirm that a research approach is the methods the
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researcher uses to address the research problem. They argue that there is no one approach
which is better than another, but that it depends on the topic and skills needed for examining
the specific research problem. According to Henning et al. (2005:3-4), qualitative study
presentation and development are not controlled, because the researcher would like to find
out more about the phenomenon under research. Table 2 shows Merriam’s ideas which are
used as a parameter to describe the main research characteristics of this thesis.

Table 2: Characteristics of this qualitative research study (adapted from Merriam,
2009:18)
Points of comparison

Qualitative research

Focus of research

Quality (nature, essence)

Philosophical roots

Constructivism

Associated phrases

Fieldwork, constructivist

Goal of investigation

Understanding, description, discovery and meaning

Design characteristics

Flexible, evolving, emergent

Sample

Small (six sites), non-random, purposeful, theoretical

Data collection

Researcher

as

primary

instrument,

interviews,

observations, documents
Primary mode of analysis

Inductive, constant comparative method

Findings

Comprehensive, holistic, expansive, richly descriptive.

The above description of qualitative research correlates with that of Creswell (2013:17). He
outlines the assumptions underlying the qualitative process in four categories:


It is based on a complex structure such as research traditions and history;



Perspective and theoretical models to be used by the researcher;



Approaches to be used in the research process; and



Methodology to be used in data collection and analyses.

4.2 1 Philosophical worldview
A researcher has a philosophical assumption about a study, which will act as the springboard
for the research (Creswell, 2013:15-16). In this section I will discuss the philosophical
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worldview of a constructivist or interpretivist researcher.14 Researchers are motivated by
philosophical assumptions and beliefs. These assumptions generate ideas for how data can
be gathered and the research questions that the participants can be asked during the research
process. It is important to note that philosophical assumptions support the researcher in
making a viable decision about the topic of research. Philosophical assumptions give
researchers an opportunity to decide on what frameworks to base their research studies. As
a researcher, it is important to understand the meaning of philosophy as abstract beliefs, ideas
and academic language in developing the topic of a research study (Henning et al., 2005:98).

According to Cohen et al. (2000:5), interpretivist researchers should understand that they are
instruments in the process of the whole research project. In qualitative research
interpretivists focus on social science as a determining factor in regulating social behaviour in
an individual. Henning et al. (2005:19) explain that qualitative interpretive researchers believe
that theories are revisable if observations are inaccurate. For interpretivists, knowledge is not
only made up of beliefs, intentions, values and meaning-making, but also derives from
observing phenomena. Through social interaction with the subject and events, the
phenomenon can be understood through interpretation of the mental process.

The paradigm of a descriptive qualitative interpretive research project is important in order
for the researcher to work within the knowledge frameworks (Henning et al., 2005:20).
Merriam (2009:8) explains that in interpretive qualitative research realities often change over
time. Interpretive research, open-ended interviews, observation and qualitative data analysis
are used to produce a thick description of a phenomenon. Bayat (2007:10) defines an
interpretivist as a researcher who comprehensively assembles participants’ perceptions,
context and social actions. The interpretivist theory of knowledge is appropriate for my
investigation.

What is constructivism in practice? Raiber and Teachout (2014:37) explain that a constructivist
teacher (pre-school) should employ activity-based strategies of learning and teaching. His
teaching approach should emphasize the creation of an effective learning environment that

14

Merriam (2009:11) uses ‘constructivist’ and ‘interpretivist’ as synonyms.
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supports interaction with content in the curriculum. It is through constructivism that learners
acquire critical thinking skills, which in turn prepares them for an ever-changing environment.
According to Raiber and Teachout (2014: 125), a constructivist teacher does not base his
teaching on assumptions or predictive outcomes, but rather on learners’ daily experiences of
learning indigenous songs from their homes to the music classroom. Constructivists do not
dwell on the current content, but instead they construct the knowledge from learners’ past
experiences so that meaningful learning can take place. It is the purpose of this research study
to bring back to class indigenous songs which learners have experienced. Miya (2007:171)
emphasizes that children’s learning should be built on their past thoughts and ideas to
develop new concepts meaningfully. A pre-school teacher should teach songs that are
meaningful to children’s lives.

I have selected six different sites within a radius of about 45 km south, 15 km north, 10 km
south-east, 4 km east and 2 km south-west of Mongu town. The core of this investigation is
the meaning of indigenous songs. As an interpretative researcher I will analyse the interviews
to describe the ways in which the participants make meaning of indigenous songs; I will
therefore be extremely sensitive to the “role of context” (Henning et al., 2005:20). I am the
main instrument in the whole investigation process; I take responsibility for the interpretation
of this exploration of the meaning of indigenous songs in the pre-schools of the Mongu
district. According to Creswell (2013:86), a constructivist researcher develops a systematic
philosophy which explains the topic by using theories, interaction and action for curriculum
development. The school curriculum I used for this research is the draft ECE syllabus currently
used in pre-schools in Zambia (Zambia, 2014).
4.2.2 Research design
Delport (2005:159) and Bayat (2007:13) define a research design as an investigation blueprint,
recipe or the plan which the researcher chooses as a parameter for selecting a better method
through which data can be collected. It is the design that helps the researcher develop a
picture of pre-schools sites and the people that should be participants of this investigation
about indigenous songs before he starts his research: where his research should be
conducted, who will be the participants, what instruments should be used during the data73

collection process, and at what point has data saturation been reached. Atkins and Wallace
(2012:14) affirm that it is through research design that the researcher focuses on and decides
how well he can refine his research topic. A research design should be followed closely. This
includes in the following:


Planning that deals with question formulation with regard to the specific objective of
the research;



Having a clear idea about the meaning of the question of the research topic;



Deciding how to implement the project and foreseeing challenges;



Close monitoring of the success of the research design and making adjustments where
needed; and



The determination of the continuity of the research (Bayat, 2007:14).

4.3 ROLE OF THE RESEARCHER
I, Lisenge Kenny Kakoma, was born on 4 April 1964 ─ the fourth child in a family of five
children: four males and one female. I grew up in Kayawe village in Kalabo district of the
Western Province, together with my mother and grandmother. My village is 10 km west of
Kalabo township and opposite the Kalabo Airport. The northern part of my village is a plain
where my family members cultivate rice for their own consumption as well as some for selling.
My father died when I was 2 years old and I know very little about him. I was introduced to
singing indigenous songs by my grandmother, nya Pezo ─ mother of Pezo ─ and my mother.
Boys in our Mbunda tradition (one of the tribes in the Western Province of Zambia) had the
duty to collect firewood from the bush for cooking food and warming our bodies in the
mornings and evenings when it was cold. I loved my grandmother, nya Pezo, and she loved
me dearly too. Each time I went to collect firewood in the bush, I made sure I brought her
some to warm herself with. Each time I brought her firewood she sang a song to me in her
good, melodious old-age voice and performed it with body movements, though moving was
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somewhat problematic because of her old age. One of her favourite Luvale songs was I vwa
mwanami mwalileee eyayee.15

Luvale

English translation16

I vwa mwanami mwalileee eyayee,

I hear my child crying

I vwa mwanami mwalila Kumukanda

I hear my child crying at Mukanda

mweevwa kukola

because he is feeling pain.

nyalyobeya neha bwato, nyalyobeya

My brother-in law, bring a canoe so

neha bwato.

that we can go there (chorus).

In our tradition kings are respected and permissions are sought before any event takes place.
The following song is about a music event.

Luvale

English translation

Natukalomba lisesa kuli mwanga

Let us go and ask for permission from

eyaya lomba,

the king

eyaya lomba, lomba, eyaya lomba.

Yes, let us go and ask.

Nya Pezo was a good demonstrator and dancer. I enjoyed her songs and voice, and I started
imitating the songs she sang and danced along with her. My mother also encouraged me to
sing the songs my grandmother taught me. I made sure that I brought firewood to my
grandmother so that I could revise or learn a new song every day. She encouraged me by
saying “my grandchild, my husband [meaning me] you will know a lot of things, my child”. I
didn’t know what she meant because I was still too young to understand her vision. She
continued, “people will hire you to sing for them as a virtuoso during traditional ceremonies
because of your good voice”. With these encouraging words from my grandmother, nya Pezo,
I was motivated throughout my life to sing to the elderly. To be a virtuoso singer was my pride.

15

These songs are sung by mothers when remembering their children who are at mukanda (a
camp where boys are circumcised at age 4-7). Boys stay at the camp for 6 months where they
are initiated into manhood before they go back to their mothers (families) on the day of
graduation.
16 I am responsible for the English translations.
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I was always singing and spent little time being quiet. Luvale people say when a virtuoso sings
it is like pouring 210 litres of petrol on burning fire!

When I entered Grade 1 at Nalionwa Primary school in the Kalabo district (Western Province
of Zambia) in 1974, my teacher noticed my good voice and requested me to join the school
choir. It was a good opportunity for me to sing in this school choir for seven years as a primary
pupil. But my love for music nearly died during the five years I was at the secondary school
(1982 to 1986); had it not been for joining the church choir, this could have happened. Music
was not included in the secondary school curriculum.

I went for training as a primary school teacher (1988-1989) at the Mongu Teacher Training
College (where I am at present a music lecturer).17 My music lecturer, Mr Pearson Likukela,
rekindled my musical singing spirit because he loved music and it was in the college
curriculum. For nine years from 1990 to 1999 that I worked as a primary school teacher at
Libonda Primary School in Kalabo district (2 years), Limulunga Primary School (4 years) and
Mupatu (3 years) in the then Mongu district but since 2013 Limulunga District. I must confess
that pupils in my classes did more music lessons than other subjects. At Evelyn Hone College,
Lusaka, I continued my studies and registered for a music diploma as a secondary school music
teacher (1998 to 2000). These were happy years because I had found what I wanted in life ─
music and more specifically singing.

Singing and my love of working with children have been my passions. My work as a primary
school teacher, secondary school teacher and primary school teacher trainer (educator)
confirmed my desire to work with children. My interest in pre-school training and knowledge
developed when I was pursuing Bachelor of Music (Honours) (2006 to 2008) and Masters in
Music (2009 to 2011) degrees at the University of Pretoria, South Africa. I specialised in early
childhood education, because in Zambia ECE still has little direction. I am also currently a

17 Mongu Teacher Training College was built in 1965 by the Roman Catholic Church. It initially
provided teacher training to females only until 1974, when it became a co-ed teacher training
college that included males. The college is 51 years old now and has 32 lecturers: 22 males
and 10 females. It also has 616 students (January 2016, college records). The data indicate the
increase in numbers of trainee teachers every year because of population demand.
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church choir conductor in the New Apostolic Church and director of traditional music and
dance at Mongu Teacher Training College.

Vignette

I wish she never grew old
It was a Saturday winter morning; the weather was cold and the wind was blowing
from east to west; the sun’s rays were too weak to warm children and old people
like my grandmother, nya Pezo. The village was quiet and everyone was still in
blankets. I could hear nothing but birds singing in their melodious voices. Looking
through our broken door, I saw an old woman stretching herself, and who seemed
to seek help. It was nya Pezo, my grandmother, looking for a fire to warm herself. I
rushed there and requested her to go back inside her house, which she did while
shivering. Inside her house she presented to me an old, short three-legged stool
made out of wood and cow skin, and said: “Sit here my husband, we no longer have
important visitors to buy a chair for. I’m now out of bread”. We laughed, while she
tried to open her small eyes which were closed by her weak old aged eyelids. She
asked me: “Now where is the fire? I am feeling cold my child. My body is no longer
as strong as before. I gave birth to your mother” (shivering and smiling at me with
her old, dark, broken teeth that radiated love). She touched me with both of her
smooth hands, the right polishing my face if she was powdering me, and the left
playing with my hair as if she was applying hair oil to my hair. “Go and bring me fire,
my husband.” I rushed and brought a log with fire from my mother’s house. She
responded: “Oooh, yah, good, I’m now feeling warm. Now sing me some of the
songs I have been teaching you”. I started singing ... Natukalomba lisesa kuli
mwanga oyaya lomba ... before I could repeat the phrase, she said: “Stop!” She
moved her neck right, left, backward, forward, as if she was doing some
physiotherapy; eventually she laid on her old mat. “I feel touched and connected to
your friend when you sing that song”. “Which friend?’’ I asked. “My late husband,
he loved that song very much. He was a good singer and dancer. I wish he was alive;
he would have taught you a lot of things.” Afterwards, there was silence in house –
she appeared like she was not breathing. Not long after this wonderful, memorable
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bright day my grandmother died. She was 90 years old. On that day I saw a library
of traditional knowledge and wisdom pass away.

4.4 CASE STUDY
Leedy and Ormrod (2005:108) and Cohen et al. (2000:15) assert that researchers often use a
case study approach to collect data at school and classroom level through observation and
note-taking, and later classify the information and evaluate the analysis. A descriptive study
always answers “how and what” questions. The descriptive case in this study is the meaning
of indigenous songs in the early childhood education in the Mongu district of Western
Province of Zambia. These cases are not selected according to nearness or accessibility, but
according to the purpose of the research.

This case study was restricted to pre-school teachers and learners between the ages of 3-6
years in Mongu district of Western Province. It also involved some stakeholders in the Ministry
of Education, such as the head teachers of schools with pre-school classes, the District Board
Secretary in charge of schools in the district, the Senior Education Standards Officer for
Expressive Arts (under which music falls) and the Provincial Education Officer in charge of
schools in the Province.

Merriam (2009:49-50) mentions that a multi-site case study encompasses many cases from
which data are collected and analysed. The external environment’s impact on early childhood
education could involve:


The migration of learners from one district to another as a result of broken homes;



The movement of people from rural to urban areas looking for employment, especially
along the railway line; and



The migration of learners from one school to another because of a parent’s death.

Every successful education system needs planning. Better planning entails the formulation of
policies and their implementation. It is therefore important to put in place measures that
would help alleviate poverty levels in the community in order to have children in school. The
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lack of skilled human resources also has a negative impact on early childhood education in
Zambian provinces, particularly WP-BL. Despite the Western Province being the largest in the
country, it is among the less populated regions. This situation has been aggravated by the lack
of factories and mines. As a result, people migrate to the copper belt and Lusaka Province for
employment in factories and mines.

4.5 THE SELECTED SCHOOLS
I chose the sites of my research not out of special interest, but for the purpose of acquiring
in-depth understanding of my research area from both township and rural pre-schools. The
table below indicates the names of schools or sites where research was conducted, the
number of teachers involved in teaching EDE, the number of children per school and their
ages, and the number of classes. I have written a vignette about every school to give the
reader an idea of the nature of the school under discussion.18

The photos of school buildings are schools in the Mongu district. For indemnity reasons I do
not name them, but I do want to give the reader a sense of the environment.

18

I use pseudonyms to protect the privacy of the people I interviewed and the schools I

visited.
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Table 2: The selected sites for the data collection
S/N Name of Sites
schools

Number of Number of pre-school Pupils’ Number
teachers

learners per school

ages

of classes

1

Namwe

Site 1

2

90

3-6

2

2

Sela

Site 2

2

69

3-6

2

3

Maloo

Site 3

2

88

3-6

2

4

Ndongo

Site 4

4

107

3-7

3

5

KatI

Site 3

4

195

3-5

4

6

Mulelo

Site 6

2

115

3-6

2

4.5.1 Namwe school (site 1)
Vignette

Who will come to our aid?
Travelling 40 kilometres south of Mongu town I saw a poster “Namwe School”
west of the main tarred road. I followed the sandy road of 2.5 kilometres by foot
to the school. On my way to the school I found a group of young children playing
by the roadside. When I asked them why they were not in school, they told me
that the school administration had told their parents that there was no room for
them. I was really touched by those words. I continued my journey to the school
and went to the head teacher’s office. He showed me the school. The only new
building I found was uncompleted structure intended for the school
administration office. The old structures were less attended to and some not at
all. In each pre-school class there were 45 learners. Classrooms were small for
the number of pupils present. I left the school with something ringing in my mind
about what the children I had found by the roadside told me in their words:
“There was no room for us”.

Namwe School was built in the early 1960s. It is situated 45 kilometres south of Mongu town.
It is a government-owned institution. It has classes from pre-school to Grade 9, with a total
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number of 859 pupils, of which 90 are pre-school learners aged 3-6. Because of a lack of
accommodation, there are two school sessions per day. Namwe School has 31 teachers out of
whom two are trained to teach pre-school learners. It has old, red-brick structures. The
institution is situated in a densely populated area, with a lot of young children who cannot be
accommodated as a result of limited space. The learning time from 08:00 to 10:00 for young
learners at the institution seems not to be enough; teachers have to remove the equipment
because the same classroom is being used by other grades. The playground at the institution
is too sandy for effective activities for young children. There are not enough learning and
teaching aids to cater for all the children. The problem of a lack of learning space is faced by
most pre-schools in both government and private institutions of learning.
4.5.2 Sela school (site 2)
Vignette

The old are not taken care of
I travelled 25 kilometres south of Mongu town on a tarred road and again walked 2
kilometres west off-road on a very rough and sloping gravel road to reach Sela
School. From a distance, I was greeted by old buildings that had undergone some
minor renovations. The impression I got reminded me of the saying: “The old are
not taken care of”. After I reported to the school administration, the deputy head
teacher showed me around the school. What I saw shocked me; there were cracks
in almost every classroom wall. I wondered what was wrong, whether it was the
people in management, the community which included the parent-teacher
association (PTA) or the government. I entered the pre-school classroom; I saw very
few learning and teaching charts on the wall. During our discussion with the
teacher, she told me that the same classroom was being used by other grades after
their lessons, and that it was therefore difficult to leave learning and teaching aids
in the room. I left the site depressed and confused …

Sela School is one of oldest institutions in Mongu district and is situated 25 kilometres south
of Mongu town. The school was built in the late 1840s by French Missionaries and is now
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owned by the government. It has classes from pre-school to Grade 9, with a total number of
866 pupils, of whom 69 are pre-school learners aged 3-6. Because of a lack of accommodation,
it has only one pre-school class. The Sela School has 32 teachers out of whom only one has
received training to teach at pre-school level. It has old infrastructure, with an addition of two
two-by-two classroom blocks – one in the east and another in the west, built in the early
1970s. Similar to the institution is situated in a densely populated area with a lot of young
children, who cannot be accommodated in school because of limited space. The learning time
allocated for young learners at the institution is not enough, and the teachers need to remove
the equipment because the same classroom is being used by other senior grades.
4.5.3 Maloo school (site 2)
Vignette

Birds flying through the school buildings
It was on a Wednesday evening when I took a walk; suddenly I heard birds singing
on top of a school building’s roof. They were of different breeds. I drew closer to
hear their beautiful melodies. Surprisingly, I heard others singing from inside the
buildings. I wondered how they had come to find themselves inside the classroom.
As I drew nearer and nearer to the classroom building, I discovered that birds were
flying in and out because the windows had no panes. When I looked into the
classrooms through the broken window panes, I discovered that some birds had
made their nests on plank joints. I wondered if this was a learning institution. I
went around the building only to discover that most classrooms were wide open
and had no doors, and rooms were turned into sleeping spaces for birds and stray
dogs during evening times after learning hours. I asked myself, “Where is the
credibility of education, if government institutions can be left to go to waste in this
manner? How can such an environment support effective learning, particularly in
early childhood? Is this not one of the institutions that helped to eradicate
illiteracy in Western Province? Why should it be left like the assets of an owner
who is dead, and nobody seems to care? What is the work of the school
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administration together with the parent-teacher association in the running of this
school?” I walked away very disappointed, asking myself endless questions ...

Maloo School is situated 10 kilometres north of Mongu town. It is a government school and
has classes from pre-school to Grade 9, with a total number of 1,704 pupils, of whom 88 are
pre-school learners aged 5-6. As in the previous schools, here there is also a lack of
accommodation and so there are two school sessions per day. The school has 65 teachers, of
whom 2 are trained for pre-school teaching. The institution does not have enough equipment
and appropriate playgrounds for these age levels. Despite it being one of the oldest schools
in Mongu, its infrastructure has not been developed to accommodate the demand of the
ever-growing population. It is an environment not conducive to meeting young learners’
needs.
4.5.4 Ndongo school (site 4)
Vignette

Too small a house
It was difficult to decide whether the pre-school classrooms were smaller than some
of the houses in the compound. Early on Tuesday morning I visited Ndongo School.
South-east off the tarred road was a rough gravel road leading into the compound
where the school is situated. I expected to see an institution with a lot of
infrastructure on a big plot. With this picture in mind, I passed by this school several
times until I was tired and decided to rest under the veranda of a small, closed shop.
After a while, I saw a picture of a cartoon painted on a wall. I went closer to the
building, saw an open gate and entered. After I introduced myself, the senior teacher
took me around the school. They accommodate pre-school to Grade 7 learners. The
house had some outside extensions with small and overcrowded rooms. I asked
myself: “What could be the standard of teaching and learning in this school?”
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Ndongo school is situated 8 kilometres south-west of Mongu town. The school is privately
owned. It has a nice, welcoming cartoon painted on the walls that should be attractive to preschool learners. It has classes from pre-school to Grade 7, with a total number of 250 pupils,
of which 107 are pre-school learners aged 3-6. The pupils are divided into three classes. The
school has 15 teachers that are all trained for pre-school teaching. The building has five rooms
and extensions of four small rooms, which have also been turned into classrooms. The
building was an ordinary house, but eventually turned into a school because of the lack of
pre-school classes – a demand from the local community.
4.5.5 Kati school (site 5)
Vignette

Is it all well?
Walking on the tarred road east of Mongu town, I saw beautifully decorated walls
with funny, entertaining pictures. The word “Kati” was written on the gate of the
school, and with pictures on the gate of pre-school children. I went inside and
walked around the building, with permission from the school administration. I
found nice and well-organized, clean classrooms conducive to learning. Everything
seemed well placed. I looked around for the playground and saw a small space not
big enough for the large number of pre-school learners in the institution. Good
learning was taking place in a lively manner. I said to myself, I wish every school was
like this one. Though some things were still missing – a playground in particular –
the school management was making great efforts towards ensuring effective
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learning and teaching. My worry was still how young learners’ physical development
will be achieved with such little space that does not accommodate children to play
at will?

Kati school has classes from pre-school to Grade 7, with a total number of 516 pupils, of whom
195 are pre-school learners, aged 3 to 6, and divided into five classes. The school has 30
teachers, of whom five have training to teach at pre-school level. The institution has small,
modern classes ─ small in the sense that the learning space is not large enough for the number
of learners. Though equipped with learning and teaching aids appropriate for young learners,
the school has a small playground. Everything seems to be well organized, structured and
placed.

4.5.6 Mulelo school (site 6)
Vignette

Who cares?
Early one Monday morning I saw pupils of different age groups happily laughing on
their way to school. “Where are you going to?” I asked. “Mulelo!” My eyes followed
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the youngest age groups who were shouting and dancing, expressing their joy as
they met their teachers near their classroom area. As I walked closer to the school,
which was half brick-fenced across a sandy playground, I saw on my left an
unfinished one-by-three classroom structure which seemed to be getting old before
it has been used. The classroom floors where the children were learning had holes;
some learners were seated on the ground because there were no chairs. Learning
was taking place in old buildings of which the paint had faded. Nobody seems to
care. When I reached the pre-school classes, there was so much overcrowding that
very little attention appeared to be given to them. The institution is situated 2
kilometres away from the centre of Mongu town. The school is government-owned
and has classes from pre-school to Grade 9. There are a total number of 2,301
pupils, of whom 115 are pre-school learners aged 5 to 6. There are two school
sessions because of a lack of accommodation.

The school has 55 teachers, out of whom only two are trained for pre-school classes. Its
infrastructure was built in 1967, with the addition of a one-by-three classroom block currently
under construction.
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4.5.7 Third-world country challenges
I have described the real-life situation in the Mongu District with the above vignettes and
descriptions. It seems that, with the exception of one school, there is a “no hope” situation
there. Yet, the head teachers, teachers, administrators and pupils have a vision for the future.
The literature I discussed in Chapter 2 sketches an ideal situation. I would like to mention four
books/articles to be able to compare this ideal situation with the real situation:

Literature

What is needed

The vision

Wiggins (2015:3-8)

Skillful educated and

Understanding as schema

enthusiastic teachers

(mental structures);
understanding as metaphor;
(satisfies a purpose);
understanding as image
(concepts); understanding
as embodied (connections
between mind and body).

McPherson (2006:470-471)

Skilful teachers with a

Love of teaching career,

passion

satisfying vision.

Delport and Mufute

Well-rounded teachers with

Focus on teaching concepts.

(2010:1-15).

teaching concepts

Raiber and Teachout

Proficient and committed

Understanding; teaching

(2014:35)

teachers

ethics.

In the case of the Mongu District the picture is quite different and the real situation correlates
with literature about other African countries. The main concern is general teachers with no
training in music.
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The syllabus themes

What is needed (the reality) The vision

Social studies

Songs about warning,

Communication, group

advice, initiations.

respect.

Songs about animals,

Conservation, appreciation,

nature, vegetation.

Health/cleanliness.

Songs about stone placing

Calculation, counting.

Environmental science

Pre-mathematics

games, movements,
clapping.
Expressive arts

Song about modelling,

Drama, singing, design,

desires for attire,

musical instruments,

movements.

creativity, dancing, notation.

(adapted from Zambia, 2014)

4.6 DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSES
The researcher should start analysing the data immediately after they have been collected.
This process should be continuous. It is important for the researcher to have participants from
whom to gather relevant information. Data collected should constantly be compared in order
to check on their emergence.

Table 3: Data-collection plan (adapted from Vithal & Jansen, 1997)
Question

Data-collection plan

WHY were the data

 To describe the meaning of indigenous songs for early

collected

childhood teachers and learners.
 To identify the types of songs that influence learning. among
African children
 To consolidate data collected from interviews about the
meaning of indigenous songs at multiple sites in order to
determine meaningful learning for young learners.
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 To discover whether or not pre-school teachers understand
the meaning of indigenous songs in early childhood
education.
WHAT was the research

 Case study: observations and open-ended interviews, and

strategy?

audio and audio-video recordings.
 Documents on case study research and indigenous songs.

WHO/WHAT were the

 Open interviews with the Provincial Education Officer,

sources of the data?

District Education Board Secretary, Senior Education
Standards Officer, pre-school head teachers, pre-school
teachers and pre-school children.
 Personal observations and recording.

HOW MANY of the data

 All interviews with the Provincial Education Officer, the

sources were accessed?

Education Board Secretary, Senior Education Standards
Officer for Expressive Arts, 6 head teachers of pre-schools,10
pre-school teachers, and informal discussions with
undetermined number of pre-school children.
 Observed the pre-school children from the six sites. Their
response to the learning of indigenous songs in the
classroom is important.

WHERE were the data

 Site 1 Namwe, Site 2 Sela, Site 3 Maloo Site 4 Ndongo, Site 5

collected?

Kati, and Site 6 Mulelo schools.
 Sources were consulted to help in the historical background
of the study.

HOW OFTEN were the

 Throughout the research process, interviewees were

data collected?

interviewed as often as possible in terms of how much data
was required.

HOW were the data

 The literature review became the main source for

collected?

documentary analysis.


Audio or audio-video recordings were used together with
face-to-face interview sessions with respondents.
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 Personal observations that included attendance of learning
sessions and outdoor activities.
 Taking of field-notes.
Justification for the data  Open interviews gave the respondent freedom to openly say
collection plan. (Why

what or how they feel in the quickest way. They gave the

was this the best way of

opportunity for interviewer and interviewee to interact, ask

collecting the data for

each other questions where clarity was required, and share

this critical question?)

views. Through interaction, a friendly relationship was
created between the interviewer and the respondent.
Observation is one important methodology in data collection,
in the sense that the researcher is in the field seeing exactly
what is happening and can make a well-informed decision in
the process of research.

Froehlich and Frierson-Campbell (2013:168) describe data collection as the process through
which raw information is collected from documents, interviews and observation, and
recorded manually or electronically by the researcher. The process continues until collected
data have been categorised into patterns or themes by either memo writing, labelling or
naming. In qualitative research, data gathering falls into various categories, such as visiting
the sources, analysing the data and storing the research. The main instrument in qualitative
study is the researcher (Henning et al., 2005:6). According to Bayat (2007:71), data collection
encompasses various methods workable in a particular field. He further states that qualitative
research requires long periods of fieldwork and reaching out to participants. Merriam
(2009:171) describes data collection as a path to addressing a problem under research.
4.6.1 Semi-structured open-ended interviews
Open-ended interviews are not a situation where the researcher can ask random questions
that do not relate to the topic of research, but it is the process through which the interviewer
and interviewee interact to share ideas for the intended research purpose. The aim of the
interview is to develop various perspectives and an understanding of the interviewees’
experiences, through group or one-to-one interaction. Predetermined questionnaires would
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not be conducive to the gathering of information on the learning and teaching of music
(Froehlich & Frierson-Campbell, 2013:171). Open-ended interviews should be carefully
planned and framed to elicit the required responses from the respondents; the researcher
should talk less than the respondent during the interview process (McMillan & Schumacher,
2010:384). Therefore, the researcher should focus on questions on the following areas:

background of respondents relevant to the topic; details of actions observed by or
shared with the interviewers; motivations for those actions; questions about (a)
emotional reactions to an experience or action, (b) knowledge held by the
participant, and (c) things observed by the participant (Froehlich & FriersonCampbell, 2013:171).

Froehlich and Frierson-Campbell (2013:171) further say that respondents should be allowed
to choose an environment in which they feel comfortable. Cohen et al. (2000: 267) explain
that during the interview process the interviewee is a dependable source of knowledge. The
procedure for conducting an interview depends entirely on the researchers. They should be
able to select participants who can provide them with the desired information. Reliable
participants can be selected through observation while at the site, through informal
discussions, and by inquiring from administrators of schools in this case study. Cohen et al.
(2011:472) further advise that the researcher and respondent should have a professional
relationship throughout the interview process. Respondents will be able to give meaningful
answers during the interview process, if the researcher asks questions using simple language
that the participants are able to understand (Merriam, 2009:105-107). According to Greeff
(2005:308), a conversation with a group in an informal environment elicits a good social
response from the respondents. As has been suggested, the researcher should design
questions with easy, clear language, starting from general points to specific points in
sequence for them to be understood by the respondents.

The following general questions were asked to the departmental heads, head teachers and
class teachers:
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1. What is your opinion on the teaching of indigenous songs to early childhood classes
and does the singing of indigenous songs bring about meaningful learning to children’s
lives, if so, how do you think this can be done?
2. As one of the stakeholders in the Ministry of Education, how are you helping in seeing
to it that children in early childhood classes learn meaningfully through the use of
indigenous songs?
3. Is there support from people in the community in terms of indigenous songs being
taught to young children?
4. How can indigenous songs enrich pre-school learners in Mongu district?
5. Does the current ECE syllabus prescribe indigenous songs, or is there any medium in
schools that would facilitate the pre-school teachers teaching indigenous songs
effectively?

The following table sets out the specific questions that were asked to education
administrators, head teachers and pre-school teachers.

Specific questions

Education

Head

administrators teachers
1

If there are no guiding resources for

*

*

*

*

Pre-school
teachers

the pre-school teacher, what is the
way forward as a Province and as a
ministry to help teach indigenous
songs effectively?
2

Are there enough infrastructures in
schools with early childhood classes
for learning to be carried out
effectively?

3

According to your assessment as the

*

education provincial head, are the
pre-school teachers currently
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displaying sufficient knowledge in
the teaching of indigenous songs?
4

Is there a need to train the pre-

*

*

*

school teachers in indigenous songs
through indoor workshops and
professional teachers’ meetings?
5

How is your office as senior

*

Education Officer of Expressive Arts
supporting the teaching of
indigenous songs in pre-schools in
Mongu district?
6

Is there any follow-up from teacher

*

*

training colleges offering pre-school
teacher training in which indigenous
song teaching is offered?
7

How is your office as District

*

Education Board Secretary
supporting the teaching of
indigenous songs in pre-schools in
Mongu district?
8

How is your office as the head of the

*

school supporting the teaching of
indigenous songs in pre-schools at
this school?
9

Are you able to present an

*

indigenous song to your class
effectively?

4.6.2 Interview data recording and transcription
According to Froehlich and Frierson-Campbell (2013:172), transcription of raw data entails
turning the gathered information from interviews or observations into analytical texts.
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Merriam (2009:109-110) describes data recording and transcription as the process in which
interview data are captured and analysed. This serves as the reservoir for information to be
used in data analysis and recommendations for the topic under scrutiny. There are several
means of recording data, but in this research I used a tape recorder to capture the
interactions. I will also write my personal reflections on the interview, including the reactions
of the interviewee. Before the interview process, objectives should be set on which the
researcher bases the investigation. Some of these objectives are:


To find out whether or not children enjoy performing indigenous songs;



To find out if teachers understand the meaning of indigenous songs and if the songs
are significant in young children’s’ learning process;



To check if pre-school teacher have the skills and knowledge on how to teach
indigenous songs to young learners;



To find out whether or not indigenous song teaching is supported by the education
administrators for Mongu district.

4.6.3 Informal group and individual discussions with learners
I spent time at each site discussing my research with pre-school learners and teachers. The
discussions were informal and conducive to the teachers (Kelly, 2006:3). During the process
of open discussions and interview, I gathered data from participants through video and audio
recording, and note taking.

4.6.4 Observations
The other important way of collecting data is observation. Colwell (2006:212-213) explains
that this is a process through which the researcher collects data by observing the participants
being investigated. The researcher comes into direct contact with the phenomenon and
concurrently validates the data through the way in which it answer the research questions.
Kelly (2006:310, 311, 315) describes observation as a descriptive method of qualitative
research where the researcher describes in detail everything he witnesses. He further advises
the researcher to be patient during observation for him to gather valid data and adds that
during the research process the researcher should withdraw if he notices that he is becoming
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a participant himself. Strydom (2005:274-275) mentions that participant observation is the
process that requires the researcher to closely monitor his participants. According to Yin
(2014:190), observation in qualitative research involves taking note of activities and the
behaviour of the participants. In qualitative research the researcher may ask participants
unstructured questions while watching their reactions and behaviour. Merriam and
Associates (2002:148) explain that observation is a technique which the researcher uses to
collect data by observing his participants or environment. Yin (2014:113-114) describes
observation as another method of sourcing data directly from the environment or
participants. He further says that information collected from observation should provide
evidence that supports the research. Welman et al. (2005:4, 172) define observation as a
systematic way of noticing the events that take place in the research environment. According
to Ansdell and Palvlicevic (2001:147), observation entails looking at something in order to
derive meaning from it. They say that the researcher should pay particular attention during
this process – he should not go into the process with certain preconceptions or focus on one
predetermined aspect. They further emphasise that the researcher should bear the ethics of
observation in mind and should seek permission from participants or the school
administration (in the case of a school) before the process commences. In this project I chose
to be both an active participant and silent observer in order to explore the topic of my
research. I visited my research sites several times in order to create a good rapport between
pre-school learners, teachers, head teachers and education administrators.

4.7 TRUSTWORTHINESS AND CREDIBILITY
The trustworthiness and credibility of this research lies in its research design and approach to
the data collection, which followed the necessary ethical procedures (Wassenaar, 2006:61).
Data was collected from multiple sites with different categories of participants in which
education administrators, head teachers, teacher and preschool learners were involved in the
research. As a qualitative researcher I credibly adhered to research ethics while involving
effective research strategies and design (McMillan & Schumacher, 2010:362). The protocol
for informed consent was signed by every participant who was involved in this research
project. The participant’s identity has been disguised from knowledge of the reader and other
officials who might come across this work. It is my responsibility as the researcher to protect
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the informant’s confidentiality and setting. They should remain anonymous to avoid being
summoned. During this research study, I was conscious of care and fairness on the
participants making sure that my personality, thinking and actions did not harm any of them
throughout my data collection. Their privacy will be protected by not exchanging this data
with any other person for whatever means (McNiff & Whitehead, 2002:88; McMillan &
Schumacher, 2014:363). The data findings are as accurate and appropriate as gathered from
the sites of research (Babbie, 1998:480-481).

4.8 ETHICS
Froehlich and Frierson-Campbell (2013:162) define ethics in this context as the research
principles to which the researcher should adhere during data analysis, evaluation and
presentation of research findings, planning and data gathering.

Research has ethical criteria to meet before it commences. The participants should be
informed what the research is all about. There must be an assurance that their privacy will be
protected. The researcher should carry a consent letter for named sites or schools where the
study takes place (Henning et al., 2005:73; McNiff & Whitehead, 2005:34-36 and Bayat,
2007:148). For this thesis I first requested consent from the District Education Board
Secretary, who is responsible for school management in the Mongu district. After that I met
the six head teachers for the schools under research, described the purpose of the research
project and asked them to sign the consent forms. I followed this up with the interviews of
the ten teachers at the different schools (see Addendum A for ethic clearance letters).

4.9

ORGANIZATION OF DATA

In the multiple case study figure that follows, the specification of codes is exemplified by
giving a case account in which each case code exists. It shows themes within the cases, and
the analysis of different and related themes. After that, a generalization and statements of
themes across cases are included as a final stage of data analysis (Creswell, 2013:209).
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The following figure is from Creswell:

Figure 7: Diagram for coding multiple case studies (Creswell 2013:209)
According to Atkins and Wallace (2012:155) and Merriam (2009:59-50), multiple-site case
studies attempt to address and investigate phenomena by grouping and then later analysing
them as single cases.

Henning et al. (2005:93) describe crystallization as a qualitative data validation method that
gives a clear picture of the phenomenon under research. Ellingson’s (2009) book has given a
new approach to crystallization. Metaphorically, when the eye looks at a crystal, for instance
a diamond, different angles give different shades and shapes. This means that the different
angles are the different views of the participants that illuminate the same themes in different
ways. In this thesis I use the visual of a diamond to illustrate concepts that may support the
understanding of crystallization.
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Figure 8: Shape of a diamond (see http://designercandies.net/diamond-renders/)
Ellingson was one of the first researchers to write about crystallization; this concept also
guides my approach:

Crystallization combines multiple forms of analysis and multiple genres of
representation into a coherent text or series of related texts, building a rich and
openly partial account of a phenomenon that problematizes its own construction …
and reveals the indeterminacy of knowledge claims even as it makes them
(Ellingson, 2009:5).

The discussion that follows is part of the procedure of crystallising the themes. Ellingson
presents the first ever step-by-step guide to employing this cutting-edge methodology. For
the purpose of this study and to fit the general theme of a diamond, I develop terminology
that suits the topic. A diamond is a crystal but also a metaphor for a “theme”. Saldaña
(2013:15; 2015:13, 75) defines a theme as a topic with similar ideas, sentences or phrases
that describe more tacit and subtly coded data. He further explains that within a theme, the
interplay of the emotional and mental is revealed. Rule and John (2011:53, 88) state that
themes emerge from documents, interviews and observations. In the process the themes
provide prudent claims and interpretations of the rich texture of the data. Creswell
(2013:101) mentions that theming is a “cross-case analysis” that involves interpretation and
categorization of emerging ideas from multiple cases. According to Blanche et al. (2006:323,
360-361) a theme is an inductive Organization of materials ─ from the “bottom-up” ─ sorting
themes into related categories. They comment that the researcher should be thoroughly
engaged in contextual acknowledgement. Froehlich and Frierson-Campbell (2013:178)
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explain that the researcher should look into the entire data body and analyse relationships
before coming up with themes. They say that themes are theoretical frames within which the
researcher works to expand and explain his findings during data analysis. According to
Henning et al. (2005:107), themes are chunks that represent realities derived from the data.
He argues that data from multiple theme cases only become valid if they can be used in an
argument and answer the research question. I implement the description of coding by these
authors in my research through interacting with and interviewing children, preschool
teachers, head teachers and administrators. The following themes emerged from the data I
collected.
Traditions
and values of
culture

Lack of
appreciation

Indigenous
songs

Flourishing

Teaching
and
learning

Figure 9: A summary of the emerging themes and the categories
Milles et al. (2015:111) describe a matrix chart as a condensed table that displays data
collected for a period of over a year, through observation and interviews, in one table. They
say that a matrix provides an arrangement of formatted data which can easily be viewed for
“cross-case” data analysis in relation to other cases.
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Creswell (2013:87) explains the procedures followed for constructing a matrix after collection
of data as follows:


During data coding the researcher categorises the information gathered into themes;



The researcher identifies the events that produced the emergent themes, known as
causal conditions;



The researcher decides on the kind of procedure to be adopted in response to the
phenomenon; and



The researcher creates an interrelated story model that describes categories.

Flick (2015:37) describes data analysis as the process of presenting the collected material by
classifying and interpreting it. Data analysis is a major component of a research study that
serves to determine the outcomes of the research project. When I began my research study,
I did not know what the final product would be. It is only after I had done my data analysis
that I saw the final shape of my research. It is important that data collection and analysis
should be done simultaneously during the research process, so that the researcher can find
out how the collected information fits into the research (Merriam, 2009:173, Flick, 2015: 285).
Leedy et al. (1997:158) describe data analysis as the examination of gathered images in order
for themes to surface that will help in answering the questions being researched. They also
say that data analysis is the filtering of the large amount of information or material the
researcher has gathered. According to McMillan and Schumacher (2010:77), data analysis is
a technique for pattern-seeking or theme selection used to provide guidance in building
patterns of meaning. In order to facilitate this process, I will visit sites to conduct interviews
with pre-school learners and teachers as many times as possible until data saturation has
been reached.

4.10 CODING
Flick (2015:373) describes coding as grouping together the common related materials which
involves comparing, sorting and labelling collected data. Coding is the process of assigning a
shorthand identity to discrete elements gathered information. He adds that this is the process
through which data is most easily retrieved during the analysis stage. Merriam (2009:173)
explains that coding can be done by using colours, letters or numbers. The researcher should
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not overlook the coding of the data process because there is the likelihood of the misplacing
important data. Cohen et al. (2011:559) also state that coding is the naming, indexing,
categorizing and labelling of ideas in a researcher’s work. Saldaña (2013:3-4) describes coding
as research information kept in visual or language-based formats . Therefore, coded data can
either be in the form of field observation notes, video materials, journals, documents, and
literature or internet sites. (2013: 3-4) further argues that “[c]oding is not just labeling, it is
‘linking’ that should help a researcher ... from collected data to theory with the purpose of
arriving at a relevant way of answering the research question”. Denzin and Lincoln (2013:299)
also argue that coding is not just synthesizing, sorting and management of data, but that a
researcher should further ask what each small segment of data represents. They further say
that it is fundamental that data should lead to code creation and grounded theories. Chapter
5 will deal with the analyses.

I started the analysis by examining the open-ended interviews with the mentioned leading
personnel of the education department, as well as my own observations. The pupils at the
different sites, including those who did not have a “place of belonging”, helped me to write
about the cases. Therefore these experiences form a valid part of the analysis of the
documentation. I used the metaphor of a diamond to introduce my vision for the ECE
programme when teaching, learning and understanding indigenous songs to the education of
the children of the Mongu district, as well as for the crystallization of the themes. The
following poem by Lee Morris gives the reader a view of my argument:

“Diamond in the rough” by Lee Morris (2012)

The rock is unearthed.
A diamond is born.
Unclear and jagged,
What it will become,
Is what it already is.
It just doesn't know it yet.
Handled delicately, and finely crafted,
It begins to take shape.
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It does not transform on its own,
But at the hands of another.
Someone who see its potential,
And knows all along, what it truly is.
When it is done,
It shines for the world to see.
Once, just a vision, now real.
It took the one that believed in it,
To shape it, to polish it,
And show it what it was all along.
4.11 STORING OF DATA
Bayat (2007:76) describes data storage as a component of research which is crucial, because
it involves the safeguarding of information collected through audio-visual recordings,
handwritten notes and audio recordings. According to Flick et al. (2004:361), the researcher
should keep his data safe, because during the process of research he will come across several
related pieces of information on the topic. Patton (2002:441) suggests that stored data should
be duplicated or backed up to avoid losing or misplacing important words spoken by
participants or the researcher’s observation field notes. He further says that interview
information and field notes should be treated as valuable components of the researcher’s
research process. Denscombe (2010:343-344) confirms that data should be kept accurate and
up to date. He mentions that the researcher should store his data safely, with the necessary
measures to avoid it being accessed by unauthorized persons.
4.12 SUMMARY AND BIRD’S EYE-VIEW
I used the following figure as a checklist to make sure that I offer quality research: “Quality
in case study research involves both criteria for judging and strategies for ensuring it” (Rule
& John, 2011:103).
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Conceptualisation the case
(Chapters 2, 3 and 4)

Presentation of data:
accuracy, creativity,
relevance

Development of research
purpose
(Chapters 2, 3 and 4)

Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6

Quality
Engagement with theory

Relationships: ethics,
respect, trust, reciprocity
(Chapter 4)

Chapter 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6

of data

Collection of data: sources,
methods, instruments
thorougness, depth

Chapters 5 and 6

(Chapters 4 and 5)

Analysis and findings

Figure 10: Holistic approach to quality in case study research (adapted from Rule & John,
2011:103)
Chapter 4 discussed the research approach, design and the methodology of this thesis. I
interpreted the research paradigm (interpretivist/constructivist), the reasons why the
qualitative method suits this investigation best, and the data-collection sites and methods. In
Chapter 5 I will explain the findings of the empirical research. The themes that have emerged
through the open-ended interviews, observations and document analysis will be the focus of
the discussion and conclusion in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5
FINDINGS

5.1 INTRODUCTION
In this chapter I will discuss my research findings according to the themes that emerged from
my unstructured, open-ended interviews with participants at the sites. The following figure
gives the lay-out of this chapter:

Main research question

On the Road

Emerging Themes

Administrators
for education

Traditions
and values
of culture

Pre-school
teachers

Pre-school
children

Teaching
and
learning

Flourishing

Lack of
appreciation

Figure 11: Lay-out of Chapter 5
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The main research question driving the discussion in this chapter is:

What is the meaning of indigenous Zambian songs for teachers and learners in early
childhood education in the pre-schools of Mongu in the Western Province of Zambia?

5.2 ON THE ROAD
The research process started after getting permission from the NWU ethics committee. I
visited the office of the District Education Board Secretary for Mongu District on 15 October
2015 for permission to carry out my research project. The District Education Board Secretary
allowed me to visit six schools: four of the pre-schools are within Mongu Township and the
other two pre-schools are on the outskirts of Mongu town. The process of conducting
interviews and making observations started on 16 October 2015 and continued to 15 March
2016. The cooperation of education administrators, head teachers, pre-school teachers and
young learners during this process impressed me.

I will present extracts from my diary that show when, with whom and where the interviews
took place. My discussion and the transcribed interviews will be used to illustrate how the
themes and their categories emerged. (I mentionded these themes in Chapter 4 as part of the
research methodology). After the interviews I requested that the interviewees sing a
traditional song to me. I wanted to experience the repertoire of traditional songs that are
close to people’s hearts.19
Vignette
Get warm!
It is Thursday, a winter morning; it is cold and children are shivering. The sun is
slowly rising and giving very little warmth. Every child is putting on warm clothes.

19

I would like to state here that dates indicated in this research do not mean that I visited the
sites or administrator once; these are only one of the dates among the many times I visited
the sites or administration officers from the time I started the research data collection to the
time I felt data had reached saturation point.
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Children are slowly filling up the classroom because they are late. Coming from a
distance moving hands up and down is Momo; she says she is feeling cold and wants
to warm herself. She is wearing a very light jersey. “Ha! bo muluti, kwabata kacenu.
Kini halusaopeli ni kubina kwalipina ze luopelanga ni kubina kwahae kuli
lufutumalelwe?”Momo ubuza bomuluti bahae inze amenya. (Teacher it is cold
today. Why don’t we sing and dance the songs we sing at home so that we can warm
ourselves?) Momo asks her teacher with a smile on her face. Teacher quickly nods
her head as a positive response to Momo’s suggestion, while looking into her eyes.
5.2.1 Administrators for education
Friday, 29 May 2015, 09:15. It is winter in Mongu town and everyone is in their offices. I meet
administrator Q in her office. She welcomes me and asks me the purpose of my visit, because
I did not make an appointment or discuss my studies with her. After signing the consent letter,
she permits me to interview her. My first question was: “What is the meaning of indigenous
songs for teachers and learners in early childhood education in the pre-schools of Mongu in
the Western Province of Zambia?” She replies that the value about these songs is
underestimated by pre-schools teachers. “Teachers think they need to teach songs from other
cultures (which they do not really know) and forget all the songs they have grown up with and
know by heart!” Administrator Q tells me that she has heard about me from her younger
sister ─ we were fellow students at the University of Pretoria ten years ago. Administrator Q
has comprehensive experience in education. She tells me that she started her career as a
secondary school teacher, but that she acquired more experience in the teaching of children
from pre-school to primary level when she worked as Education Standards Officer – General
Inspection, where she monitored the teaching and learning process of young children.
Administrator Q has moved through the ranks in the Ministry of Education, from Education
Standards officers ─ General Inspection (ESO - GI), to District Education Standards Officer
(DESO), to District Education Board Secretary (DEBS), to Provincial Education Standards
Officer (PESO) and now Provincial Education Officer (PEO). She sings to me an indigenous
song:
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Lozi

English

“nakutambekela sikasona se usike wa fosa I’m passing to you this precious thing; please
eze sinana”.

take care of it as I have done.

I request Administrator Q again and to tell me more about the meaning of the song to
children’s lives and the community. She said that I should be aware that pre-school children
in Mongu district will not live here (Mongu district) forever and that they therefore need to
balance the knowledge of indigenous song with songs from other cultures, because of the fast
rate at which the world is moving in terms of development. She expresses her happiness to
me for undertaking such a research project, which should have a positive influence on our
young learners’ education system and the society.
Monday, 6 July 2015, 08:25. It is a windy, dusty and cloudy morning. The Kalahari sand is
being blown by the strong wind. I’m meeting administrator R who is Senior Education
Standards Officer – Expressive Arts. She is an experienced officer who has worked as a primary
school teacher, junior secondary music educator and senior lecturer in music. I knew
Administrator R some time way back when we met at a music society meeting in the Province.
She is an active member of the music society. Before having been promoted to senior
education standards officer in 2013, Administrator R worked at the college where I am a
senior lecturer – I am her supervisor in the section for expressive arts. The section combines
music, art and design, and physical education. I asked her questions relevant to my research.
She discussed with me the merits of traditional songs in the community and to young children
in the classroom: promoting good behaviour, physical fitness and the promotion of mother
tongue language. She sings to me:

Lozi

English

Akatibela, siziba sa bo Mubiana hasitinwi Mr Mubiana’s siziba (special traditional
mwahala sunda haisi la mukibelo.

skirt) is not worn on any other day of the
week but Saturdays.
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Administrator R is the provincial organizer for the yearly primary traditional dance festival.
She loves singing traditional songs and dancing.
5.2.2 Administrators (two head teachers)
Thursday, 30 October, 2015, 08:30. I visit my sixth site (a private school) and meet the head
teacher who later introduced me to the director (the owner of the school). The director in
turn calls the pre-school teachers to tell them the purpose of my visit. He cautions me not to
make any audio or video recordings, but to only take notes. After the consent forms are signed
I start my interview with the head teacher. “[c]wale, kuli lufumane nako yakuli lulute feela
lipina za silozi hakikwa butokwa hahulu kuna” meaning “[n]ow taking time to teach or dwell
on Lozi a song is not of much importance to me”. I ask her where she thinks children can learn
these songs. She answers that children can learn these songs from parents and friends. She
further says “our school has learners from different races and tribes ... and is it so important
that Lozi traditional songs be taught to every child here. After all, we teach these children to
fit into the changing world”. She argues that English is the language of communication at this
school, and that the pupils sing mostly English songs and a few of vernacular songs from
around the world. What she told me was also my observation of the situation.
Tuesday, 12 May 2015, 08:20. My second participant is Mr M, a former colleague. He is the
head teacher of school B of my research. I have known Mr M since 1990. He has started his
research proposal for a Master’s degree on ECE at the University of Namibia. I have selected
him because of his vast experience in classroom work from pre-school to secondary level, and
administration. After obtaining his first degree from the University of Zambia, and being
Catholic, he was promoted to deputy head for Mother Magdalene girls’ secondary school.
Later he was promoted to head teacher of a Grade 1 class in a primary primary school. Mr M
speaks English very well, but during the interviews he spoke English as well as his mother
language to express some indigenous ideas and concepts that he felt could not come out very
well in a foreign language. At the end of the interview he sings to me:
Lozi

English

hanisakona ku zamaya se ni tabilwe ki I can no longer walk; I have been pricked by
muutwa”.

a thorn in my foot.
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He says “pina yeo neiluluta kubabalela mahutu aluna kuze holofaza” ─ this means that this is
the song that teaches children to take care of their feet and protect them against anything
harmful.
5.2.3 Pre-school teachers (six)
Tuesday, 21 October 2015. 11:00. On this day I visit site 5 (private school). After having a brief
meeting with the head teacher, she calls the pre-school teacher. Teacher N signs the consent
form and later I go with him to his classroom. He says he has been teaching for four years as
pre-school teacher, and that he teaches a song with the following meaning: “This is the way
we wash our face, [t]his is the way we brush our teeth, [t]his is the way we brush our shoes
and [t]his is the way we comb our hair early in the morning”. During the interview the teacher
mentions that he likes singing and teaches children mostly English songs he had learned at
the college where he was trained as a pre-school teacher. He also says that he knows very
little about Lozi traditional songs because he was born in Lusaka, where Lozi songs are not
taught. I asked him how he feels about teaching traditional songs:
I feel much lost with that stuff, Sir, it’s better to teach children modern stuff!
Children should be taught new ideas, so why continue with old things. Parents feel
happier when they hear their children singing English songs they don’t know at
home. The school administration also prefer that English songs and language should
be used at school because it encourages parents to bring their children there to
learn a language that will make their lives easier in terms of communication when
they join the “new” world.

I realized the lack of knowledge of most teachers about the meaning embedded in indigenous
songs and the need for them to continuously have indoor workshops on this topic. He adds:
“[a]fter-all, there are no teaching/learning resources and the syllabus does not stipulate what
should be taught".
Monday, 15 June 2015. 07:00. A cold wind is blowing from the Barotse plain. I meet the head
teacher, who introduces me to teacher P, a former head boy of my former secondary school.
He reminds me of the good times when we were students at Kalolo secondary school. After
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visiting the head teacher for school C, he takes me to the pre-school teacher who welcomes
me and allows me to interview him. Teacher P is not only doing class work, but is also a
resource person for traditional, cultural dancing groups in Mongu district school. He has an
influential position on teachers to teach traditional songs to young learners so that they have
indigenous knowledge, which helps them develop holistically. Teacher P achieves this by
inviting other teachers to share the traditional songs they know during teachers’ meetings.
During the interviews he sings and demonstrates to me a song he likes most:

Lozi

English

Mezi, mezi mulenaka kamuso nata mulena.

Water, king of life, I’m coming to fetch you
tomorrow

Teacher P performs while his pre-school children are watching him and happily singing
traditional songs and demonstrating that dancing style that accompanies the songs. However,
he tells me that one problem he encounters due to being the only male pre-school teacher in
government schools in Mongu district is that other teachers consider him as not welleducated – they suggested that he leaves the pre-school sector to study sciences so that he
can do secondary school teaching. Despite his love for his early childhood teaching career and
he feels out of place.
Tuesday, 22 June 2015, 09:00. I knock on the door of the head teacher for school A, who,
after a brief discussion, calls teacher T for the interview. Teacher T is a member of our church
choir – she sings soprano and has a leading voice. I start the interview for my research project.
Teacher T sings the following song:

Lozi

English

Sope Yowa Lyataman’i Lungu Kandao

This is a song for learning the names of the

Muyana Sikulu Muyana Njimwa

months: January February, March …

Mwimunene Njimwana … N’gulule.

December.
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She is of the opinion that children need to acquire indigenous knowledge from indigenous
songs for their future benefit in adulthood. She encourages me and says this research will
serve to bring back to our young learners what we have lost. The day ended well.

Thursday, 23 July 2015, 08:00. A warm wind is blowing from north to south. After giving the
head teacher for school E a permission letter from the District Education Board Secretary and
brief a discussion about my research project, she calls teacher O, who teaches one of the preschool classes. Teacher O has an extended family because of members who died ─ a situation
that puts teacher O in the critical position of taking care of orphans. She says the government
is not paying her well and that it is difficult to make ends meet. Teacher O is an experienced
pre-school teacher. She has taught pre-school classes for ten years and teaches traditional
songs, among others. Traditional songs develop children’s mother-tongue skills, counting and
learning the names of animals and plants. Teacher O sings to me:

Lozi

English

Sinjoko, sinjoko mazwele hayo kuna,

Monkey, I do not have breasts, they are

mazwele a kuboma.

with my mother.

She tells me the purpose of the song: to stop the sexual harassment and abuse of young girls.
The song warns elderly men and big boys not to touch young girls’ breasts. Before the
interview with Teacher O comes to an end, we see a person standing by the door. One of the
orphans tells me that there is nothing to eat for lunch at home. I give her K50 (Zambian
Kwacha) to sort out her lunch issue, and we continue with the interview.

Monday, 3 August 2015, 10:15. I visit school F, the sixth school on my schedule. After getting
permission from the head teacher of school F, I meet teacher S. She is an experienced preschool teacher. She has been teaching for eight years – five years as a primary school teacher
and three years as a pre-school teacher. She is the coordinator and coach for traditional
dances at her school. She is passionate about singing traditional songs and dancing. Teacher
S tells me that her interest in traditional songs started way back when she was a young girl. I
conduct the interview in Lozi. She feels more comfortable answering in her mother tongue,
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because she is able to express her ideas freely. Ms S is more acquainted with indigenous
knowledge, because she has been brought up in the village. She sings me the song:

Lozi

English

Siloke, siloke ukapala ni sitoho sahao.

This is a mockery song that means, ‘let [him]
play alone because he is too troublesome’.

Wednesday, 19 August 2015, 13:00. The next is school G, a school in the peri-urban area. It
is a hot afternoon. The school is opposite the teachers’ training college. I meet the deputy
head teacher for the school, because the head teacher is attending a head teachers’ workshop
in the District Education Board Secretary’s conference room. I meet teacher L, who is one of
the adjudicators for Western Province schools traditional dance festivals. She has an interest
in indigenous songs. She expresses her passion for teaching traditional songs to young
children and wants to transfer her indigenous knowledge to the young learners. She sings to
me:

Lozi

English

Toho, maheta, manwele minwanwa.

“Body head and shoulder knees and toes”
(parts of the body)

Due to her love of traditional songs, children under her care sing and dance without shyness.
However, she points out that some children express a dislike of traditional song performances
because of their affiliation to Christianity – they consider traditional songs as part of Satanism.
Teacher L tells me why there is a great need for young learners to know traditional songs and
have an awareness of indigenous knowledge ─ this is the way to know their cultural roots
through their normal African life. The teacher says that despite the fact that traditional songs
are not included in the ECE curriculum, she continues to teach the songs.
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5.2.4 Introducing pre-school children
I give every child a poem on a piece of paper and sing the song to them. (The 7 year-olds
followed the lyrics and could read some of the words). I ask them to write and / or sing
something similar to me.

Figure 12: The creative diamond
(English: Momo is glittering, with much bright light, she’s really glitering, glitering
even at night, Momo is glittering with great light like the stars of the night).

Although some of the learners find it difficult, this activity breaks the ice.

Monday, 13 March , 2015, 12:30. In this case study four children from the four selected
groups of pre-school learners are involved. From each of the four groups one child is picked;
Momo, Kando, Titi and Sindi. These children are advantaged, because their parents are
involved in traditional song singing and dance. Sindi’s and Kando’s mothers are primary school
teachers and each is a coordinator of the traditional cultural dancing club at their schools.
This is one reason that gives them the motivation to learn traditional songs and dances
through observing and imitating what their parents are doing. Sindi’s mother is at Maloo
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primary school and Kando’s mother is at Kaala primary school. The traditional cultural dancing
groups from these schools are among the participants who showcase their singing and
dancing of traditional songs during each year’s Provincial Agriculture show from 6 to 7 July.

Momo and Titi stay with a grandfather, who is a music teacher from whom they have learned
a lot of traditional songs, their meanings and dancing skills. I did a deliberate follow up of the
four children to find out whether or not the indigenous songs these children sing at school
are also sung at home. This was easy, because I live in the same compound as Momo, Titi,
Kando and Sindi – children who play at home what they had played at school. From my
observations at the school and at their homes I realized that, apart from Titi, the other three’s
involvement in traditional songs has built their inner being, confidence and love to play with
others both at home and school. There are indications that not all children have a great
passion for traditional songs that develop their listening skills, cultural norms and values, as
well as their sense of familial and societal belonging. Even though the children have different
personalities and attitudes, it was evident that Momo, Kando and Sindi did not sing traditional
songs only for fun, but because of the meaning the song has that drives their inner being. This
is revealed by the similar personal characteristics they demonstrate during playtime, and how
they encourage their friends at school and home to join them during performances. At home
traditional songs are sung and performed by everyone regardless of age. In normal
circumstances, the young learn from older children.

Friday, 17 April 2015, 11:50.


Momo, 6 years old

Attitude towards indigenous songs: the passion and love Momo has for traditional songs is
revealed in her singing and the dances she performs when with her friends. She is emotionally
driven – this makes her jump up and down spontaneously, creating beautiful dancing styles.
Intrinsic motivation: Momo is deeply moved by traditional songs and they help her reflect on
how she conducts herself, as well as her conduct towards others, both at school and at home.
She sings traditional songs to express her feelings and to mould her behavior.
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Wednesday, 12 August 2015, 09:00.


Kando, 6 years old

Attitude towards indigenous songs: Kando is a young African girl with a penetrating voice that
commands the attention of her friends. She has an energetic inner drive that allows her to
express her emotion and feelings. Her expression during singing and dancing moves every
one watching.
Intrinsic motivation: She is self-motivated, with an African spirit that drives her without
extensive instruction from her teacher or friends. Kando is always happy when she sings
indigenous songs and energetically dances to demonstrate their styles. Her love for
indigenous songs makes her the best singer at her school during the singing of African
indigenous songs.

Thursday, 3 December 2015, 10:30.
 Sindi, 5 years 9 months
Attitude towards indigenous songs: Sindi’s great passion for indigenous songs makes it
possible for her to have a deep feel for rhythmic movement in every song she sings. Her hand
movements are artistically shaped. Sindi’s light body helps her to sing well without struggle.
She has a good, melodious voice that lends a thrilling quality to her singing.
Intrinsic motivation: Sindi is rhythmically driven. She is easily moved by indigenous rhythmic
song sounds. They make makes her perform without restraint and carry her into the wildness
of African beauty. Despite challenges Sindi faces in some songs and their dancing styles, she
trains herself until perfection is reached.

Tuesday, 15 March 2016, 10:00.
 Titi, 6 years
Attitude towards indigenous songs: Titi has very little love of indigenous songs both at home
and at school. This is demonstrated by her lack of involvement in the singing of traditional
songs. She says “[h]ani utwangi hande, ni utwanga bumaswe haniliopela. Ni utwanga hahulu
kukatala halubina, sihulu kwa sikolo linibulaisanga hahulu tala. Hani utwangi feela hande…
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bumaswu.” This means, “[I] don’t feel alright when I sing them. I always feel tired when
performing them, especially at school, they make me feel very hungry. I don’t just feel good
… bad.”
Intrinsic motivation: Titi likes the non-indigenous songs. “[n]i utwanga hande hanili
teelezahalibapala mane ni kulibina.” This means, “I always feel good when listening to them
while playing and dancing to them too. She further says “Naikokanga luli”, meaning, “I really
enjoy such music more than traditional songs”.

5.3 EMERGENT THEMES
Through the coding process the four themes emerged (in red).
1. Traditions and values
2. Teaching and learning
3. Flourishing
4. Lack of appreciation.
The themes overlap and cannot be described without mentioning the categories they
emerged from. I listed also the comments from the interviews from which the themes have
emerged.

Pre-school teachers

Description

A

B

C

D

E

F

x

x

x

x

x

x

Head

Education

teachers

administrators

G

I

H

J

1. Traditions and values of
culture
Community performances -

x

Virtuosity
Promoting cooperation -

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Creating a common cultural
understanding
Communication with

x

family members and the
community and the
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environment: advice,
invitation, soothing,
festivals and funerals
Traditional identity -

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Creating meaning,
dressing, type of food, life
style – soothing
Link between school and
home; from generation to
generation
Invitation – for social and

x

feast events
Rehearsals with others –

x

x

x

x

gender-initiation
Value – relatives,

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

community, environment,
traditional songs,
indigenous knowledge,
respect – for elders,
ancestors
History – present and past

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

cultural events, warnings,
new concepts
2. Teaching and learning
Harmonious performance –
same pace, coordination,
watch, listening to each
other singing - story songs
Creating indigenous songs

x

in the villages – their own
language
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Demonstration movement,

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

singing, dancing, clapping,
instrument playing
Job opportunities – positive
thinking
Get ideas from friends,
parents, singing indigenous
songs
Mother-tongue learning –

x

through songs
Make learning meaningful
traditional

knowledge

x

-

good morals
Understand the meaning in

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

the song
3. Flourishing
Feel

connected

through

x

songs
Relate to one another -

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

X

x

x

X

x

X

united
Instil confidence, positive

x

x

effect – in children
Sharing benefits
Therapy – stress relief,

x

x

memory, singing
indigenous songs
Satisfaction – earn living,
relief from loneliness
Good health – activity

x

x

performance, muscle
movements
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Enjoy – excited, recreation,

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

X

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

sexual provocation
Feeling for others –
creating new friends, inner
self
4. Lack of appreciation
Non-inclusion of
indigenous songs in the ECE
syllabus
Lack of proper ECE classes/

x

learning-teaching resources
x

Negative peer pressure –

x

x

x

being the only (male) preschool teacher from
government school
x

x

Out-dated songs

x

x

No future for children

x

Lack of appreciation of my

x

x

x

x

x

work by the school
administration
x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

Key representations: A = teacher N; B = teacher P; C = teacher T; D = teacher O; E = teacher S; F = teacher L; G = head teacher
K; H = head teacher M; I = administrator Q; J = administrator R.

5.3.1 Case theme: traditions and values of culture
The appreciation of indigenous songs creates a strong bond between participants when
performed together during social and traditional events. There is always sharing of traditional
ideas and opinions that benefit both the old and young in life. Indigenous songs help
communities, villages and individuals to relate to each other because of the common cultural
understanding that promotes cooperation.
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Social
interaction

History

Traditions and
values of
culture

Identity

Bonding

Figure 13: The categories of case theme “Traditions and values of culture”
Traditional songs have unifying factors, both at school and at home, as stated by head Teacher
L and Kando. “People express their happiness during performance” administrator Y remarks.
“I like seeing … singing well, it is because it is done in the language they [we] understand …
our mother tongue”. Teacher A comments: “Singing indigenous songs and dancing create
bonds in the society.”

Lozi

English

Lipina zaluna za sizo ... lifutumaza binwi

Our indigenous songs … give us warmth and

bwaluna ... mwa linako za mikiti ... ya

bind us together … during social and

kuitabisa ni ... mikiti ya sizo. Hape ki lipina

traditional ceremonies. They are songs that

... zeo babahulu ni banana baopela ... ni

… both elders and children sing and dance

kubina kwa mahae. Lipina ... litiisa

together at home. Songs … strengthen

tamahano ... mwahala masika ni ... balikani

relationship … among families … friends
(Teacher D).

Kando says, “When in the playground singing and dancing to traditional songs in turns we
learn to respect each and play happily in a fun way. When I’m at home … I remember my
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friends at school … when at school … I remember my young sister at home, how we sing
… enjoy traditional song, especially when I sing …”

Lozi

English

Bana basikolo kwatae eeee kwatae. Nju,

School boys and girls, let us be unite, yes let

kwatae, nju kwatae. Nju, kwatae, nju

us unite.

kwatae.

Teacher D remarks that “lipina za sizo kizende … kakuli litama mikowa … liitisa silikani … mane
lieleza batu kuba … ni miinelo ye minde … ya kupila ni babanwi batu mwa hae … kappa mwa
silalanda” (“traditional songs are good … because they bind families … strengthens friendships
… and advise people … to lead a good life … with other people in the village … or community).

Teacher E says traditional songs create strong bonds among children when they sing together.
“When children sing indigenous songs, they create an opportunity of communicating with
their family members” (according to Administrator I). “It is during the singing of traditional
songs that people in the community advise each other” (Administrator J explains).

Administrator J states that in an African setup the singing of songs invites an audience to a
traditional ceremony or any social event. Teacher C agrees by saying that during such events,
a culture is identified, and people know who they are and where they come from. He
continues, “Halusa opeli batu bakaluziba cwani? hape lukabazibisa cwani zelueza?” (“if you
don’t sing, how will people know us and how will we let them know how we are doing?”).
Teacher F indicates that society is also cautioned by singing traditional warning songs. The
singing together of these traditional songs saves people from danger that might befall them.
Administrator K believes that “Batu bananguka … haba opela kabunwi … ni kasikwata …
mitaluso ya ze baoplela … libaluta kuba … babatokomela mwa bupilo” (“People are warned
… when singing either as an individual … or as a group … of the meaning embedded in the
song … that teaches them to be vigilant in life”).
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Traditional songs create bridge in society. During funerals they are used to inform people of
who have died, which family the deceased belongs to, and the cause of death. Head teacher
M believes that they unify people, and that a bridge is created through coming together when
burying loved ones. When people sing together during funerals they are connected in the way
they sing to produce harmony. “Kubanga ni tamahano batu habaopela hamoho mwa ...
siluhulu linako zamaswabi” (“We are bonding when singing together at … especially during
funerals”). Kando remarks “nibonanga batu baban’ata mwa linako zamaswabi” (“I always see
a lot of people during funerals”).
Head teacher I believes songs link generations. Singing traditional songs creates a bridge
between the past and present generation. Teacher F says:
Lozi

English

Lipina za sizo lilutusa kuziba ze ezahalile

Traditional songs help us to know what

kwa mulaho...mobapilzi...boma, bokuku ni

happened way back … how … mother,

bashemi banebaliteni pili bokuku basika

grandmother or grandfather and all those

pepwa.

who lived before them.

Teacher C explains that praising the King for his good leadership and wishing him good health
(like for the King of the Lozi-speaking people of Western Province of Zambia) is done through
singing traditional songs that provide a bridge between the King and the audience. Momo
sings a praise song that the community sings when they want to see their King:
Lozi

English

Mumbwee, mumbwe tumuka tukumone

Come out of your mansion, your majesty.

mumbwe, litangwa lyalelo

Your people would like to see you today.

Teacher D states that a bridge is created between school and home when children sing
traditional songs in the classroom which they also sing at home. School becomes their
extended home and children’s learning becomes more meaningful because it is built on their
daily experiences (remarks teacher C). Kando remarks that
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Lozi

English

Natabelanga haluopela lipina za sizo kwa

I always feel happy when we sing

sikolo mane luikutwanga inge ya inzi kwa

traditional songs at school, it creates

hae … ha! … uuuma, kwa tabisa …”

friendship within us, I feel like I’m at home
… yah … yes, joyful time …”).

Sindi, in turn, says “fokunwi ni kutwa … inge ukaya kwa sikolo nila pelekelokuli niyo opela
ni balikani baka …” (“I sometimes feel … like going to school on Saturday to sing with my
friends …”.
5.3.2 Case theme: teaching and learning

Understanding

Dimensions
of
music

Teaching and
learning

Whole
child

Music
activities

Figure 14: The categories of case theme “Teaching and learning”
The analysis showed that there is an overlap between the terms “growth” and “learning”.
Therefore I first focus on the domains of development: the teachers’ and pupils’ discussions
can be summarised in the three main categories: cognitive, psychomotoric and affective
development.
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Figure 15: The cognitive, psychomotoric and affective domains
I will give a short summary of the three domains.


Cognitive development20

Cognitive development has to do with the thinking/knowing processes of a child. It can be
stimulated by story-telling, followed by questions on how much each learner can retell
(McMillan & Schumacher, 2010:57). According to Colwell (2006:231-232), cognitive
development deals with comprehension, conceptualization, application, synthesis, problem
solving and planning. Saldaña (2015:5) emphasises that cognition helps a child to “know how
to think, and knowing how to know”. Teacher F emphasises that

20

Cognition is a mental process that deals with understanding.
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Lozi

English

Banana ha baopela lipina … ni kukona bulela

When children sing songs … and

manzwi … apina hande … honafo … muluti

memorizing words … of the song very well

utusa … banana kuli booko bwa bona …

... remember … the teacher is helping …

buhule mwa zibo … yaku swala lika.

children to … develop their cognitive
abilities.

Traditional song singing is the best way of learning new ideas from friends and parents.
Learning through singing is usually done by listening to each other while performing, watching
and listening to other people singing, and listening to story songs being told by parents and
teachers at school. Teacher B expresses her views as follows:

Lozi

English

Sika sapili kumwana … ki kuteeleza bomahe

The first thing in a child … is listening from

kamba … muhulwana hae haopela lipina.

its mother or … elder sister or brother

Han’ata ukabona mwanana … utalima ya

singing sings. Many times you see a child …

opela. Hasamulaho … niyena wa likanyisa

look at the one singing. Later … it also

kuopela kaku n’un’una. Mutu uituta hahulu

imitates singing by humming. (A person

za sizo sahae kabunolo mwa kuopela.

learns easily of his tradition through
singing) (Teacher B)

Titi explains that her younger sister is able to hum the song she sings for her whilst playing.
“Kanyani kaka kanitabisa … sekaziba kuopela pina ye nikaopelelanga bati! Kika pina ka mwa
sifela sa koniyo lapelanga” (“I’m with my young sister, she is able to hum the song I sing for
her when we are playing, it’s a song from our church hymn book”).
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Psychomotoric development21

According to McMillan and Schumacher (2010:513), psychomotoric development refers to
the child’s movements and performing several activities. They also mention that the teacher
should provide opportunities and challenges to the child to be active. Colwell (2006:233)
states that psychomotor learning involves mastery of the coordination of mind and muscles.
Head teacher H explains psychomotorics as follows:

Lozi

English

Kalulo ya kutamahanya … lilama za mubili

This area of coordination … of body parts …

… kiya butokwa … yeo muluti aswanezi …

is very important … which the pre-school

kutomela hahulu…. inze a bona zwelopili …

teacher … should be very mindful about …

ya kuhula kwa mwanana. Ki musebezi wa

while seeing … the development of a child.

muluti … kubona kuli … banana ba opela

It’s the teacher’s task … to see to it that …

lipina … sihulu za sizo … ni kueza lipapali …

children sing songs … especially traditional

ze tisa tamahano mwala booko … ni misifa

… with accompanying activities … that

kuli … banana bahule hande.

brings about coordination between the
brains … and muscles … so that children
grow holistically.



Affective development22

Affective development is an area that deals with a person’s feelings and emotions. McMillan
and Schumacher (2010:173) explain that constructivist researchers also focus on the
participant’s beliefs, feelings and perspectives during research in this field.
Administrator J expressed the view that children encounter challenges during the singing of
indigenous songs, a process that instills confidence in them. The singing of songs develops
children, firstly, in domains such as the cognitive, which deals with logical thinking and
recalling, then the psychomotoric, which focuses coordination of mind and the muscles, and
21 Psychometrics deals with measuring of mental abilities and processes

(Campbell, 2008:114-

124).
22 Affective is related to attitudes and emotions (Campbell, 2008:114-124).
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then affective domain, which promotes feelings for others and emotions. Secondly, through
song performance, children develop their body muscles and senses such as smell, touch, sight,
hearing and taste, and well as their mother tongue. It promotes love for their culture, which
is demonstrated through movement, singing, dancing and the clapping of hands together as
a group during performances. The singing of indigenous songs also helps to develop positive
thinking.
Teacher C and Momo express the view that children always have a tough time during
traditional song singing together with their accompanying dancing styles. This is especially so
when they are preparing to showcase their talents during the Provincial Agricultural Show,
where there is stiff competition between children from around the province, and also with
African traditional dancers from the community. Momo says:

Lozi

English

I banga butata luli … manzwi asilelanga …

It is really a challenge … voices become

manoka autwanga butuku … nto ilinwi

hoarse … waists feel pain … repeating

kuikatakela … kuikutakela. Fokunwi lukatezi one…over and over again. Sometimes we
… bomuluti D bali ‘amubine lubata kuyo

are tired … but teacher D says ‘you dance,

wina … kwa lizazi la liponiso.’ Han’ata …

we want to win … at the Agricultural Show.’

luchaisanga kakuliyehalu … kufita kwandu

Many times we finish late … reaching home

… ukatezi. Nihakuli cwale … kakuli

… tired. Despite that … because I love

nitabelanga kuople ni kubina…naya hape …

singing and dancing … I go again … I do it

nieza taba yeo inze ni tabile.

happily.

Sindi believes that “haluopela ni kibina … lumatafaza lilama za mibili ya luna” (“when we sing
and dance … we strengthen our body parts). Children develop an interest in traditional songs
when they watch other selected groups from schools in the province. And during these kind
of public functions, children are exposed to real-life situations that make them act wisely in
life.
Teacher D feels that the school administration is treating her unfairly, because she and her
dancing group are not financially supported when they perform during agricultural shows.
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Funding given to the school as a reward for better performance goes to the administration of
the school. Teacher E remarks:
Lozi

English

Kin’i cwalo batu … sihulu bo ….ni babahulu

Why do people … especially the … and

basikolo abezanga kuli sikolo sa bona

school administration fail to take care … of

hasitokomeli kaho inze … bafilwe masheleni

their school when … money is given to

ki muso kabakala taba ye? … kona

them by the government … of such

amubona kuli luna … babanwi … aaaah …

functions? … that’s why you see … some of

lwa palwelwa …. ni halulata kuli kambe …

us …aaaah … fail … even when we have love

luisanga bana basikolo kwaliponiso. ….

… to take children for Agricultural Show …

kono Taba ye … haitabisi luli, kuli ni

but this … is not a pleasant issue, that

mashelen’i … kaufela …. abayanwa ki batu

money … all … given to the group by people

ni muso kwa kubina kwa bona … kaufela

and government officials because of their

mutu ali munwi ubeya … mwa pokoto

nice performance … is kept in someone’s

yahae … mane inge … uuuuuh … ya sebeza

pocket … as if … uuuuuh … as if you are his

mwa lapa lahae.

house servant.

Teacher C mentions that there are many songs in the community that incite sexual behaviour
among the singers. Head teacher G feels that these songs are part of the wellbeing of people
“Kuitingile feela sibaka … koli itusisezwa. Babanwi babahulu … balitabela. Limaswe feela
mwendi kwa banana. kono kutata kuli hanisa kabakala lipangaliko zenca ze tile.” (It just
depends on the environment … where such songs are used. Some elderly people … like love
songs. May be not good for children … but with the coming in of new technology like TV and
DVD stories … difficult to completely control). Momo expresses her feeling saying:
Lozi

English

Kuopela nalata … kono … hanilaiti lipina ze

I like singing … but … I don’t like bad songs

maswe. … Zale … zale … zeluta za bukuba …

… those … those … that teaches bad things

inge za butanya cwalo. … Wakona kuitwala

… like (explicit) sex issues. … You can be

… usika feza kale sikolo.

pregnant … before you finish school.
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Administrator I explains that sexual education among learners should be handled with
sensitivety. It should be the teacher’s duty to see to it that children learn appropriate songs
in line with their educational purpose. She further says:

Lozi

English

Nitabelanga hahulu … lipina zefa tuto …

I always enjoy … songs that offer lessons …

kwa batu … kuyaha butu … mwahali

to people … building humanism … into

kubona … bukacenu … ni kamuso bwa bona. them … for present … and future. Not songs
isin’i ze luta banana kamba sicaba matapa.

that teach insult to children or the general

zeo hani lumelelani ni zona.

public. Those I don’t accept.

In most African societies the singing of songs is led by a virtuoso (soloist) during community
performances. Teacher C is of the opinion that “it’s a challenging task to be a virtuoso … you
need more time … to yourself of rehearsal.” Titi feels that she can be a good virtuoso because
of her good voice, though she is not a good dancer, and says: “Nakona kutabeleza … kusina
butata mane” (I can lead as a virtuoso … without any problem). Administrator K explains that
to be a virtuoso, one needs to understand the rhythmic pattern of traditional songs. Teacher
A explains that “You should quickly understand … the voice quality of your singers … so that
… you do not give them … very low … or high pitch.” Admin I expresses that the teaching and
learning of indigenous songs is normally done after meals through observation and imitation.
She further mentions that:

Lozi

English

Hasamulaho a mukushuko … kilinako zeo

After meals … these are times when

banana … ni babahulu … baikabela

children … and elders … share ideas

mihupulo mwalipina. Mwalinako zeo …

through songs. During this time … children

babana banani kolo … ya kubuza babahulu

have an opportunity … to ask elders

lipuzu … fobasika utwisisa hande. Kamba …

questions … where they are not clear. Or …

babahulu … batolokela hande banana

elders … explaining to children meaning
embedded in the song … and its origin.
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taluso ya pina … mane ni simuluho ya yona
… ibanga nako yende luli.

Teacher A feels music lessons should always be attached to children’s Do’s and Don’ts, and
daily experiences. He further says “then it will makes sense … otherwise … we are wasting
time, because children … learn mostly things … they interact with … in their day-to-day life
experience.”

Lozi

English

Mwanako ya manzibwana … hasamulaho a

In the evenings … after meals … my mother

mikushuko … boma … baniopelelanga lipina

… always sings me songs … I feel good …

… nikutwanga hande … hani babona

when I see her singing … then I … imitate

mobaopelela … kipeto nina …

her. Most of the songs … are of advice … I

nabalikanyisa. Bun’ata bwalipina … kiza

sing with her … they are good songs …

kulukalimela. … Naopelanga nibona. Ki

teach me about life …. Particularly us

lipina zende luli … zeluta za bupilo … Sihuli

children (Sindi).

… kuluna banana.

Children learn their mother tongue through singing traditional songs, making their learning
meaningful, while imparting traditional knowledge and good morals to them.

Lozi

English

Banana habaopela lipina … zasizo sa habo

When children sing songs … of their

bona … baituta niyona puo ya bona. …

tradition … they also learn their mother

Sihulu … habaopela … ni hababapala

language. … Especially … when they sing …

kasikwata … baituta kubabanwi … mikwa

or play as a group … they learn from each

yemunde wabupilo.

other … while copying acceptable
behaviour (Teacher E).

Learning can only occur when the learner understands the meaning of the song; that is why
it is necessary to discuss with pre-school teachers whether or not they understand the
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meanings of traditional songs. Administrator mention that “when both the … teacher and
learner understand the meaning … in the songs as they sing, they … are going to value their
relatives, community, environment … and … traditional songs”).
Lozi

English

Cwale … kiku luna baluti kubona … kuli

It’s … our task as teacher to see … to it that

lipina za banana … lwa liziba luli nifo

we know … children songs and their

lisimuluha. Kuli luske lwa luta za mafosisa.

originality. So that we don’t teach wrong
things (Teacher F).

It is through singing of traditional songs that children learn cultural events and warning of
dangers in the society. Admin J says that “when parents sing traditional songs to their children
… the main idea is not for … pleasure or fun … but … for very important education … and that
… is teach children how life was in the olden days … and is now.” Teachers D adds that:

Lozi

English

Mukabona fohe … kuli banana bahula …

You will later realize that … children … grow

inze baziba … ze balukela.

with … desired knowledge.

There is always a focus on correct movement in relation to instruments played, particularly
when children sing and move to traditional songs. Teacher A and Administrator I have
different views and describe movement to songs as a way through which body muscles can
be strengthened. Teacher A strongly believes about correct movements when songs are
performing.
Children learn their mother tongue through singing traditional songs, making their learning
meaningful, while imparting to them traditional knowledge and good morals.
Lozi

English

Banana habaopela lipina zasizo sa habo

“When children sing their traditional songs

bona … baituta niyona puo ya bona. Sihulu

… they also learn their mother tongue.

haopela ni hababapala kasikwata … baituta

Especially when they sing songs in a group
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kubabanwi … mane ni mukwa omunde

… they learn from each other while copying

wabupilo.

acceptable attitudes” (Teacher E).

Lozi

English

Cwale … kiku luna baluti kubona … kuli

“it is … our task as teacher to see … to it

lipina za banana … lwa liziba luli nifo

that we know … children songs and their

lisimuluha. Kuli luske lwa luta za mafosisa.

origins. So that we don’t teach wrong
things” (Teacher F).

Teacher B echoes Teacher C’s view that traditional song singing is the best way of learning
from friends and parents. Learning through singing is usually by listening to each other while
performing, watching others singing and listening to story songs being told by parents and
teachers at school. Titi explains that her young sister is able to hum the songs she sings for
her when playing with her.
Teacher B feels there is always learning from songs sung during rehearsal during the initiate’s
education period. Administrator I’s opinion echoes head teacher H that traditional songs are a
powerful tool in teaching the young children, especially the initiates who need indigenous
knowledge on how to take care of themselves and their families. Teacher D remarks that through
traditional songs, children learn the importance of their partners in life.
Lozi

English

Mwa linako ya lituto … za kuba muuna …

During lessons … on becoming a mature

kamba musali … yalukela kuba ni ndu yahae man … or woman … who is supposed to
… kunyala … kamba kunyalwa … banana

have his own home … or getting married …

balaelwa … kalipina … kubaluta mo …

the initiates are taught … through songs

baswanezi kuyopilela. Han’ata …

sung …teaching them on … how they

kibabahulu babaopelelanga … I banga nako

should conduct themselves. Mostly … these

ya lituto za butokwa luli … mwa lipina.

songs are sung by elderly people … There is
always time … for powerful message … in
the songs.
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The dance movements of the songs are constructed in such a way that the beat and rythms
can be performed easily on musical instruments. Teacher B and Admin J explain that musical
instruments add to the meaning of the songs whether it is about the content or the
performance. Teacher A mentions views that the movement and instrumental playing
enhance the body muscles of the children.
Participants acknowledge that singing is the way of living for all human beings. When children
sing, they learn how to respect elderly people, and their ancestors. Teacher B remarks
“singing of traditional songs … oooh … it’s nice … they are good … we come … to … to … know
who elders are … learn to … to respect them.”
Lozi

English

Hape kuopela … lipina za sizo … liluluta …

Again singing … traditional songs … teaches

kuziba ni … kukuteka … basimululi

us to … know … and respect … ancestors for

bamasika aluna. Nto … nto yeli yabutokwa

our clans. Something … something that is

… mwa buino bwa batu kaufela

important in the lives of every human
being. (Teacher A).

Through indigenous songs performances, children learn a way of living through attachment
to their culture, and cultural customs, indigenous knowledge is imparted into their lives.
(Teacher E). “…. it’s during tradition song performances and events that people eat their
traditional foods.” Titi says “Fa mukiti wa Koumboka … lunwaga ilya” (During Kuomboka –
‘ceremony for the Lozi people’ … we usually drink ‘ilya’ - light porridge mixed with sour milk).
Head teacher H echoes head teacher I, saying traditional attire is good for a traditional
ceremony. “Inge luna malozi … misisi … ni siziba … libonisa sizo saluna … Mane … kimona
lubela ni … zibo ya zaluna (there is nothing that attaches the … old and … the young … more
… to their tradition than indigenous attire.like us the Lozi speaking people ) … Misisi traditional
attire for Lozi women … and Siziba – traditional attire for Lozi men … give our cultural identity.
It … is the way … will know what belong to us. (Teacher D).
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Lozi

English

Ni ikutwanga … hande …hande … luli … halu

I always feel … good … good … really …

binanga kasikwata …inge … inge lutinile

when we dance as a group … when … when

mwa Misisi yaluna … kubona halanga

dressed in our Misisi traditional attire for

hande luli … mane … mane … moni

Lozi women … there is always a nice

bonelanga inge … lubana bamutu …

appearance … like … like … it always appear

alimunwi feela … kamba luzwelela lapa

like … children of … one family … coming

ilinwi. Halubina cwana …. ki bunde … inge

from same home. And when we dance … its

lukainelela hamoho … Kibunde luli.

nice … I feel like not parting company … it’s
really nice (Admin J.)

Singing creates harmony and coordination among the singers when moving at the same pace
(according to Teacher A). Teacher F describes the teacher’s work as instilling a way of living
into the child by teaching him meaningful indigenous songs. She further says:

Lozi

English

Mukwa … otisa bupilo sakata kumutu … aki

Ways … that brings about better life to a

ulimunwi feela… kono kiye min’ata. Likute

person … is not only one … but several.

… ni kubuluka … sizo kiyeminwi … ya mikwa

Respect … and …keeping hold … up to one’s

ya bupilo.

culture … are ways of living.

Teacher F explains that the coming together of children during performance teaches those
ways of living in their community. When children come together, they learn ways of life from
each other through interaction and sharing of ideas. Head teacher H is of the opinion that
African composers composed indigenous songs in the villages with the purpose of carrying
important massages.

Lozi

English

Babahulu kwa kale … neba … panganga

In the past old people … used … to compose

lipina kulikana … kalikezahalo za nako yeo.

songs according … to … what was

Hape neliluta … ni kutalifisa sicaba …

happening during that time. These songs
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miinelo ye minde. Sihulu bumaswe hane

were to warn … and teach people … good

bukena mwanaha.

conduct. Especially when evil was covering
the society. (Teacher C).

Teacher D describes the performance of traditional songs as a vehicle that provides meaning
in society. She adds that they act as an agent for socialization and help in soothing crying
babies. Head teacher H feels traditional songs provide a way of living to both the old and
young through full engagement during song performances. He says:

Lozi

English

Hakuna mukwa … womunwi wakupila … ki

There is … no other way of living … how

ufi hape? … niti … niti …hakuna bupilo busilI

else … without it? … True … true … no other

.. haisi lipina … za sizo.

way of life … except songs … of our
tradition.

Head teacher I explains how songs performances revive people‘s way of living in our African
societies:

Lozi

English

Lifasi nelikaba cwani batu … basaopeli …

How would the world … be if people …

basabini … kamba kuitabisa … kamba

don’t sing … dance … or making

kuitabisa kalipina? Kakuli batu … haba

themselves … happy through songs?

opela … ibe babahulu … kamba banana …

Because when people … sing …

Mukwa wa bupilo sakata … ukena

whether old or … young … real human

mwamwinelo … wa bona. Mika cwalo …

nature … becomes their part … of life. A

mutu upila sina mwanazwezi.

person therefore … live acceptable life.
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5.3.3 Case theme: flourishing

Wellbeing
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life
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Figure 16: The categories of case theme “Flourishing”
Singing of indigenous songs enhances the wellbeing of both the old and young singers
(Teacher D). Administrator I explains that traditional songs act as an energizer during social
events and manual works. She further says:
Lozi

English

Mwa linako …. za kulima masimu … kamba

During times … of farm cultivation …

kusita mbonyi mwa mahae… baana …

pounding of maize the villages … men …

basali ni banana … baopelanga lipina …

women and children … usually sing songs …

kubafa mata … kufitela musebezi ufela.

to give them strength … until work is
finished.

Teacher A describes singing as providing mental relief. Songs refresh a human mind filled with
stress and personal problems.
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Lozi

English

Niikutwanga kuli haniopela … kina luli. …

When I sing … I feel whole. … and all evil

nimihupulo yemaswe kaufela … ibakwahule

thoughts … move away from me. Songs ...

nina. Lipina hape ... liekeza kwatabo yaka.

increase my joy. I don’t … how it was going

Hanizibi kuli kambe … haniopelangi …

be for me …. had it not been for singing. It

kambe ni cwani. Nihona hakukonahali …

is not even possible … how? Singing is now

kamukwa ufi? Kuopela selifela bupilo

my life … and my life is now in … singing

bwaka … mi bupilo bwaka selifela ...

and dancing. My memory … feel relieved …

kuopela ni kubina. Ni boko bwaka kaufela … after singing). (Titi).
buikutwanga kukatuluha … hasamulaho a
kuopela.

Administrator K feels singing provides stress relief and is a therapy for the singer:

Lozi

English

Ki mulyani waka … unialafa kwa mutuku

It’s my medicine … it heals me from many …

aka … aman’ata. Haseniopezi … nako

of my diseases. After I have sung … for a

yetelele … niikutwanga … kuwetuluka … ni

long time … I always feel … relieved … and

… kukutelwa kimata.

having been strengthend.

Teacher E echoes Administrator I saying that indigenous songs uplift singers whether singing
alone or as group. Sindi feels it is only traditional songs that make her happy and experiences
maximum joy in her life when she sings them because she understands their meaning.
Administrator J describes music performance as a source of income for most singers in our
communities during and after traditional events.

Lozi

English

Mwa nako banana …. Habatobonisanga za

During the time when children … showcase

sizo sa bona … kakuopela kamba kubina …

their cultural activities … through singing or

sicaba sabanyembula …sina kasikwata

dancing … people give them money … as a

kamba mane sina kayena mwana sikolo

group or individual as a pupil. The money
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anosi. Mashelen’i a minyembu … baitusisa

given … is used for buying all that they

ona kuleka ze batokwa kaufela. Taba yeo …

need. It is … something that … gives joy to

kiyende kumuopeli … kamba mubini.

be a singer … or dancer.

Singing acts as a link between a crying baby and mother or caregiver, because by singing
soothing songs to it, the baby calms down. Momo says “natabelanga hanikuzisa kanyanikaka
hanika opelela kapina ‘mbumbu walila ulilela kunyanya’ nako yetelele … kakuza … kipeto …
nikulobala” (“I always enjoy when soothing my young sister by singing her a song, ‘baby is
crying, it wants to breast feed’ for a long time … she keeps quiet … eventually … sleep”). Sindi
stresses kipeto ukaka utwa kahoha (then later you will hear the baby snoring).
Teacher B feels that traditional song performances create good health and wellbeing in both
the community and school children. Administrator I states that when people sing traditional
songs, they take in air, “oxygen”, which is required for their body’s health. Teacher E says that
the spirit of cooperation among the singers is enhanced when performing music activities
together in the community. She adds:

Lozi

English

Batu habaopela kasikwata … babupa moya

When people sing as a group … they build

wabunwi … mwa sikwata sabona … mi

the spirit of oneness … in their group …

maikuto ni mihupulo … yabona kaufela …

feelings and thoughts …. become like for

iba inge ya mutu ali munwi. … kakuli …

one person. … because they are … doing

baeza lika kaufela hamoho … kuamuhela

everything together … breathing in …

moya … kuzwisa moya … nikueza lika

breathing out … and everything at once

kaufela bunwi hakuopeliwa.

when singing.

Titi says that “Niikutwanga kutaba … ni mubili kukatuluha … haniopela lipina ni balikani baka.”
(I always feel happy … and [my] body relaxed … when singing songs with friends). All the
participants express the view that singing and music activities do not only relax the singer’s
mind, but promote body muscle development through movement and prepare the singer for
more activities. Teacher A mentions that songs have “two side of the same coin” depending
on the use and context. He adds songs can either build or destroy. It is therefore the teacher’s
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task to select songs that build humanistic value and hope for the future in a young learner.
“Haiba … luluta banana … lipina kaufela zelufumana … lu salitatubi … lukaba bulaya” (If …
teach children … every song we find … without scrutinizing them… we will end up destroy
them” Teacher E says). Singing instills confidence among singers. Kindo explains her music
experiences saying:
Lozi

English

Neni na maswabi hahulu … sihulu hulu …

I was shy … especially … when I was still

hanenisali mwanana … nisikakala kale

young … before I started singing … but this

kuopela … kono nako ye … sinikona kuopela

time … I can sing a song … alone … without

pina … ninosi … nisa swabi.

shyness.

All the participants describe singing as an avenue through which a positive effect of life is
imparted to a human being, particularly a child. Head teacher H says that “our major
responsibility … as teachers is to transform … a child to have positive ideas … that will enable
him … balance his musical achievements … and society in which he lives.” Singing indigenous
songs provide a source of enjoyment, excitement and recreation, contributing to self-worth
and a good feeling about themselves during performances as described by teacher B:

Lozi

English

Banana batabile … kibaban’ata mwa

Children are happy … they are many in the

libapalelo baikuhumusa … nilipina zabona

village arena … they are proud … with their

hakubulelwi ya utwa. Kisiyongili sa tabona.

songs … all is noise. It’s a noise of joy. They

Baopela ni kubina kalikwata … nasepa

are singing and dancing in groups … I’m

bautwa hande. Kiman’i … yakakona

sure they are enjoying. Who … will be able

kubakuzisa? Amubatuhele baikole … kinako

to silence them? Let them enjoy … it’s their

ya bona. Baopela lipina … ze baitutile kwa

time. They are singing songs … they have

halikubona … kwabahulwani … kamba

learned from among themselves … elder

mane … ni bashemi babona.

brothers/sisters … or parents.

Teacher C asks: “Kanti lipina kizan’i … haiba lusaopeli … ni balikani … kamba kulutiseza
balikani bukaufi? (What are songs for … if we can’t sing … with friends … or bring friends
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closer?) Singers would always like to perform traditional songs in order to create new
friendship with other people according to Admin J. Head teacher H emphasises that:

Lozi

English

Hakuna mutu ya kona kupila a nosi … No human being can live alone … we all need
kaufela lutokwa balikani … kuli luikutwe friends … to feel complete … songs … songs
mutalelela … lipina … lipina sisebeliso are the best tool … not possible … not
sesinde … hakukonahali … hakukonahali possible alone … without songs.
unosi … kusina lipina.

Teacher A describes the singing of songs as something that makes a human being whole. He
further says it should not be left out in children’s learning. Teacher C emphasises that
indigenous songs should be the major focus in an African child’s meaningful learning.

Lozi

English

Han’ata haluopela … busihu … ukabona

Many times when we sing … at night … you

bashimani … ni basizani … kipeto bataha

will see … boys … and girls … coming to sing

muto opela ni … kubina … kueza bulikani …

and … dance … creating friendship … it’s

kwa tabisanga luli.

really a nice time. (Titi).

Teacher A feels singing deals a great deal with emotions and feelings in every person. Teacher
E explains that “…. every educator should … lead children into … a music activity that will …
create feelings of inner drive.” Teacher F echoes this by saying, when someone’s inner being
has been touched through songs, then joy, excitement and happiness are usually exhibited by
a child or participant in a cultural group. Administrator I emphasises that for a teacher to
reach a child’s feeling, he needs thorough preparation with a focus on songs a child likes most
– in this case, indigenous songs.
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5.3.4 Case theme: lack appreciation

Losing
identity

Losing
Educational
vision

Lack of
appreciation

Losing
music

Losing
hope

Figure 17: The categories of case theme “Lack of appreciation”
All the participants feel that in every true-life situation there are shortcomings. In this
research project negative experiences are highlighted by both the researcher and
participants. During this research project I came across several negative experiences about
indigenous songs from some of the respondents ─ an indication that some stakeholders in the
ministry of education do not understand the meaning embedded in the tradition songs, and
therefore deny children what is meaningful to them. Teacher D expresses concern about the
current ECE syllabus and says:

Lozi

English

Hanizibi tuto yenca… ya baana baluna

I don’t know where this new education…

koseiya. … haluzibi mulelo … wabaliluko la

for our children is leading us to … I don’t

tuto … luli kuli ki ufi … kuli banana

know the aim …. of the ministry of

batimiwa zibo ya lipina … sizo sabona …

education … really … that children … are
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zebaswanela kuziba … zehulisize bashemi

denied knowledge … of songs … for their

babona… mane ni naha ya bona ya Bulozi.

tradition … that they were supposed to

… kono … balutwa lipina … mokuinzi tuto ya

know … that gave their parents wisdom …

bazwahule. Ki maswabisa … amatuna luli.

and seen their country Barotseland grow …

Cwale baka ziba lili … zeba ama ... sizo

but instead … they are taught songs … with

sabona?

foreign education. It’s really quite …
shameful. Now when are they going to
know … what belongs to them … their
tradition?

Indigenous songs are not included in the current Zambian ECE 2015 draft syllabus.
Administrator I remarked:
Lozi

English

Buka ye … luli in’ozwi … ki bana banaha ye

Is this syllabus … truly written … by citizens

… kamba … bano’olezwi feela … ki babanwi

of this country … or … written for them …

… ni kutobafa? Kakuli … hanilumeli kuli …

by other nationals … and given to them?

mutu yo munsu … naka n’olela bana

Because … I really can’t believe that … an

bahabo … feela lituto za babasweu … kuli

African … can write his fellow African …

baitute zona. Eeh … kinako ya zwelopili …

education based on white man’s context …

kono nebasa swaneli kulibala … sizo sa batu

to learn. Yes … we are in a dynamic time …

koiya tuto yeo.

but we are not supposed to forget …
people’s culture where that new education
is intended for.

Pre-school teachers-participants are of the opinion that teaching ECE classes in the Western
Province, particularly in Mongu district, is a challenge, because there are no teaching-learning
resources. Teacher F describes the lack of resources in schools as problematic. She further
says:
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Lozi

English

Cwale baluti baka eza cwani … haiba

What will the teachers do … if children’s

liitusiso za … bana basikolo lisiyo? lwa kona

learning resources … are not available? We

kuitusa … eeh … kono haki nako kaufela.

can improvise … yes… but not all the time

Muso ukanyaza feela … baluti kuli hakuna

The government will only … blame teachers

… ze baluta … kamba … habazibi ze baeza …

that … they don’t know how to teach … or

kanti ona … muso kasibili … ki ona osikaeza

… don’t know what they supposed to do …

… kalulo ya ona yelukile. … Kuli … lituto za

when in real sense … it’s the government …

banana … lizamaye hande.

that hasn’t … done its part… so that …
children’s lessons … can go on smoothly.

Teacher B explains that there are a lot of negative assumptions among other teachers in
government schools of Mongu district. They believe that male teachers should not teach preschool classes. They consider such classes are for women,23 who can play better with children.
He expresses his feelings saying:

Lozi

English

Halubi seluswanela kueza … haiba baluti …

I don’t know what should be done … if

baba ni … mihupulo ye fokola cwalo … kuli

teachers … have such poor mentality … that

baana habakoni kuluta banana. Kanti ni

men should not teach children. Then it

kwa mahae … luna bashemi ba baana …

means even in homes … male parents

basike laelanga banana.

should not advise … their children.

Pre-school teachers in this project say that there is still negative peer pressure from other
teachers teaching senior grades who consider them as less qualified personnel in the Ministry
of Education. Teacher B explains that during teacher’s meetings there are coments like: “…
haba sikaituta … haba sikaituta koona haluta twanana” (… they are not learned … they are
not learned that is why they are teaching young children). Teacher F complains that she does

23

Globally there is a need for male pre-school teachers
(www.researchconnections.org/childcare/resources/5654).
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not get guidance from her head teacher apart from pieces of chalk, which makes her work
challenging. She says:

Lozi

English

Babahulu basikolo … hanizi luli kuli …

From the head teacher of my school … what

banana ba babahupula cwani … kakuli haba he thinks about these children… because he
bonahali kusutelela … kuziba ezahala

rarely come close … to what is happening

kwanu kuluna. Kuli bazibe … kuli kanti

with us here… So that … he knows what

banana ba batokwa sikamani … mwa

children need … in their learning process. It

kuituta kwabona. Lika kaufela … liyemi

seems … everything … is on my shoulders …

mwatoho yaka … inge kina yazamaisa

as if I’m the head teacher … or the

sikolo … kamba kina muso.

government.

Teacher E echoes that their hard work is neither recognized nor appreciated by the school
administration, despite all the effort they put into it. Teacher D says:

Lozi

English

Hazibi kuli … mutu uka sebeza cwani …

I don’t know … how someone should work

kakuli babahulu … baluna mane kobaisi …

… the administration … is unconcerned …

nihaiba ... kubonisa kuli … kunaniselueza fa

but good at noticing mistakes … not even …

sikolo se … mane akuna … mi kuluta banana showing that … we are doing something at
babanyinyani … ki musebezi luli.

this school … nothing … though teaching
children … is an enormous work.

5.4 CONCLUSION
In this chapter I discussed the themes that emerged from the open-ended interviews and my
observations. This revealed positive and negative experiences of the meaning of indigenous
songs among the pre-school teachers and learners of Mongu district in the Western Province
of Zambia. The open-ended interviews involved various stakeholders such as education
administrators, school head teachers with pre-school classes, pre-school teachers and pre-
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school learners. I divided the responses of my participants into six themes; a diamond-shaped
poem that summarizes this chapter is:

Song
Flourishing
Teaching and learning
Traditions and value of culture
Singing, Clapping, Dancing
Slow, Fast,
Joy!
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

6.1 INTRODUCTION
The main research issue in this study was the meaning of indigenous songs for teachers,
learners and administrative officials in pre-schools in Mongu. This final chapter offers answers
to the main research question and sub-questions. The gap in knowledge identified in Chapter
1 was that this topic had not yet been scrutinised in the Western Province of Zambia. In this
chapter I also discuss new sources that contributed to clarifying the research issue.

The Magic Circle
Main research question
Sub-research questions
Thematic summary
My challenges

and literature

Limitations and
The audience

implications of the
study

Recommendations
sss

Contribution to
the knowledge

Figure 18: Lay-out of Chapter 6
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My interest in indigenous songs is a life-long urge curiosity. What I have experienced as a child
I would like, as a grown-up, to have evidence about. I agree with Nzewi (2007b:310) who
made the following statement:
Research is basically a recycling of ingredients and potentials of experience for fresh
experiencing. Most of the time we are searching the firmament for answers that are
already exemplary in the fundamental knowledge of life, and merely need
contemporary definition and redeployment. At other times, we are constructing
refinements, inevitably injurious, for the sake of upstaging our mentors and
predecessors.
I “recycled” Figure 19 to ensure that I completed a magic circle. As a result I have revised
certain factual, interpretive and conceptual conclusions and added my subsequent findings
to them.

Figure 19: The magic circle (Trafford & Leshem, 2008:170)
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6.2 MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION
What is the meaning of indigenous Zambian songs for teachers and learners in the preschools of Mongu in the Western Province of Zambia?
The main reason for this research project was to describe the meaning of indigenous songs
for the pre-school teachers, heads of pre-schools, educational administrators and learners of
Mongu district. According to the data, engagement with culture and tradition were the most
important aspect of the meaning of indigenous of songs. Indigenous songs promote effective
and meaningful learning in young children, because learning took place in their mothertongue language, which they could speak and understand well, and it bears the norms and
values of their culture. During my research study I observed full participation of young
learners singing their indigenous playground songs. The research also revealed that the
meaning of the indigenous songs that the children performed is not merely knowledge about
lullaby songs, story songs, folk tales songs and games songs, but was also a link to their lives
in terms of ethnic cultural values.

Children sang songs in their mother-tongue language, demonstrating their freedom,
enjoyment and friendships during the singing of indigenous songs, because they were
performing things which they all understood. The songs promote mutual understanding
among children, parents and the community in which they live. Pre-school educators
displayed a love of teaching children from their daily experience through the use of
indigenous songs and later developed new concepts. All musics have rhythm, tempo,
dynamics, pitch, form, timbre, meter and texture.

Teachers stated that they were confused about how to implement the teaching of indigenous
songs in the classroom. On the one hand, the curriculum is positive about indigenous songs,
but on the other hand, English as language of communication is pre-scribed. Therefore the
meaning of indigenous songs is lost.
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6.3 SUB-RESEARCH QUESTIONS
1. What, according to the literature, is the meaning of indigenous songs?
The meaning of indigenous songs has been studied from different perspectives by different
scholars. During this study I discovered that indigenous songs convey traditional ethics and a
sense of identity to people in the community. For both adults and children the songs created
the sense of belonging and the value of every member of the community. Indigenous songs
remain a tool and reservoir of indigenous knowledge systems that guide people – where they
are coming from and going to. These are songs children often use during traditional
ceremonies and festivals; therefore the songs make sense whenever the children sing these
songs, because they attach to them such occasions. Through indigenous songs people learn
respect for each other and perform the activities that accompany the songs. The songs are
used for different purposes such as appreciating God’s creations, mockery, expressing
happiness, recalling names of months of the year, learning about health and warnings for
safety, therapy and communicating the ancestors. Indigenous songs help to promote
children’s physical development through jumping, limping, running and dancing and develops
them socially through their singing together. To further underscore the meaning of
indigenous songs for pre-school learners, it is evident that indigenous songs promote
children’s mother-tongue learning, making it easy for them to understand what they are
doing.

2. How, according to the literature, can whole child development be stimulated through
indigenous knowledge systems and indigenous knowledge songs?
Music educators are curious to learn how Zambian indigenous songs can stimulate children’s
learning. They could stimulate pre-school educators to find an appropriate pedagogy of
teaching pre-school children the meaning of indigenous songs. These songs are sung in the
community to inculcate positive attitudes towards one another and the environment.
Through singing and performing indigenous Zambian songs, children learn to acknowledge
the economic and social roles performed by their parents. Children appreciate and show
awareness of their culture. These are songs that create warmth and a feeling of being
connected that teaches Africanism in an African child – this simply means an African child and
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indigenous songs are inseparable. The cognitive, affective and psychomotoric domains
develop as well as the social, emotional and spiritual areas. This leads to whole-child
development.
3. What meanings do early childhood educators and pre-schools learners ascribe to
indigenous Zambian songs?
Teachers are mostly positive and they feel that indigenous songs should be included in the
pre-school curriculum and these songs should be taught to young children, but some do not
see the place for the songs in the curriculum. They say the songs belong to the community
and children learn them after school, and therefore they do not want to waste time in the
classroom. They claim that indigenous songs are songs for the illiterate and primitive people
in the village. Some parents also felt that singing English songs and speaking the English
language would prepare children better for the new world.
I argue that these statements could have ruined the opportunity to give children the best
education. It is like “imprisoning” children so that they have no direction of where they are
coming from and going to, a generation that will have no culture. Zambia is a multilingual
country, so foreign songs (English songs) can be taught to children at a later stage in lower
primary grades, because their learning process is fast when they are still young. Emphasis
should be given to the learning of children’s cultural norms and values, and the promotion of
acceptable morals through indigenous songs in the classroom.
Furthermore, education administrators, head teachers, pre-school educators and leaners
assigned great value to the indigenous songs. Indigenous songs are important in the music
education of young children, because these songs will be their springboard for new ideas. The
school environment can be just as familiar to the child as the home, because the same
language and songs (indigenous) are found in both environments. Children know these songs
through learning customary values. Therefore pre-school educators understand the meaning
of indigenous songs. Teachers need to plan the music lesson in such a way that the children
are actively involved.
On 2 October 2012 I attended the International Conference on Early Childhood Development
and Education held at UNISA in Pretoria (South Africa), where I shared my views with
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colleagues from different countries around the world. The views of the other participants on
the sub-question were similar to what Adeodu Ruth (2012), a Nigerian now living in the United
States presented in his lecture: Our children, our future. Building high-quality, culturally
relevant, early childhood development programmes for Africa. What stakeholders required
was uniformity in teachers’ lesson delivery from a well-designed ECE curriculum with
objectives and goals for children’s effective and meaningful learning, particularly in the
Western Province of Zambia. The curriculum should be accompanied by ECE learning and
teaching resources (Zambia – Educating our future, 1996:7, 8). Indigenous songs are sources
that are available in most communities.
4. How can the emergent themes on the meaning of indigenous songs be understood in the
context of the literature on this topic?

Figure 20: The emerging themes
The emergent themes are patterns of similar ideas that fall under one major topic sharing the
same goals (Blanche et al., 2006:360-361; Saldaña, 2015:13, 74). Through the emergent
themes, pre-school teachers will see the interconnectivity between themes (Creswell,
2013:101). Themes are therefore are not merely a grouping of ideas, but a grouping ideas
with similar relationships (Henning et al., 2005:107).
As a result of being involved with indigenous music traditions and cultural values with families
and friends, how they relate to one another and the society, surfaced. These feelings gave
those special moments of happiness, fulfilment, wellbeing and a sense of belonging. The word
“flourishing” also expresses enjoyment, positive thoughts and love for oneself and others.
Children experience moments of flourishing through singing indigenous songs and performing
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the accompanying activities. Furthermore, through teaching and learning of indigenous
songs, truancy is reduced among African children because learning becomes a form of play.
Because a minority of the participants were not interested in indigenous songs and some of
the children mentioned that they do not want to sing old-fashioned songs, I found it important
to add “The lack of appreciation” as an emergent theme. This theme refers to negativity, in
this case towards the teaching and learning of indigenous songs in the pre-school classroom.
Some of the reasons participants gave indicated that the lack of knowledge and
understanding of what indigenous songs mean to them is overshadowed by the increasing
impact of modern “Western” music on the market. They want something new because that
is what formal education is all about and not learning what they already know. They further
stressed the reason why indigenous songs have not been included in the current pre-schools
curriculum is because the music and context should relate to one another. The implication
that arises from this study is that some pre-school teachers and head teachers with preschools classes do not really understand the deep meaning of indigenous songs, hence
considering teaching them as out dated. I discovered that one of the reasons teachers lack
appreciation of indigenous songs is because they did not know how to plan and present an
indigenous song lesson to their young learners. The influence of the radio and television
cannot be ignored: popular music and fashionable modern life styles are attractive to
children. They hear these musics in their communities and experience how teenagers identify
with it.

6.4 THEMATIC SUMMARY AND LITERATURE
In Chapter 5 the themes were discussed. I have made a summary of the literature that
supported the description of the themes up to this point and would like to draw the reader’s
attention to new literature that adds to the existing writing on this topic.
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Themes

Literature

New literature

Traditions and values of

Nzewi (2003:16): Acquiring

Bannan (2012:5-6): Music,

culture

knowledge of the musical

language, & human

arts in traditional society

evolution;

arts;

Brandel (1961:24) The music

Ogunjimi & Na’Allah

of Central Africa: an

(2005:76): Introduction to

ethnomusicological study;

African oral literature and

Campbell (2004:7): Teaching

performance.

music globally: experiencing

Sefadei (2002:355):

music, expressing culture;

Learning culture: spirituality

Dargie (1998:3-4): Teaching

and local knowledge

and learning African music;

implication for African

Hanna (2015:44): Music

schooling;

coexistence: a journey
across the world in search of
musicians making a
difference;
Kent (2013:202): Celticity,
community, and continuity
in the children’s musical
cultures of Cornwall;
Kyagambiddwa (1956:18):
African music from the
source of the river Nile;
Mackinlay (2013:322-323):
The musical worlds of
Aboriginal children at
Burrulula and Darwin in the
northern territory of
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Mans (2004:36-39):
Discover musical cultures in
the Kunene;Australia;
Mark and Garry (2013:301):
Music education: source
readings from ancient
Greece today.
McRobbie (1999:5): In the
culture society: art, fashion
and popular music;
Turino (1993:192, 200):
Moving from silence: music
of the Peruvian Altilano and
the experience of urban
migration.
Teaching and learning

Addo et al. (2003:237):

Agawu (1995:65): Africa

Integrating the arts;

rhythm: A northern Ewe

Emberly (2013:77 - 78):

perspective;

Venda children’s musical

Badu-Younge (2011:7):

culture in Limpopo, South

Through the eyes of an

Africa;

African dancer:

Ogunjimi & Na’Allah

intellectualizing the body’s

(2005:75-76): Introduction

movement to music;

to African oral literature

Bannan (2012:8, 82): Music,

and performance

language, & human

Shitandi (2005:283): Issue

evolution;

of access, demand and

Brandel (1961:30-31): The

teaching of African music

music of Central Africa: an

and its related technology in ethnological study;
the Kenyan higher

Campbell (2004: xv, 7, 36):

education system;

Teaching music globally:
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Raiber & Teachout

experiencing music,

(2014:215): The journey

expressing culture;

from music student to

Dargie (1998:9): Teaching

teacher;

and learning African music;
Hanna (2015:7, 88): Music
coexistence: a journey
across the world in search of
musicians making a
difference;
Mans (2004:37-39):
Discover musical cultures in
the Kunene;
Swanwick (1999:43):
Teaching music musically
Turino (1993:72-74):
Moving from silence: music
of the Peruvian Altilano and
the experience of urban
migration;
Van der Merwe & Kruger
(2012:4): Cooperative
learning in the music
classroom;

Flourishing

De Nora (2013:5, 6, 81):

Ansdell (1995:5): Music for

Music asylums: wellbeing

life: aspect of creative music

through music in everyday

therapy with adult clients;

life;

Bannan (2012:87): Music,

Elliott & Silverman

language, & human

(2014:57):

evolution;

Music, personhood, and

Badu-Younge (2011:11):

eudaimonia;

Through the eyes of an
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Nzewi (2003:15): Acquiring

African dancer:

knowledge of the musical

intellectualizing the body’s

arts in traditional society

movement to music.

arts;

Hanna (2015:87): Music

Ogunjimi & Na’Allah

coexistence: a journey

(2005:76): Introduction to

across the world in search of

African oral literature and

musicians making a

performance;

difference;

Sefadei (2002:355):

Wissing et al. (2014:21):

Learning culture: spirituality

Towards flourishing:

and local knowledge

contextualising positive

implication for African

psychology;

schooling;
Sturman (2013:181 - 182):
Integration in Mexican
children’s musical world.
Lack of appreciation

No literature previously

Clarke et al. (2010:146):

referred to

Music and mind in every life.
Karlsen (2011:118): Using
musical agency as a lens:
researching music education
from the angle of
experience.

The more out-dated books that appear on the list of new literature of the above summary
still have important information for the discussion.
6.4.1 Discussion of new sources
In this chapter new sources have been added to acknowledge what other authors apart from
those cited in this thesis have contributed towards the themes in this study.
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Traditions and values of culture

Cultural values and traditions in the indigenous knowledge systems hold African societies
together. Hanna (2015:44) explains that the singing of indigenous songs and playing of
traditional instruments make people of Tanzania lift their shoulders up and be proud of what
they are, bind their families together, live in love and harmony. According to Bannan (2012:56), music is a foundation of human behaviour and means of communication, therefore a
society with well-taught indigenous songs appreciates it cultural values and traditions.
Campbell (2004:22-23) says African indigenous songs are based on ‘music-making’ as cultural
identity and musical growth for children that should not be underestimated by a teacher.
McRobbie (1999:5) explains that traditional songs are a historical activity that help young
singers know where they are coming from and provides them with sources of livelihood in the
modern world through staging performances. Brandel (1961:24) says that indigenous songs
are a means through which traditional education including circumcision and initiation cultural
values can be transmitted from one generation to another. Kyagambiddwa (1956:18) says
traditional songs are basically the language people speak that carries with it the history of
their culture. Turino (1993:192, 200) expresses the view that traditional music makes people
in the society move, eat, dance, learn and feel the warmth of everyone in the society. He
further explains that the music promotes unity, because any music performed is appreciated
by other members in the community. Mans (2004:37-39) describes the music of the
Omukwenga people of Namibia as a source of pattern of their lives. She further says the
traditional music of the Omukwenga makes them respect different age levels of the
community. Mark (2013:301) defines music as non-verbal language that helps people to
communicate their norms, values feelings and traditions to many generations. Dargie
(1998:3,4) argues that indigenous songs are not only for binding the community together, but
are a ‘healer to many hurts’ and is an avenue through which people communicate with the
‘great God’ and ancestors in the spiritual world. He further stresses that community members
came to their God through music and dance blessings. Mackinlay (2013:322-323) mentions
that the involvement of children in traditional songs and visitations to traditional places
inculcates traditional values and norms of their society. According to Kent (2013:202),
children’s identity is linked to their musical culture, and how they sing and dance.
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Teaching and learning

Campbell (2004: xv, 7, 36) describes teaching as an avenue through which the teacher shapes
the lives of his learners meaningfully with music. Children learn through ‘playing, dancing,
listening, singing and watching’. She further says that the singing of indigenous songs opens
children up socially in the community. Campbell asserts that music learning develops learner’s
deeper musical understanding and promotes musical cultural structural understanding.
Brandel (1961:30-31) mentions that music teaching and learning of music among the Ruanda
of Kenya is done to prepare the community for events like the birth of a child, marriage
ceremonies and feasts such as killing an elephant. In each category different songs are learned
and sung by either one or both sexes. Bannan (2012:8, 82) states that through music, people
learn morals, traditional culture and beliefs, way of living, past, present or old and modern
styles of life. He emphasises that the unlocking of human evolution can easily be done through
the meaningful teaching of music to young learners. Music learning helps to develop the
child’s cognitive and emotional abilities as the brain develops. He stresses that music is an
avenue through which both the old and young learn language easily. Bannan further mentions
that music performers often learn languages easily through singing songs. Hanna (2015:7, 88)
affirms that young learners develop language through music. He further says that through
music children and young musicians learn to coexist in the community. In the African setup,
according to Turino (1993:72-74), learning music is done early in the morning, late in the
evening or at night. Young musicians are given opportunity to practise what they have heard
and seen from elders. Mans (2004: 37-39) and Badu-Younge (2011:7) explain that teaching
and learning of music take place in two ways: where adults demonstrate to children, and
where children learn from each other. Dargie (1998:9) says traditional teaching and learning
of indigenous songs is done orally through ‘listening [to] and observing’ a leader, who is an
adult or peer singing, and later the children follow the melody. The music is learned through
either body or voice rhythm. He further emphasises that a singer needs a physical rhythmic
feel in order to perform the songs.

According to Swanwick (1999:43), music learning ‘social expectations’ in the community. He
further classifies music learning as for value and expression. Agawu (1995:65) explains that
during indigenous music lessons, children were required to make a musical phrase accurately
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and improvise to feel part of the society. This scenario called for serious rehearsal by the child
in order to present a good performance. Music teaching and learning promote cooperation
and unity in the classroom. The teacher should therefore make sure he delivers a successful
music lesson that brings about meaningful learning among the young learners (Van der
Merwe & Kruger, 2012:4).


Flourishing

The term “flourishing” implies all-round satisfaction and is therefore not easy to define.
However, Wissing et al. (2014:21) describe flourishing as “life satisfying”, “pleasure”,
“happiness”, “wellbeing”, “good marital relationship”, “good health”, “positive emotions”,
“positive achievements”, and so on. They say that flourishing always encourages a positive
perspective and hoping for the best. According to Bannan (2012:87), music performance
creates happiness, pleasure and joy, and generates emotion and free movement in people.
He further says that singing stimulates old and young in their everyday social life. Hanna
(2015:87) mentions that performers consider music as a sort of drug and therapy to body and
soul, and makes them feel special in the whole world. “I’m completely into that music, into
that energy; it brings me to a different level,” … “So I really, really like and really enjoy it very
much.” He emphasises that singers are always full of life and energy when performing music
either to themselves or others. Badu-Younge (2011:11) explains that traditional singers and
dancers experience joy, freedom, carried away and release of body tension when performing,
a situation that makes a music performer a happy person.


Lack of appreciation

The literature I have consulted state that very little research has been done on this topic.
Clarke et al. (2010:146) and Karlsen (2011:118) explain that indigenous music is being lost
because the current generation do not enjoy listening to it and consider the playing of
traditional instruments that accompany the songs as problematic. To me it came as a shock
that we are losing our music.
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6.4.2 The model by Miya
The starting point of this research was the model by Miya (2007:177).

Figure 21: Model ̶ Ecosystem of the Musical Arts in Africa (Miya, 2007:177)
The themes that emerged from my research have the Western Province of Zambia as context.
According to Rule and John (2011:129) a case should be closed when the thick description is
completed. But it can be re-opened and discussed in another context. The literature I have
explored is the evidence that this multiple-case study could also be of value in another
context. The questions to be answer then is “So what?” and “What next?” (Rule & John,
2011:129). In the book by Wiggins (2015) new ideas that are applicable to the research
question close the gap in knowledge. I re-open the case by attempting to answer the
questions: “So what?” and “What next”. “We argue that reopening the case can be valuable
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at a number of levels: it can inform theory, improve practice, critique and revise policy; and
generate further research” (Rule & John, 2011:133).
In column 1 of Table 5 I summarize Wiggins (2015) as a new source comparing it in column 2
with Miya’s model and refer in column 3 to the themes that emerged in this study.

Table 5: Wiggens, Miya and the emegent themes
Wiggins

Miya

Emergent themes

Learning: an embodied,

Formal, in-formal and non-

Teaching and learning

constructive process

formal. Implicit, associative,

Imitation,

(Chapter 1);

observational and oral-

Observation,

kinaesthetic learning

Listening,

through effective

Acquiring skill,

communication and culture

Getting ideas;

models. Individual learner,
educator, musical arts
group/class;
Learning: a sociocultural,

Musical arts, interpersonal,

Flourishing/Teaching and

constructive process

African cultures,

learning

(Chapter 2)

urbanization, educational

Coming together,

purpose of musical arts,

Sharing ideas,

and evaluative skills and

Singing to an audience

growth;

Soothing a crying baby,
Feel connected through
songs;

Learning music through

Interpersonal, social, and

Teaching and learning

embodied, constructive

kinaesthetic motoric

Develop domains, senses,

process (Chapter 3);

growth, interpretation of

language and body muscles,

musical arts, evaluative

Movement to a song,

skills, communication skills,

Instil confidence;

musical group
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performance, kinaesthetic
growth;
Learning music through

Traditions and values of

sociocultural, constructive

culture

process (Chapter 4);

Respect,
Harmony
Creating indigenous songs
Cultural dressing
Indigenous songs and
knowledge;

Learning music as music

Teaching and learning

problem solving (Chapter
5);
Performing, listening and

Musical, moral,

creating problems (Chapter

intrapersonal, cognitively,

6);

affectively, evaluation

Teaching and learning

process, and oral
kinaesthetic motoric growth
Thinking about learners in

Educational purpose of

planning musical problems;

musical arts. Musical group

Singing, moving, playing,

performance.

Teaching and learning

creating, listening, notating,
technology (Chapter 7);
Entry-level musical
problems (Chapter 8);
Context of a whole person;

Implicit hidden experiences,

Flourishing

interpersonal, connecting

Enjoyment, recreation, good

with feelings;

health, stress relief through singing, energizer;

Misconceptions may occur

Focus on the positive

Lack of appreciation

if the learner does not know effects of IKS.
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how to connect with new

No vision, no personal

knowledge.

commitment, unclear
identity.

According to Wiggins, “understanding” is accepting how a human body networks during
problem solving, “teaching” entails influencing and allowing learners to create their own
understanding of things, while “learning” is the seeking of meaning through engagement and
interaction with other people and the world (Wiggins, 2015:1). Woodford (2002:677)
describes “understanding” as attributes and positive influence in the teaching of music,
Goldberg and Scott-Kassner (2002:1056) define “teaching” as introducing and providing
music concepts to a learner and Abeles et al. (2002:931) explains “learning” as experiences
with culminating activities.
6.5 THE AUDIENCE
The audience who may have interest in this research study are pre-school teachers, head
teachers for pre-schools, education administrators and policy makers in the Ministry of
Education of Zambia. Education administrators should find ways and means of providing
indigenous songs to pre-school teachers through workshops. Policy makers should evaluate
the curriculum to see whether or not it addresses the needs of the country. The Ministry of
Education should give grants and supply teaching and learning resources to schools with preschool school classes for the smooth running of the programme. The outcome of the study is
that meaningful learning among Zambian children should raise educational, moral and music
standards. This would be of interest to the Ministry of Education and Zambia.
6.6 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE
To describe how the indigenous songs contribute to meaningful teaching and learning in the
early childhood education in Mongu district requires great focus. Wiggins (2015:1) explains
that for any meaningful learning to take place, the curriculum should be rooted in children’s
life experiences and actions, with a focus on a clear pedagogy with specific course objectives
and learning goals (Campbell, 2004:xvii). Therefore, the teaching of indigenous songs for
teachers and learners in the ECE in the pre-schools of Mongu should be focused (Wiggins,
2015:8-11).
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As a music educator, it is my task to design a curriculum on the meaning of indigenous songs
that will inculcate indigenous knowledge in both the pre-school teachers and learners, and
impart to them a love of their identity. The focus on the meaning of indigenous songs was not
structured in the ECE Zambian curriculum before this study. The focus of the module was
based on the teaching and learning of the meaning of indigenous songs in the pre-schools of
Western Province.
My long teaching experience has helped me to guide pre-school teachers of Mongu to
develop their knowledge of how to present a lesson on indigenous songs meaningfully
through an activity-based lesson in order to contribute positively and meaningfully to
indigenous song teaching in the classroom. A learner-centred approach was used during
engagement with pre-school teachers in order to promote personal experiences (Wiggins,
2015:21; Kertz-Welzel, 2013:387). The focus of a pre-school teacher in ECE is to increase the
child’s chances of developing personal musical abilities in order to develop future broader
and deeper humanistic values in a child (Elliott & Silverman, 2014:58). Therefore, meaningful
teaching and learning can best be achieved through a child-centred approach (Green, 2008:7).
After I discussed the themes as well as the literature in Chapter 2 and new literature that was
introduced to the scholarly world, I realized that a new model was possible. This model
focuses on an African philosophy of education, which includes challenging the perceived
superiority of Western-style education ingrained in the minds of many Africans. Not to
challenge this type of hegemony is to deny the equal value of indigenous knowledge, as well
as local traditions and customs. This is not to suggest that Africans should be denied a
Western-style education (or aspects thereof) where they wish to receive it; the contention is
only that other options should be made available and promoted as being of an equally high
standard.
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African Philosophy of Education
Figure 22: A model of a perspective about indigenous songs in African Philosophy of
Education
6.7 RECOMMENDATIONS
6.7.1 Zambia early childhood education
It is worth mentioning that Zambia as a third world countries is still encountering various
challenges implementing what its citizens need. From this study several factors have
identified the needs to be addressed for the successful and meaningful teaching and learning
of indigenous songs in Mongu district in the Western Province of Zambia. The following are
my recommendations:


In-service workshops on indigenous songs should be created at provincial and district
resource centres to allow sharing of indigenous songs knowledge among pre-school
teachers;



The Senior Education Standards Officer (SESO) expressive arts should be assigned the
task to facilitate teaching and learning of indigenous songs through workshops in the
province;
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The SESO expressive arts should invite traditional song specialists from the community
to give talks to pre-school teachers and learners teach and demonstrate indigenous
songs to them. It is therefore the responsibility of the SESO expressive arts to solicit
for funds from business houses in order to pay the traditional music facilitator;



There should be in-service training for pre-school teachers on the pedagogy and
meaning of indigenous songs;



More male pre-school teachers should be trained in the country in order to counter
the negative comments from teachers teaching senior grades.

6.7.2 Further research
The following topics should be of great interest to other scholars to further this research:


African philosophy and education: an action research project in early childhood;



Developing and implementing a curriculum with indigenous Zambian songs for early
childhood development;



Promoting wellbeing through indigenous songs: a case study;



“Searching to know music for a fulfilling musical life”: the research of Meki Nzewi;



The music that is present in a specific school milieu that is suitable for early childhood
development.

6.8 LIMITATIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
This research project is a multiple case study. It was confined to participants in six pre-schools
of Mongu district in the Western Province of Zambia. The location where this research took
place is a limitation. If the research was done in more schools and other districts the outcome
could be different. A descriptive approach was used throughout this research process in order
to describe in depth the collected data (Merriam, 2009:45; Rule & John, 2011:29). This
multiple case used the crystallization model to provide a fruitful discussion of themes on the
meaning of indigenous songs from the different perspectives of the research data collected
from participants, so that it indigenous songs are included in the Zambian ECE curriculum
(Creswell, 2013:186-187).
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I emphasise that this research study will give many third world countries including Zambia a
new vision for early childhood education. It will bring on board all stakeholders in the
education system to strongly support early childhood education through indicating their
shortfall deficiencies in the smooth running of the sector. It is worth mentioning here that we
should implement the best education for our children by developing it from the music that
they already know (indigenous songs). I say that “A farmer cannot expect to harvest a good
yield from a fruit tree he has not taken care of”, so a country whose education system offers
little or no support to early childhood education can expect to hire expatriates human
resources to work for its people.
It is a full understanding of the society I live in, the songs we sing, the way we interact, and
my everyday experience that makes me strongly emphasise teaching the meaning of
indigenous song as a meaningful way to educate young children, Hence I carried out this
research project because this is the type of songs that I was brought up on, and I have seen
the good impact it has on my life. This research revealed that the Zambian school education
system (Ministry of Education) is donor driven. This is a situation that makes education policy
makers fail to implement a curriculum that addresses people’s needs.
This research study’s focus is on the inclusion of indigenous songs in the ECE Zambian
curriculum. This process will require a shift from the current donor-driven ECE curriculum,
with its objectives and goals, to one which will address the needs of Zambian children with a
focus on meaningful learning with the inclusion of indigenous songs.
It was fascinating to discover so many positive experiences and responses on how much
participants liked to teach and learn indigenous songs. Teachers, head teachers and education
administrators suggested indigenous songs to be included in the ECE curriculum for the
purpose of meaningful learning, although there were participants who found it old fashioned
and not relevant.
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6.9 MY CHALLENGES
After enrolling for the doctoral programme at North-West University, Potchefstroom campus,
I began my research study. During my research project I faced numerous challenges in
completing this thesis. The following were some of the challenges.


Situation in Mongu

Being in a third world country, Mongu district lacks modern facilities for an academic
researcher on doctoral level. Western Province was faced with electricity power loadshedding that made my study problematic in the evenings when I wanted to do my research
after work. Internet facilities were also a challenge. Mongu district had only two internet
cafes. During the evening workers and students came for their personal work and research –
the result is disastrous.

Mongu being a rural district had most of the research materials on music in the district library
as far back as the 1970s. But the library had no recent literature, articles or newspaper reports
concerning the topic of my investigation. Being the only person in the whole of Western
Province pursuing a doctorate in music was another big challenge because I had no support
during my research study. My computer is not of such a quality and that I could communicate
by Skype with my supervisor.


Study leave

I did my research project while working full-time. Since I did my research as a part-time
student, this meant I had to divide my time between work, the research project and my
family. Many times I would find myself very tired after day’s work, making it difficult to focus
on my studies. Sometimes resolving family issues left me too emotionally disturbed to
concentrate on my research project.


Funding for living costs

I faced a lot of financial challenges since I had no sponsorship. This means I had to divide my
monthly income between my doctoral studies, sending my children to college and feeding the
family. It was really a challenge during my residential block sessions in terms of food, because
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the cost of living in South Africa, particularly in Potchefstroom, was quite high. North-West
University assisted me in the last phase of my studies after my supervisor saw the difficulties
I was going through in my studies. I received no support from the surrounding community in
Zambia. It was as if no one really understood what I was doing apart from my family members.
Most of my friends appeared to feel a hidden jealousy because of comments such as: “He is
wasting money”, “He will not complete”, with the fear that my studies would influence my
identity in the society.

6.10 CLOSURE
Vignette

Little dove on my lap24

It is a Saturday afternoon the sun is setting in the west
I can see on the horizon the escarpment of Lilundu
Peaceful I hear the doves in the nearby mushitu
A little dove flies and sits on my lap.
Ku-kuruu, ku-kuruu, ku-kuruu …
“Help me to fly,
Help me to fly higher.
Yes! Flying higher.
Come, help me fly higher like an eagle.
Help me with your big wings.
Carry me on your big wings”.
I carry the dove on my wings and fly away.
“I’m happy! Now I can see the mushitu and the cliffs of Lilundu”
And we fly higher, higher and higher …

24

Inspired by Christopher Logue (1926-2011) – “Come to the edge”.
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MASARA 018 299 1700

LETTER OF CONSENT
Title: The meaning of Zambian indigenous songs for early childhood teachers and learners

I hereby give permission for ______________________ to interview me. He may use the
interview for his research. I understand that all efforts to protect privacy, anonymity and
confidentiality will be adhered to by the researcher. I reserve the right to withdraw at any
stage. ________________________________ Name interviewee
_______________________________________________________ Address of interviewee
_________________________________________
(Signature interviewee)

………………………………………………… Name of Student ……………………………….. Student number
………………………………………………..
(Signature)

Date: ………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………
Signature study leader: Prof H.M. Potgieter (+27 82 877 1866)
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Lozi

ENGLISH

1

Amubone baana, Peba ni Kakaze.

Dear friends, see a Cat is chasing a Rat.

Play song

2

Hanisakona ku zamaya se ni tabilwe ki
muutwa”
3Bana basikolo kwatae eeee kwatae.
Nju, kwatae, nju kwatae. Nju,
kwatae, nju kwatae.

I can no longer walk; I have been pricked
by a thorn in my foot
School boys and girls, let us be unite, yes
let us unite

4

Kambombo lila, kamwa mushitu, pula
inele, luce mbonyi.

Forest beetle cry to call the rain so that
we eat Maize.

5

Mbumbu wali, ulile kunyanya,
bomahe abayo, mbuuuu.

The baby is crying. It wants to breast
feed but the mother is not here, shssss.

A song on
safety
A song
that
promotes
unite
A song
appreciati
ng God’s
creatures
Lullaby

6

Mezi, mezi mulenaka

Water, king of life, I’m coming to fetch
tomorow
It is rain season in Barotse land, wind is
blowing, rains are raining, ran my friend
you will be soaked.
I’m passing to you this precious thing;
please take care of it as I have done.

A song on
seasons of
the year
A game
song

This is a song for learning the names of
the months: January February March …
December.

A song on
months of
the year

This is a mockery song that means, ‘let
[him] play alone because he is too
troublesome’.

A mockery
song

3

Mwa Bulozi ki matabula moya wa
fuka, pula ya
nela, mata mwai uta koloba.
Nakutambekela sikasona se usike wa
8
fosa eze
sinana
9 Sope Yowa Lyataman’i Lungu Kandao
Muyana Sikulu Muyana Njimwa
9
Mwimunene
Njimwana … N’gulule
10
Siloke, siloke ukapala ni sitoho sahao.
7
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